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ABSTRACT OF THEDISSERTATION

Data Stream Processing
and Query Optimization Techniques

by

Yijian Bai

Doctor of Philosophy in Computer Science

University of California, Los Angeles, 2007

Professor Carlo Zaniolo, Chair

Many modern applications require continuous processing ofmassive data streams, cre-

ating difficult research challenges on multiple fronts. Foremost among these there is

the design and implementation of Data Stream Management Systems (DSMSs) that

optimize the execution of multiple continuous queries, on massive and bursty data

streams to produce fast, near-realtime, responses upon tuple arrival. Existing query

constructs and query processing techniques of DataBase Management Systems must

be greatly extended and revised to support efficiently continuous queries in DSMSs.

In this dissertation, we propose novel query scheduling algorithms and query con-

structs whose effectiveness was demonstrated in the StreamMill DSMS prototype.

Thus, we introduce on-demand timestamp generation and propagation mechanisms

based on a flexible query-execution model, to solve the idle-waiting problem, improve

query response, and reduce memory consumption. Moreover, we introduce practical

scheduling algorithms, which assume uniform cost for tuples on the same operator,

to handle query graphs of arbitrary complexity. Finally, wecompare the performance

of these practical algorithms against the theoretically optimal ones that assume per-
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fect knowledge on the costs of the individual tuples being processed. Our experiments

show that the performance of the former closely approximatethat of the latter.

In order to utilize DBMS languages for data stream processing, stream-oriented

constructs, such as sliding windows, have to be defined and integrated into the query

language. Thus, we introduce novel constructs and techniques for supporting sliding

windows on arbitrary User Defined Aggregates, as to achieve their incremental main-

tenance on logical and physical windows.

Finally, we explore some performance optimization issues in advanced applica-

tions, including RFID (Radio Frequency IDentification) applications, and load-shedding

in multi-source stream classifiers.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

Traditionally, data processing and query optimization areperformed on persistent data

in secondary data stores. However, many modern applications now require continuous

processing of massive data streams, which presents research challenges on multiple

fronts.

The first critical challenge is to build Data Stream Management Systems (DSMSs)

that provide the users with efficient and reliable query services. A DSMS must support

efficiently (i) multiple continuous queries that reside in the system, with (ii) complex

query plans, on (iii) massive and bursty data streams, and produce (iv) fast, potentially

near-realtime, response to the user upon each data tuple arrival. Existing query pro-

cessing/optimization techniques for DataBase ManagementSystems (DBMSs), how-

ever, are not designed for such requirements. A second challenge is to extend DBMS

query languages with stream-oriented constructs, and devise techniques for their effi-

cient implementation. Finally, at the application level, different classes of data stream

applications may have their specific quality/efficiency requirements. Therefore in this

dissertation, we discuss a few problems and their solutionsfrom these aspects. Specif-

ically, the contributions are:

1. Operator scheduling algorithms.An intelligent and efficient operator schedul-

ing mechanism is critical for achieving a satisfactory performance in a DSMS.

Inasmuch as near real-time queries is the raison-d’etre of DSMS, a fast response
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is a key objective of a DSMS system. However, memory consumption optimiza-

tion also becomes important, with tuples arriving into the system at a highly

bursty fashion. Since the exact costs of individual tuples are not known dur-

ing scheduling time, existing scheduling strategies are generally based on an

average-cost heuristics. I.e., they assume that all tupleson the same operator

display the same average behavior. However, no study has been done on theo-

retically optimal algorithms, as well as on how closely the practical strategies

approximate the theoretically optimal algorithms. Furthermore, most existing

strategies are defined on simple path queries, and thus do nothandle complex

query graphs, especially the tuple-sharing fork structure. Therefore, here we

present: (i) a theoretically optimal algorithm for latencyoptimization assuming

complete prior knowledge of tuple processing costs, and thevariant of this algo-

rithm for memory optimization, (ii) experimental studies that compare various

scheduling strategies, and demonstrate that the practicalalgorithms assuming

average tuple behavior closely approximate the performance of the theoretically

optimal algorithms, and (iii) practical scheduling algorithms on different query

graph topologies, starting from simple query components and gradually moving

to more complex query component topologies, especially forhandling tuple-

sharing forks.

2. Flexible execution model and timestamp-based optimization. In order to sup-

port different execution strategies in a DSMS and the ability to change between

the strategies with little overhead, we need execution models that are very gen-

eral, flexible, and easily adaptable. Furthermore, the temporal nature of the

union and join operators used by DSMSs can significantly delay the response

for queries involving these operators. Thus, we present here the flexible execu-

tion model and timestamp-based optimization mechanisms used in the Stream

2



Mill DSMS, with discussions of: (i) the idle-waiting problem in the multi-input

operators, which causes significant increases of query response time, (ii) an

on-demand timestamp generation and propagation mechanismwhich solves the

idle-waiting problem to improve response time, (iii) a flexible query execution

model that efficiently supports timestamp propagation, run-time optimization

goal switching and query graph topology changes, and (iv) a deterministic finite

automata (DFA) based implementation of the execution model.

3. Supporting the sliding-window construct and its applications.Sliding-windows

is required by many stream applications. While other DSMSs can only sup-

port windows on built-in aggregates, the Expressive StreamLanguage (ESL)

of Stream Mill efficiently supports the full integration of sliding windows with

arbitrary User Defined Aggregates (UDAs). Here we present the incremen-

tal state-maintenance constructs for window-UDAs in ESL, as well as several

other window-based optimization techniques. Furthermore, we analyze a noise-

elimination problem for RFID tag readings, and present an efficient, time-order

preserving solution based on sliding windows and incremental state maintenance

mechanisms.

4. A load-shedding mechanism for multi-task, multi-source stream classifica-

tion problems. We consider a multi-task, multi-source stream classification

problem, where a single server is responsible for multiple classification tasks,

while each of the task has multiple input data streams. When the system load

exceeds its processing capacity, we must shed the load whilestill try to maintain

high classification quality. Existing load-shedding methods either fail to take

into consideration the specific data quality requirements of classifiers, or do not

consider the differences among multiple input streams of the same classification

task. We present a Quality-of-Observation (QoO) metric to measure the poten-

3



tial benefits of observing each input data stream, and designa Best Feature First

(BFF) algorithm to perform load-shedding using this metric. Experiments on

both synthetic and real-life data confirm the effectivenessof the algorithm in

terms of maintaining quality of classification in the presence of load-shedding.

Dissertation Overview The rest of the dissertation is organized as follows:

In Chapter 2, we discuss practical operator scheduling algorithms for different op-

timization objectives, on various query component topologies. We also compare the

performance of practical algorithms that are based on average-cost heuristics, against

theoretically optimal algorithms that assume precise knowledge of tuple costs.

In Chapter 3, we discuss the flexible query execution model used in the Stream

Mill DSMS that allows fast and quick adaptation of differentoptimization goals and

query topology changes. We also present a timestamp-propagation mechanism that

solves the idle-waiting problem to improve response time.

In Chapter 4, we first present the Expressive Stream Language(ESL), which pro-

vides support for sliding window constructs integrated with arbitrary User Defined

Aggregates (UDAs). Then we analyze an RFID data noise-elimination problem, and

propose an efficient, time-order preserving solution that uses sliding windows with

incremental state-maintenance.

In Chapter 5, we analyze the multi-task, multi-source classification problem, where

a central classification server may be overloaded and require load-shedding. We then

propose a Bayes Risk based Quality-of-Observation (QoO) metric to guide the load-

shedding process, and present a Best Feature First (BFF) algorithm to shed load while

trying to still maintain a high classification quality.

Finally, Chapter 6 summarizes the work presented in this dissertation, and de-

scribes possible future work directions.
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CHAPTER 2

Operator Scheduling Algorithms

2.1 Overview

DBMSs traditionally support transient, run-once queries over persistent data. How-

ever, in DSMSs the roles of data and queries are reversed—a DSMS must support

efficiently (i) multiple continuous queries that reside in the system, with (ii) complex

query plans, on (iii) massive and bursty data streams, and produce (iv) fast, potentially

near-realtime, response to the user upon each data tuple arrival. As multiple queries,

each consisting of multiple operators which serve as the unit for execution, continu-

ously reside in the system and share CPU time and other systemresources, we need

some mechanism to schedule the different operators.

Inasmuch as near real-time queries is the raison-d’etre of DSMS, a fast response

is a key objective of a DSMS system. However, memory consumption optimization

also becomes important, with tuples arriving into the system at a highly bursty fashion.

Various scheduling strategies have been proposed in the literature, mostly aiming at op-

timizing for tuple latency or memory consumption [BBD03, SCL05, JC04, CCZ03].

Since the exact costs of individual tuples are not known during scheduling time, exist-

ing strategies are generally based on an average-cost heuristics. I.e., they assume that

all tuples on the same operator display the same average behavior. However, no study

has been done on theoretically optimal algorithms, as well as how closely the practi-

cal strategies approximate the theoretically optimal ones. Furthermore, most existing
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strategies are defined on simple path queries, and thus do nothandle complex query

graphs, especially the tuple-sharing fork structure. Thusin this chapter, we discuss the

following contributions:

• We present theoretically optimal algorithms for latency optimization assuming

(unrealistic) prior knowledge of tuple processing costs. The algorithm adheres

to the tuple time-order constraints in a DSMS system. We alsopresent a variant

of this algorithm for memory optimization on an operator path.

• We formalize the scheduling objectives in response time andmemory optimiza-

tion into area-minimization problems on progress charts. By starting from sim-

ple query components, and gradually moving to more complex query compo-

nents, we systematically discuss practical scheduling algorithms on different

query graph topologies.

• In particular, we study scheduling optimization on complexgraphs that con-

tain tuple-sharing fork structures. By extending a chart-partitioning mechanism,

which is originally utilized in the Chain strategy [BBD03] for memory opti-

mization on a single operator path, we design an algorithm for response time

optimization on the tuple-sharing fork structure. The samechart-partitioning

mechanism is also utilized to derive the optimal schedulingalgorithms above.

• We experimentally compare various scheduling strategies,and demonstrate that

the practical algorithms assuming average tuple behavior closely approximate

the performance of the theoretically optimal algorithms.

Related Work The optimization of continuous queries has provided a majortopic

of DSMS research. Much of the efforts have been given to scheduling algorithms

[JC04, CCZ03, SCL05] and/or restructuring the query graph [BBD03] to minimize

6



memory or latency. Other efforts include the design of adaptive query processing en-

gine [CF02, MSH02], and methods for Quality of Service (QoS)control [ACC03].

However, all the existing approaches propose practical algorithms based on average-

cost heuristics, without providing any theoretically optimal algorithm and comparing

the performance of the practical algorithms against the optimal ones. Moreover, the ex-

isting strategies generally can not handle difficulties brought by complex query graph

topologies, such the tuple-sharingfork structure. We provide here a treatment on each

of these limitations.

2.2 Problem Definition

The Query Graph The query operator graph has been widely used in DSMSs to

describe the scheduling of continuous queries that are composed of multiple basic

operators. In general, the nodes of the graph denote query operators and the arcs

denote the buffers connecting them. Figure 2.1 shows an example where the graph is

a simple path. The directed arc fromQi to Qj represents abuffer, wherebyQi adds

tuples to the tail of the buffer (production) andQj takes tuples from the head of the

buffer (consumption). In addition to the actual query operators, the graph also contains

sourcenodes andsinknodes as shown in Figure 2.1. The arcs leaving thesourcenodes

represent input buffers. In the Stream Mill DSMS (and many other DSMSs) these are

being filled by external wrappers. Likewise, the arcs leading to thesinknodes denote

the output buffers from which output wrappers take the tuples to be sent to users or to

other processes.

Source O1 O2
Sink

Figure 2.1: Simple Path Query
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Union and join operators have multiple inputs, as shown in Figure 2.2(a). On the

other hand, when two or more operators read from the same input, a fork structure is

created, as shown in Figure 2.2(b). In the fork structure, creating a duplicate tuple for

each consuming operator will result in high memory overhead. Therefore, the tuples

on the common input at thefork structure are shared by all the consuming operators.

Source1

U

Source2

Sink

(a) A Simple Union

Source

SinkO
2

SinkO
3

O1

(b) A Tuple-sharingFork

Figure 2.2: Complex Topologies

In general, query graph in a DSMS can have several strongly connected compo-

nents, where each component is a DAG. E.g., Figure 2.1, Figure 2.2(a) and Figure

2.2(b) each shows a strongly connected component, which we will refer to asquery

components, while the complete query graph in the DSMS consists of multiple such

query components.

Next, we will discuss our scheduling approach—starting from simple query com-

ponents, and gradually generalizing to more complex component topologies.

One-Operator Component First, we consider a simple component consisting of

only one input buffer and one operator. Although not much optimization can be done

on such simple components, we will use this example to clarify the scheduling prob-

lem and our assumptions. In DSMS, we have theArrival-Order Constraintwhich

prescribes that the processing order of tuples on the same operator is exactly the same

in which they arrived in its input buffer. Thus, the buffers behave as queues and the

wordsbuffersandqueueswill be used as synonyms in this chapter. This assumption is
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introduced to respect the time-dependent semantics of datastreams. Next, we discuss

the optimization objectives.

Optimization Objectives. In classical scheduling problems, each job arrival even-

tually leads to one job departure. Thus, each job’s completion time is simply the

time-span between arrival and completion of the job. In DSMSsystems, however, the

situation is more complex. The operators often have a selectivity (i.e., a fan out) dif-

ferent from 1, therefore the productivity from one input could be different depending

on whether it is measured in terms of the tuple consumed or those produced. Thus, we

have the following estimates about costs.

1. Input Completion Time (ICT). Theinput completion timeis the time span be-

tween an input tuple arrives, and the time when the last of theoutput tuples

triggered by this input is created and exits the system. E.g., if an input tuple

is joined with multiple tuples in a DB table to produce outputs, the completion

time is the timespan between the arrival of the tuple, and theproduction of the

last output tuple. Under this cost model, eachinput tuple is roughly equivalent

to a traditional definition of a job.

2. Output Response Time (ORT). Theoutput response time, or output latency, is

measured on output tuples that exit the system (i.e., reach thesinknodes). The

ORT for an output tuple is the time-span from the moment when all information

required to derive the output tuple becomes available, to the time when the output

tuple is actually created. For example, for a SUM aggregate,the output latency

is the timespan between the arrival time of the last input tuple participating in

the summation, and the time when the sum output tuple is produced.

Under this cost model, eachoutput tuple at asink node is roughly equivalent

to a traditional definition of a job; therefore, one input tuple may potentially
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represent multiple jobs upon arrival, while each of the eventual output tuples

will have a its ownoutput latency.

3. Memory-Based Cost. This cost measures the memory required for storing the

bytes in the buffers over time. When an operator produces into asinknode where

the tuples exit the system, the cost of an output tuple is normally considered zero

[BBD03]: in this case, the selectivity and tuple-size difference between input

and output tuples makes no difference. When the cost of the output tuples are

not negligible (e.g., tuples stored in an intermediate buffer to be consumed by

other operators) then the selectivity and input/output tuple-size difference also

play a role.

We can use a tuple delivery chart to illustrate the tuple processing progress. Sup-

pose we plot output generation, then the tuple count starts from zero and ends at time

T with the last tuple, the N-th tuple (Figure 2.3(a)). However, the cost is better demon-

strated in terms of the number of tuples not yet delivered (much in the same way in

which the monthly cost of mortgage is based on the money that is still owed). Thus

we have a different chart, where the tuple count starts from Nand is decreased at any

point in time by the number of tuples so far delivered (Figure2.3(b)), we call this

chart the Output Completion Chart (or, the OC Chart). Slightvariation of the same

chart can be used to plot the consumption of input tuples—thevertical axis will be

remaining input tuples, instead of to-be-delivered outputtuples, which gives the In-

put Completion Chart (the IC Chart). We can also plot memory reduction, where the

vertical axis would be the total size, instead of total count, of tuples, which gives the

Memory Reduction Chart (the MR Chart).

Cost Estimates, Averaging, and Smoothing. In a DSMS system, the true process-

ing cost of any particular tuple is generally not known untilit is finished, therefore

10
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Figure 2.3: Output Completion Chart for One Operator
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such information is not available at scheduling time. However, the costs of tuples can

generally be closely approximated by the average cost of tuples on the same operator.

Say that we use the ICT model, and we haveN tuples in the input queue for a single

operator. These will be processed in timeT = τ × N whereτ is the average time

required for processing a tuple in the buffer (τ is the inverse of the slope on the IC

chart ). Thus the processing of the first tuple begins at time 0and the processing of the

last tuple ends at timeT . The total cost over time can be seen as the areaS under the

curve in the IC chart (e.g., similar to that of Figure 2.3(b)). On the chart each step cor-

responds to the processing of one tuple. Observe that while we always step down one

tuple, the time-width of the step is variable since it denotes the specific time required

by the tuple that is taken from the queue. However, since we are interested in bursty

arrivals,N tends to be large andS can be accurately estimated as the area under the

curve obtained by smoothing out the steps in the original curve. If we assume that all

tuples behave in a similar way and require a time equal to the average timeτ for pro-

cessing, then our curve becomes a straight line and the areaS under our curve is equal

to S = 1
2

τ N2 (Figure 2.3(c)). Thus, ICT cost is proportional to the time required for

each input tuple and to the square of the number of input tuples. Naturally, if we con-

sider other costs, this curve can be scaled up or down accordingly. For instance, cost of

memory in bytes can be estimated to beM = β × S = βτ 1
2
N2 whereβ is the number

of bytes (i.e., the cost in memory) of each input tuple. (If the output of the operator

also have memory cost, i.e., not asinknode, thenβ is the number of bytes reduced per

input tuple, due to either projection, selectivity or aggregate transformation).

Similar considerations apply if we want to use ORT as our costmodel. Here we

have that one input tuple producesσ output tuple, on the average. Thus,σ is the

averageselectivityof our operator. The curve will now be vertically scaled byσ— if

we have largeN and assume that the tuples behave in a similar way, then the curve

can again be smoothed and reduce to a straight line which intersect the vertical axis at
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pointσ ×N . Under these assumptions, the estimate for the total ORT cost is σ 1
2
τN2.

2.3 Tuples, Queues, and Components

Now, suppose we have multiple operators in our system, each with an input queue.

Suppose the output of each operator is asinknode, then each pair of queue and operator

constitute a simple component. There are two possible models for the scheduling

problem:

• Tuple-based scheduling. Under this model, the scheduling algorithm consider

the cost of each tuple in the queues that feed into then operators. A queue is

selected according to some optimization criteria and a tuple is removed from

the queue and processed on the operator. This operation is repeated, until all

queues are empty. This approach considers exact cost of eachtuple and has the

potential of guaranteeing optimality (when optimal algorithms are available).

However, it is normally unfeasible in practice since the actual cost of each indi-

vidual tuple is generally not known during scheduling time.Furthermore, in an

environment such as DSMS where there are many small tuples, the tuple-based

scheduling overhead may be prohibitive. Thus we will now concentrate on the

component-based approach that only assumes knowledge of the average behav-

ior of the tuples for each operator. This second approach is quasi-optimal since

it produces results that are usually close to optimal. In fact we will return to

the tuple based approach later to provide a provably optimalscheduling solution

for time optimization. Then through experiments we will show that the practical

solution discussed next is only mildly inferior to the optimal solution.

• Component-Based scheduling. In this model, we schedule execution on the

basis of theaverage costof the tuples on an operator. Since the exact cost of
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individual tuples is either unknown or too expensive to estimate, this is the prac-

tical approach of choice used by most authors. In this chapter we will discuss

practical algorithms required for complex query components. Also, we will ex-

perimentally show that the approach delivers results very close to the optimal

algorithms that assume complete knowledge of the individual tuples.

Our discussion of component-based scheduling will start from simple components,

which consist of one buffer and one operator, and then gradually move to more com-

plex components.

Multiple Simple Components Suppose in our system we have two simple compo-

nents, component A and component B, respectively. Figure 2.4(a) and Figure 2.4(b)

show the ICT costs for components A and B, respectively. ThenFigure 2.4(c) and

Figure 2.4(d) demonstrate two different schedules: in one schedule component A is

scheduled first, and in the other schedule component B is scheduled first. LetτA de-

note the average time used by the tuples in A, andτB for that of B. Also, letNA denote

the total number of tuples processed for A, andNB for that of B. Now consider the

cost of first processing A, then B. As shown in Figure 2.4(c), the total cost for both

components is:

SAB = SA + SB + τANA ×NB

If we instead process B before A we obtain (Figure 2.4(d)):

SBA = SA + SB + τBNB ×NA

Clearly, A before B is better (has a smaller total area under the curve) iffτA < τB,

and vice versa. Thus a component-based schedule will alwaysselect the component
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with greater slope. The result can be easily extended to multiple components, where

we will then always schedule the components by decreasing slope (i.e., increasing

average cost) (Figure 2.4(e)). In fact, any component schedule can be represented

by such a diagram, where the area under the curve gives the estimated cost for the

schedule. If the diagram representing a schedule contains two consecutive components

where the slope of the second is greater than the first, then a more efficient schedule

can be obtained by switching the order of the two components.

Remaining Input

A

TimeSA

(a) Component A

Time

Remaining Input

B

SB

(b) Component B

Remaining Input

Time

A

B

SA

SB

(c) Schedule: A before B

Remaining Input

Time

A

B
SB

SA

(d) Schedule: B before A

e

Remaining Input

Time

C1

C2

C3

C4

(e) Schedule for More Compo-

nents

Figure 2.4: Input Completion Chart for Different Schedules

Meaning of Slopes on Different Charts The slopes on different charts have differ-

ent meanings, which we summarize here.

Input Processing Rate: For ICT optimization, the slope on the input completion
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chart represents input processing rate. I.e., suppose the average processing cost for an

input tuple isτ , then the slope is the number of input tuples processed in unit time,

which is:

R =
1

τ

Output Generation Rate: For ORT optimization, the slope on the output comple-

tion chart represents output generation rate. I.e., suppose the average processing cost

for an input tuple isτ and the average number of outputs generated isσ (the selec-

tivity), then the slope is the number of output tuples generated in unit time, which

is:

R =
σ

τ

Memory Reduction Rate: For memory optimization, the slope on the memory re-

duction chart represents the memory reduction rate. I.e., again suppose the average

processing cost for an input tuple isτ and the average number of outputs generated is

σ (the selectivity). Moreover, suppose each input tuple has memory sizeMin, and each

output tuple has memory sizeMout. Then the slope is the memory reduction achieved

in unit time1, which is:

R =
Min − σ ×Mout

τ

The above slope definitions for simple components can be easily generalized to

more complex components—we will see some examples in the next section.

1Note that if the output tuple exits the system (i.e., reachesasinknode), thenMout is considered as
0.
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2.4 Intra-Component Scheduling and Execution Model

When there are multiple complex components, each consisting of multiple operators,

the scheduling of operators within each component is far from trivial. Thus we have a

two-level scheduling problem: the intra-component scheduling (component execution)

and the inter-component scheduling problem. We will first focus on the first problem,

and how it relates to breadth-first and depth-first traversalstrategies for graphs.

2.4.1 Simple Paths

Let us consider the situation where we have one or more components which are simple

paths, such as that shown in Figure 2.1 which consists of two operators (an arbitrary

number of operators is allowed in general). If we view the buffers as nodes and treat

the component as a DAG, then there are two simple execution strategies: depth-first

strategy (DFS) and breadth-first strategy (BFS).

Input Completion Time (ICT) In general the completion time for a tuplet is the

time required for all the outputs generated from this tuple to be produced. Under

this model, the intra-component optimization issue disappears: how an input tuple is

processed within an individual component is irrelevant to the optimization goal (ex-

cluding overheads of execution). The situation is, however, very different when our

goal is output response time minimization.

Output Response Time (ORT) Using ORT as the optimization goal (where each

output tuple corresponds to a job), we can compare DFS and BFSstrategies on output

completion charts. In Figure 2.5 we obtain the output completion chart for DFS, where

we process the tuple from the first buffer and then immediately let the second operator

process the resulted intermediate tuple, before returningto the first operator to process
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its next tuple, and so on. As each input tuple is basically pushed towards output as

soon as it is processed, the output completion chart can be shown as in Fig 2.5(a), and

can be smoothed into that of Fig 2.5(b).
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O1+O2 O1+O2 O1+O2

(a) 3 Tuples

Remaining Output

Time

N

N x (O1+O2)

(b) Many Tuples

Figure 2.5: Output Completion Chart for Depth-First

On the other hand, Figure 2.6(a) (smoothes into Fig 2.6(b)) shows the output com-

pletion chart when we use a breadth first execution strategy,where all the tuples in

the first buffer are finished without final outputs produced, before the intermediate tu-

ples in the second buffer are processed to produce final outputs. This is similar to

that of materializing (rather than pipelining) the resultsof each operator in processing

relational queries.
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1

3 x O1
3 x O2

(a) 3 Tuples

N x O1

Remaining Output
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Figure 2.6: Output Completion Chart for Breadth First

It is clear that when ORT is used as the optimization goal, theDFS strategy is
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more efficient (has a smaller area under the curve) and shouldbe used instead of the

breadth-first one. In fact, under this optimization goal DFSis an approximation of

the well-knownshortest remaining processing time(SRPT) principle that optimizes

the latency of jobs[KSW97]. By this principle, tuples closer to thesinknodes should

always be processed before tuples farther away2.

In chapter 3, we will show that DFS is amenable to simple and efficient implemen-

tations, and is also invaluable in terms of idle-waiting minimization. Thus, the use of

this strategy for intra-component execution will be assumed in the rest of this chapter.

Memory Minimization While ORT minimization implies that the tuples that are

further down the path should always be processed first, this is not always the case

for memory minimization. Again, suppose we have a simple path of two operators,

with operatorO1 having a higher memory reduction rate than operatorO2. There are

two possible ways to form a path using operatorsO1 andO2—O1 could be the first

operator, orO2 could be the first operator.

SupposeO1, which is the operator with a higher memory reduction rate, is the

first operator on the path. Figure 2.7(a) shows the memory reduction charts for both

BFS (solid) and DFS (dashed). As we can see in this case, BFS allows the operator

with faster memory reduction rate to execute on many tuples first, and thus achieve

a faster memory reduction slope early, which leads to a smaller total area under the

curve (than DFS which steadily achieves the average memory reduction rate over the

two operators).

On the other hand, ifO2, which is the operator with a smaller memory reduction

rate, is the first operator on the path, then the situation is different. As we can see in

2Many DSMSs use a Round Robin (RR) execution strategy wherebythe operators in the path are
executed for a certain time-slot in a round-robbin fashion.This strategy is intermediate between a
breadth-first and depth-first, and it behaves more like the first for larger values of the time-slot.
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Figure 2.7(b), DFS (the solid line) has a much less total areaunder curve than BFS

(the dashed line).

Therefore, we see that depending on the memory reduction rate of individual oper-

ators, we may need to use different execution strategies at different operators along the

path. For example, in Figure 2.7(c) we see the memory reduction chart for a path with

3 operators, where we should apply DFS between operatorsO1 andO2, but instead

should use BFS between operatorsO2 andO3.

However, rather than using different execution strategieswithin the same query

component, we can break the components into smaller components (partitions). Thus

we could keep DFS as the only intra-component (partition) execution strategy, while

BFS between components is achieved by priority-based inter-component scheduling.

In the 3-operator path example in Figure 2.7(c), we may then break the path into 2

different partitions, withO1 andO2 forming one partition, andO3 form another by

itself. This approach is the well known approach taken in [BBD03]. It reduces intra-

component scheduling complexity, and thus will be used in this chapter. Breaking

the components also allows us to keep the same execution strategy for both memory

and output response time optimization: they both use DFS forcomponent execution,

although memory optimization may now require a repartitioning of the original query

graph.

Next, we will discuss more complex query graphs, and show that component-

partitioning is not only required in memory optimization, as shown in Chain [BBD03],

but also is required for ORT optimization.

2.4.2 Tuple-sharing Fork

The fork structure occurs whenever multiple operators share the same input (Fig-

ure 2.2(b)). Input sharing is important for reducing memoryoverhead, otherwise a
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Figure 2.7: Memory Reduction Chart for Different Paths

tuple has to be duplicated for each consuming operator. To the best of our knowledge,

this is the first study of scheduling algorithms on such a component topology.

Input Completion Time (ICT) Similar to the situation of simple paths, the intra-

component optimization issue disappears for ICT. Furthermore, the ICT cost model in

fact penalizes tuple-sharing—the more branches share the same input tuple, the more

time it will take to finish the input, which leads to a smaller input processing rate and

thus a later position in the inter-component schedule.

Therefore, we again concentrate on output tuples, i.e., theORT time cost model is
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a more appropriate model for complex components.

Output Response Time (ORT) Let us begin with the simple case where there are

three operators, each with selectivity 1 (Figure 2.2(b)). For each input tuple atO1, the

branch atO2 will produce one output tuple, and the branch atO3 will produce another.

Assume thatτ1, τ2 andτ3 are the slopes of the operatorsO1, O2 andO3, respectively.

For ORT, we will try to approximate theshortest remaining processing time(SRPT)

principle based on average tuple costs. The first output needs to be produced on the

branch with the smallest processing cost—therefore, supposeτ2 < τ3, then we would

process the first input onO1 and then push the intermediate tuple throughO2 to get

our first output. However, at this point we have another choice: we may either process

another input tuple atO1, or we may choose to process the intermediate tuple at the

other branch,O3. By SRPT, we should compareτ3 againstτ1 + τ2. There are two

possibilities.

• If τ3 < τ1 + τ2 (i.e., the slope ofO3 is higher), we will process the tuple through

O3. This is basically the DFS strategy applied on the entire fork—for each tuple,

we process it through each of its branches sequentially, ordering the branches

by non-decreasing slopes (ties broken arbitrarily). This can be shown in the

output completion chart in Figure 2.8(a). In the chart, the solid lines represent

applying DFS on the entire fork, while the dashed lines represent process all

available tuples on the first branch (O2) before the second branch (O3) (i.e.,

partitioning the fork). Observe that since we are now expecting twice as many

output tuples than input tuples, the average processing time for one output tuple

is 1
2
× (τ1 + τ2 + τ3). The area under the curve for DFS isN2 × (τ1 + τ2 + τ3),

which is smaller than the area under the dashed lines (for fork partitioning).

• If τ3 > τ1+τ2 (i.e., the slope ofO1+O2 is higher), then by SRPT we should still
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try to generate the remaining output tuples on the branchO1 + O2, since those

outputs represent the jobs with a shorter remaining time. Therefore we should

finish all input tuples throughO1 + O2 first. When no tuple is left in the input,

we then process the intermediate tuples left in the middle buffer throughO3 to

generate the output from the other branch. This correspondsto the solid lines in

Figure 2.8(b), where the total area shows a cost ofN2

2
(τ1 + τ2) + N2

2
τ3

Again, this scheduling process cannot be realized using DFS. So once again,

we break this component into separate partitions—we apply DFS inside each

partition, and use slope-based priority scheduling to order the partitions.
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Figure 2.8: Output Completion Chart for Fork

In the above example the decision is between two branches. When there are 3 or

more branches on the fork (e.g., Figure 2.9(a)), the decision becomes more complex.

Similar to what Chain does for memory optimization, we utilize a chart-partitioning

mechanism on output completion charts to identify the partitioning points in the com-

plex fork structure. Suppose branchesB1, B2 andB3 have increasing costs in that

order. On the output completion chart (Figure 2.9(b)), we plot O1 first, which does not

produce any eventual output tuple (only generates intermediate tuples) and thus has a
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flat slope. Then we plot the branchesB1, B2 andB3 in the order of non-increasing

slopes (non-decreasing processing time). Now, we can perform a chart-partitioning

procedure on this chart, as follows3:

The Chart Partitioning Algorithm : Given an input/output completion chart or

memory reduction chart, where slopes representing multiple operators are concate-

nated to show the tuple processing progress, we can partition the chart by the follow-

ing procedure: we draw a line from the start of the first slope to the end of each of the

following slopes. The line with the steepest slope thus covers the first partition. We

then repeat this procedure, starting from after the first partition, to identify the next

partitions, until all slopes (operators) belong to some partition.

For example, in Figure 2.9(b), the dashed lines indicate theprocess of identifying

the first partition: we draw a line from beforeO1 to the end of each of the other slopes.

SinceO1 + B1 + B2 has the steepest slope among the dashed lines, thus they form

the first partition. Therefore, we perform DFS scheduling within the same partition:

each tuple atO1 is pushed throughB1 andB2 sequentially. BranchB3 becomes a

separate partition, therefore we finish all input tuples onB1 andB2, before processing

the (shared) intermediate tuples onB3.

The following is an intuitive explanation for the above procedure: Although branch

B1 is the fastest branch, the overall output rate on that branchis slowed down by the

shared operatorO1. Therefore we add in the next fastest branches to form a group, un-

til the average output generation rate of the group is higherthan the individual output

rate of the remaining branches. Then this group forms into a partition together, and the

remaining branches each form a separate partition. By performing the chart partition-

ing algorithm, we ensure that on the output completion chartthe slopes of partitions

3This chart-partitioning procedure was originally used by Chain [BBD03] to partition a single path
for memory optimization. In this chapter we generalize thismechanism for other optimization purposes.
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Figure 2.9: Fork with 3 Branches

are always non-increasing along the time axis4.

In the most general case of fork partitioning, the operatorshave arbitrary selec-

tivity σi, i.e., an operator producesσi tuples for each tuple it processes; also multiple

forks can be nested, as shown in Figure 2.10(a). Therefore, we will incorporate selec-

tivity into the output rate calculation, and perform the fork partitioning in a bottom-up

fashion—starting from the outputsinknodes, we determine the partitioning points in

each fork structure encountered, until reaching the (shared) sourcenode. We will use

the example in Figure 2.10(a) to illustrate the computationprocess for such general

cases.

For the query in Figure 2.10(a), we will start bottom up (fromthesinknodes), and

first partition either the fork after operator C, or the fork after operator G. Consider

for instance the fork after operator C. For each tuple in the buffer after operator C,

operator A producesσA tuples and operator B producesσB tuples, respectively. Now

suppose the operators each has processing timeτA andτB, then without partitioning

the fork, the processing time (τ ′) per output tuple is5:

4The non-increasing property of slopes is guaranteed by the partitioning algorithm. For more details
see [BBD03].

5Note that the inverse ofτ ′ is the slope on the output completion chart, or equivalently, the output
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τ ′ =
overall time

overall selectivity
=

τA + τB

σA + σB

(2.1)

Now, let us consider what happens to an input tuple for C. Thistuple generatesσC

tuples after operator C, which in turn generateσC × (σA + σB) eventual output tuples

atsinknodes. The total time consumed isτC at operator C,σC × τA at operator A and

σC × τB at operator B. Therefore, without partitioning the fork, the processing time

(τ ′′) per output tuple, starting from operator C, becomes:

τ ′′ =
overall time

overall selectivity
=

τC + σC × τA + σC × τB

σC × (σA + σB)
(2.2)

The above gives us average cost per output tuple without partitioning the fork.

However, supposeτA < τB, if cost difference between A and B is very large, then it

may be better to partition the fork and prune B from A+C. Therefore, we compute the

average processing time (τ ′′′) per output for A+C alone, which is:

τ ′′′ =
overall time

overall selectivity
=

τC + σC × τA

σC × σA

(2.3)

Therefore, ifτ ′′ > τ ′′′ then we partition the fork, otherwise we do not partition.

For the fork after operator G, we perform similar calculations: supposeτH < τP <

τO, we compare the processing time per output tuple for G+H, G+H+P, and G+H+P+O,

and pick the smallest cost per output tuple. Suppose the costper output is smallest for

G+H+P, then we prune O into its own partition, and keep the other 3 operators into the

same partition.

Once again, the pruning decision can be visualized as the chart-partitioning process

on the output completion chart. Figure 2.10(b) shows the output completion chart for

the fork after operator G. We first plot operator G by itself, which does not generate

generation rate discussed in the last section.
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any final output tuple and thus has a flat slope. We then plot allthe branches by non-

increasing slope after operator G. Each of the dashed lines in Figure 2.10(b) correspond

to a computation of a slope (the inverse of the cost per output)—therefore we compute

the slopes for G+P, G+P+H, and G+P+H+O, respectively. Finally we pick the line with

the steepest slope (the smallest cost), which is here G+P+H as one partition, and make

O its own partition. Comparing Figure 2.10(b) with Fig 2.9(b), we can see that they

are very similar, except that now we take into considerationselectivity on the y-axis.

Finally, a similar process is recursively used on the forks closer to the input in a

bottom-up fashion. Take for example the fork after operatorE. Suppose the fork at C

was not partitioned from earlier decisions, and the fork at Gwas partitioned into two

parts,G + H + P andO, respectively. Then, we treat the fork after operator E as

having 4 branches now:C + A + B, D, G + H + P andO. We repeat the above

calculation/chart partitioning process on operator E and the branches, to derive the

partitioning decision at this fork.

Similar ideas can be used for memory minimization on forks—we perform parti-

tioning on a memory reduction chart. The details for memory optimization are omitted

here.

2.4.3 Unions and Joins

For operators such as unions and joins, the idle-waiting problem significantly affects

the scheduling decision. The idle-waiting problem is caused by timestamp skews

across multiple inputs for union/join operators. For example, the union operator per-

forms a sort-merge operation on the timestamp of the tuples.Thus, when one of the

inputs becomes empty, tuples on all other inputs of the unionwill enter an idle-waiting

state, until there are new arrivals on the empty input. The best method to solve the idle-

waiting problem is on-demand tuple lookup and timestamp generation/propagation,
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which will be presented in chapter 3. Briefly, when idle-waiting occurs, timestamp in-

formation for future arrival tuples are looked-up and propagated on-demand to unblock

the waiting. Thus, for latency minimization, we treat the whole component as having

an average output generation rate and do not normally perform any partitioning—

the average output generation rate is computed based on the average behavior after

performing timestamp propagation, and therefore is dependent not only on the tuple-

processing costs, but also on the actual tuple arrival rateson the inputs. Similar con-

siderations need to be applied on memory optimization.

2.4.4 Inter-Component Scheduling

Inter-component scheduling on multiple complex components/partitions is very simi-

lar to scheduling of multiple simple components. Here, we treat each component/partition

as a black box, whose processing cost is the total processingcost of all its operators,

and whose selectivity is the overall selectivity (computedsimilarly to those used in

Equations 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3). Therefore, we simply treat the components/partitions as if

they are equivalent to a simple component with an average cost (average slope).

For ICT optimization, we order the original query components by non-increasing

input processing rates. For ORT optimization, we first partition the original com-

ponents, and then order the resulted components/partitions by non-increasing output

generation rates. Likewise, for memory optimization, we first perform partitioning and

then order the components/partitions by non-decreasing memory reduction rates. We

finish all tuples on the earlier-scheduled component/partition first, before proceed to

the next one.

As discussed in Section 2.3, we always achieve a smaller areaunder the curve if

we place higher slopes before lower slopes. Therefore, the inter-component scheduling

achieves a schedule similar to that shown in Figure 2.4(e), which has minimum area
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under curve, given the slope values.

Application-Dependent Weights An obvious concern is that important queries may

get delayed if it receives a low priority—if an important query has a long processing

time, it may be scheduled behind many fast-processing queries. We use user-assigned

application-dependent weights to relieve this problem. Thus, for ORT optimization the

users can assign a weightWi to each output in the system, then we convert the output

generation rateR into a weighted rateRweighted:

Rweighted = Wi ×R

Intuitively, we give a component/partition a high priorityin scheduling, if it either

has a high application-dependent weight, or it helps to reduce output response time.

For ICT optimization, the weights are assigned to inputs andtherefore they modify

the input processing rates. Since memory optimization is usually only used under

critical system conditions (i.e., memory in shortage), we do not apply the weighting

mechanism to allow maximum memory recovery.

2.5 Tuple-Based Scheduling and Optimal Algorithm

So far we discussed algorithms for component-based scheduling. Since the true cost

of a tuple is not known in a DSMS until it is actually processed, component-based

scheduling are based on average behavior of tuples. For theoretical interest, however,

we now discuss tuple-based scheduling, where we assume the cost of a tuple is known

during scheduling time. We will discuss the optimal scheduling algorithm under such

assumptions, and perform various experiments that comparethe performance of opti-

mal schedules and component-based schedules.
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Suppose we have two operators each with its own input queue oftuples. To sim-

plify the example we assume each operator has selectivity 1,i.e., each input tuple pro-

duces one output tuple. Our algorithm can be easily extendedto handle cases where

one tuple may produce 0 or more output tuples.

If it were the case that we could pick any tuple to process, regardless of their arrival

times, then the optimal algorithm is previously known—SRPTis the optimal algorithm

for minimizing output response time. We should always pick the tuple that has the least

cost among all waiting tuples. However, in DSMS an extra timing constraint has to be

placed, which says that the tuples on the same input queue have to be processed in

their arrival order. Therefore, we can not arbitrarily pickany tuple that has the least

cost.

We like to find the optimal schedule under such a constraint. Given two queues

of input tuples, we have the choice of picking the first (head)tuple from one of the

queues. Therefore, there is an obvious greedy algorithm—wecan always pick the head

tuple with the smallest cost to process. However, this greedy algorithm is not optimal.

Consider the following example: suppose we have two queues,one has a tuple with

cost 10 time units followed by a tuple with cost 1, the other queue has a single tuple

with cost 9 time units (we will refer to them as tuple c1, c10 and c9, respectively). If

we only compare the head tuples, we would pick tuple c9 first, and the full order of

processing would be c9, c10, c1. The output tuple from c9 would have a latency of

9 time units, the output of c10 would have a latency of 19 (9 units waiting, and 10

units processing), and output of c1 would have a latency of 20(i.e., 9+10+1). The total

output latency is thus9 + 19 + 20 = 48 time units.

However, under the order c10, c1, c9, which also satisfies thetiming constraint, the

total output latency is instead only10 + 11 + 20 = 41 time units. The problem of the

greedy algorithm above is that, it only compares the head tuples of input queues, thus
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one single tuple with a high cost may hold back the processingof more tuples with

much lower costs. Therefore, we should not only compare the head tuple, instead we

have tolook aheadand have overall knowledge about all the tuples, before deciding

on which head tuple to pick.

Therefore, we again apply the chart-partitioning algorithm to this tuple-based schedul-

ing, and propose theMaximum-Slope-Segment (MSS)algorithm, as follows:

1. We first plot output completion chart for the individual input tuples, where each

input tuple generates corresponding number of outputs in a certain amount of

time, as shown in Figure 2.11. As discussed above, we assume that we have

precise information about tuple costs at scheduling time.

2. Using the chart-partitioning algorithm, we partition each queue of tuples into

segments of tuples—we draw a line from the beginning of the first tuple to

the end of each of the subsequent tuples, and pick the line with the steepest

slope as the first segment, and repeat this process to identify all the remaining

segments. (E.g., in the example of output completion chart (the OC Chart) in

Figure 2.11(a), the queue of tuples are partitioned into 2 segments, while in Fig-

ure 2.11(b) the tuples are not segmented.)

3. schedule all tuple segments from all queues in the order ofnon-increasing slopes,

i.e., non-increasing output generation rates. E.g., Figure 2.11(c) shows the OC

chart for the combined schedule for all tuples on the two operators.

Intuitively, the MSS algorithm allows us to consider the costs of tuples beyond the

head tuple on the queue. For the example in Figure 2.11, althoughtupleA1 has a larger

processing time thantupleB1, the average processing time per output on buffer A is

compensated by the 3 very fast tuples that followtupleA1. Therefore we first schedule

those 4 tuples together as a segment.
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Figure 2.11: Tuple-based Scheduling

Also note that, in the previous figures (e.g., Figure 2.9) thepartitioning is done on

the operators, where each operator has a slope representingthe average behavior. Here

the partitioning is done on tuples, where each tuple has a precise cost.

Optimality of the MSS Algorithm The MSS algorithm is optimal under the con-

straint of tuple processing order. Therefore, the schedulein Figure 2.11(c) gives min-

imum area under the output-completion curve (i.e., the total area under all the steps),

among all possible schedules that satisfy the tuple-ordering constraint. In fact, we will

show that:

1. The slopes for segments of tuples are the determining factor for total area under
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the curve: placing a higher slope before a lower slope alwaysgives a smaller

total area under the curve, than placing a lower slope beforea higher slope. This

is true regardless of the actual shape of the curve. E.g., in Figure 2.11(c) the

order of the dashed slopes is the critical factor, regardless of the shape of the

actual steps.

2. The MSS algorithm achieves minimum area under the curve—switching the po-

sition of any full segments (or partial segments) of tuples from this schedule

would place a lower slope before a higher slope, thus lead to an increased total

area under the curve.

Therefore, by these arguments, the MSS algorithm is optimalin minimizing area

under the curve. Next we will expand the above two arguments into more details.

First, we will re-visit the operator scheduling example in Figure 2.4(c) and (d). It

is easy to see that the total area under the curve is always smaller if we place a higher

slope before a lower one. I.e., in Figure 2.4(c) and (d) the areasSA andSB are common

in both figures, it is the rectangle parts that are different:the rectangle area for (c) is

τANA×NB , while for (d) isτBNB ×NA, whereτA is average processing time for one

tuple on A, andNA is the number of tuples processed on A, and so on. It is clear that

we should schedule A first, iffτA < τB, i.e., iff A has a higher slope.

Now consider the output completion chart where individual tuples have different

costs (i.e., different steps). Suppose we have two operators A and B, each with two

tuples, and each tuple only produces one output. LetτA1 be the processing time of

the first tuple at operator A,τB1 be that of first tuple at operator B, etc. Suppose

τA1+τA2

2
< τB1+τB2

2
, i.e., the 2 tuples at operator A has a higher average slope.

Figure 2.12(a) shows the schedule where the A tuples are scheduled first; compare

it to Figure 2.12(b) where the B tuples are scheduled first. Itis clear that, again areas
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Figure 2.12: Tuple-based Schedules Comparison

SA andSB are shared in both schedules. The difference in total area under the curve

lies in the difference of rectangle areasS1 andS2. We have:

S1 = (τA1 + τA2)×NB = τ̄A ×NA ×NB

Here τ̄A is the average processing time per output tuple on A, andNA is total

number of tuples on A, and so on. Similarly, we have forS2:

S2 = (τB1 + τB2)×NA = τ̄B ×NB ×NA

Again, we should schedule A first, iff̄τA < τ̄B, i.e., iff the tuples on A have a

smaller average processing time cost (higher slopes). Therefore, although we no longer

have the ”smoothing” assumption here in tuple-based scheduling, (i.e., no longer as-

sume each tuple displays average behavior), what determines the total area is still the

slopes—scheduling the segments of tuples with larger slopes first would give us a bet-

ter schedule. The actual shape of steps in the chart is not relevant, since those areas on

the chart are shared by all schedules.
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Now, we can prove the optimality by showing that the MSS algorithm gives mini-

mum area under the curve. By definition of the chart partitioning algorithm, we always

look for the highest slope for segments of tuples. Therefore, by scheduling these slopes

in non-decreasing order, we achieve the smallest possible total area under the curve—

we can prove that any reorganization of this schedule would lead to a larger total area

under the curve.

There are two potential ways to change the order of the tuplesfrom the optimal

schedule:

• If we switch any full segments of tuples, it is clear that we can only move a

segment with a lower slope to be before a segment with a higherslope, which

would only increase the total area.

• Suppose we do not switch full segments of tuples, but only switch partial seg-

ments. For example, in Figure 2.12(a), instead of switchingfull segments, we

may only switch tuplesA2 andB1. We can prove that doing this will always

switch a partial segment with a lower slope to be in front of a partial segment

with a higher slope. To see why this is the case, notice that tuple B1 can never

have a higher slope than tupleA2. By definition of the algorithm, we have

τ̄A < τ̄B, i.e., tupleA2 should belong to a segment of tuples with a higher

average slope. Furthermore, by the way the segments are constructed, we al-

ways haveτA2 < τ̄A andτB1 > τ̄B. I.e., in order to includeA2 into segment

A, sinceA2 is at the end of segment A, it has to have a slope higher than the

average slope of the segment. IfA2 had had a lower slope than the average, then

it would not have been included into the segment. Similarly,tupleB1 is at the

front of segment B, it has to have a slope lower than the average of segment

B. Therefore, we haveτA2 < τ̄A < τ̄B < τB1, and thus the switch ofA2 and

B1 will only increase the total area. These conclusions apply to any other sizes
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of partial segments too—any front partial segment would have a slope smaller

than the overall slope of the segment, and any end partial segment would have a

larger slope than average. By the ordering constraint, we can only switch the end

part of an earlier segment with the front part of a later segment, (e.g., switchA1

andB2 would violate the timing constraint among A and B tuples). Therefore

any switch of partial segments would always place a smaller slope to be before

a larger slope, and thus increase the total area.

Since any possible re-arrangement of the schedule would lead to increased total

area under the curve, it follows that under the tuple-ordering constraint the MSS algo-

rithm gives the minimum area under the curve.

Note that the MSS algorithm can be slightly modified to apply on memory opti-

mization for paths of operators, as we will briefly discuss inthe next section.

2.6 Experiments and Results

In this set of experiments, we evaluate how closely the average-behavior based com-

ponent scheduling algorithm approximate the tuple-based optimal algorithm. As the

experiment results demonstrate, component-based algorithm generally results in per-

formances very close to that of the optimal algorithm.

Experiment SetupTo ensure prior knowledge of processing costs of individualtuples,

the tuple costs are pre-generated based on different normaldistributions, as stated in

each experiment below. The performance measurements are done through simulated

time calculations, thus exclude all actual scheduling overheads. Note that the optimal

algorithm has to compute a schedule based on individual tuples, and thus generally has

a higher scheduling overhead than the component-based algorithm.
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Output Response Time (ORT) Optimization In this experiment, we compare var-

ious algorithms for output response time (ORT) optimization. We assume that there

are two independent operators A and B (i.e., two simple components), each with 300

waiting tuples on the input buffer. The selectivity of the operators are both set to 1.

The tuples on operator A have pre-determined processing costs based on a normal dis-

tribution τA ∼ N(1.0, 0.22) (i.e., a mean of 1.0 msec and standard deviation of 0.2

msec). The tuples on operator B have processing costs following τB ∼ N(5.0, 1.02).

Therefore, the average processing cost of tuples on A is muchsmaller than those on B.

However, operator A also has a small amount of noise tuples with a larger processing

costτ ′
A ∼ N(6.0, 1.02).

Under this setting, we compare the following scheduling algorithms:

1. The MSS algorithm, which optimally minimizes the averageoutput response

time.

2. The component-based scheduling algorithm that executesfirst the component

with the highest output-generation rate. I.e., here we would process all tuples on

A before starting B.

3. Per-tuple greedy scheduling algorithm. This algorithm compares the head tuple

on each buffer, and executes the tuple with the smallest processing cost.

4. Round Robin (RR) algorithm, which takes turns to visit each operator and pro-

cess a fix number of tuples. In the experiments, we compare RR algorithms that

on each visit process 30 tuples (10% of the total 300 tuples),or 60 tuples (20%),

or 90 tuples (30%). We always start the schedule by visiting operator A first

(which has the higher average slope).

In Figure 2.13, we measure the average response time (average latency) of out-

put tuples under increasing level of noise tuples on operator A. Since normally tuples
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Figure 2.13: Average Latency by Noise Rate

on operator A have a lower processing cost, the high-cost noise tuples on A require

real-time adaptation in the scheduling algorithm for optimal results. As expected, the

average latency per output tuple generally increases with the noise increasing (since

the total time required to process all tuples increases). Furthermore, from Figure 2.13

we can also draw the following conclusions : i) The per-tuplegreedy algorithm, which

only compares the cost of the head tuple in each queue, is affected the most by noise

tuples, since a single high-cost noise tuple can block many low-cost tuples, thus in-

creasing the total latency in the system. ii) when the noise level is under 6% of A

tuples, the optimal algorithm MSS and the component-based approximation have al-

most identical performance. When noise level increases beyond 7% of A tuples, the

optimal algorithm makes more accurate decision and starts to show better average

output latency. However, overall the component-based algorithm approximates the
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optimal algorithm very well—the average latencies from thetwo algorithms always

stay within 4% of each other. In comparison, the greedy algorithm results in latencies

that are up to 50% higher than that of the optimal algorithm. iii) The Round Robin

(RR) algorithms confirm that alternating between differentbuffers generally increases

output latency significantly. Since in the experiments we always start the round by

visiting the operator with higher slope first, putting more tuples together in a round

helps to reduce the output latency.

As a conclusion, the practical component-based algorithm achieves performances

very close to that of the theoretical and unrealistic optimal algorithm.

Memory Optimization We first describe a tuple-based algorithm for memory opti-

mization on a single operator path. Assume that we have an operator path that consists

of two operatorsO1 andO2, whereO2 consumes the output ofO1 (as shown in Fig-

ure 2.1). The scheduling algorithm to optimize for memory onthis path is a slight

modification of the MSS algorithm for ORT optimization, as follows:

1. The algorithm partitions input tuples into segments exactly as done in MSS, only

uses slopes of memory-reduction rates for partitioning (instead of using output

generation rates).

2. The algorithm recomputes the tuple-segmentation decision on both operators

whenever an intermediate tuple arrives atO2 (i.e., whenever a tuple is produced

from O1).

Thus, this algorithm re-evaluates after each tuple arrivalatO2, whether it is better

to push the current intermediate tuple to process onO2, or to bring down another tuple

from O1, based on the best memory reduction rate achievable over a segment of tuples

on both operators.
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We will study the memory optimization performance of various algorithms against

the tuple-based algorithm described above. In the experiment, we will compare the

following scheduling algorithms:

1. The tuple-based algorithm for memory optimization on a path, as described

above.

2. The component-based Chain algorithm [BBD03], which willbreak the path

based on memory reduction rates. In our caseO1 andO2 will be broken into

two partitions, i.e., we will finish all tuples onO1 before proceed toO2.

3. Per-tuple greedy scheduling algorithm. This algorithm compares the first tuple

on both buffers, and schedule the tuple with the larger memory reduction rate.

4. Round Robin (RR) algorithms, which take turns to visit each operator and pro-

cess up to a fixed number of tuples.

For the experiments, the selectivity of the two operators are both set to 1. Operator

O1 reduces the size of its input tuple by half, and has 300 waiting tuples on its input

buffer. OperatorO2 consumes from the output ofO1 and initially has an empty input.

The tuples on operatorO1 have pre-determined processing costs based on a normal

distributionτ1 ∼ N(1.0, 0.22) (i.e., a mean of 1 msec and standard deviation of 0.2

msec). The tuples on operatorO2 have processing costs followingτ2 ∼ N(5.0, 1.02).

OperatorO1 also has a small amount of noise tuples with a processing costs τ ′
1 ∼

N(10.0, 1.02).

To measure the total memory consumption over time (i.e., thetotal area under

curve in the memory-reduction charts), we measure the combined size of both buffers

once every msec until all the tuples are finished, and take thesum over time.
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Figure 2.14: Total Buffer Size by Noise Rate

In Figure 2.14, we measure total memory under increasing level of noise tuples on

operatorO1. Very similar conclusions can be drawn as those for latency optimization:

The total memory consumption over time increases with increasing noise. The per-

tuple greedy algorithm is again affected the most by noise tuples, while the tuple-based

MSS algorithm variant and the component-based Chain algorithm stay very close to

each other (in fact in Figure 2.14 they almost appear to be thesame curve). Therefore,

we see that for memory optimization, the practical component-based algorithm also

closely approximates the performance of the tuple-based algorithm.
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2.7 Conclusions

In a DSMS, since the exact costs of tuples are not known duringscheduling time, most

existing scheduling algorithms are based on average-cost heuristics. I.e., they assume

that all tuples on the same operator display the same averagebehavior. In this chapter,

we compare such practical algorithms against theoretically optimal algorithms that

make scheduling decisions based on true tuple costs, and demonstrate that the practical

algorithms closely approximate the performance of the unrealistic optimal ones. We

also present practical algorithms for complex query graph structures, especially for

query components that contain tuple-sharing forks.
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CHAPTER 3

Flexible Execution Model and Timestamp Based

Optimization

3.1 Overview

DSMSs must support efficiently (i) continuous queries on (ii) massive and bursty data

streams, with (iii) real-time, or almost real-time responses. These requirements de-

mand execution models of great efficiency and flexibility. For instance, since active

queries must run continuously and without interruptions, the addition/activation of

new queries (and other changes at the meta-level) must also be supported with mini-

mal overhead and delays. At the data level, the bursty and often unpredictable nature of

arriving streams often forces the DSMS to revise schedulingand execution strategies

or make a number of other QoS changes. These changes might involve switching to a

new execution strategy [CCZ03, BBD03, SCL05], including those like Chain [BBD03]

that demand a repartitioning of the original query graph. Inorder to support these dif-

ferent execution strategies and the ability to change between them with little overhead,

we need execution models that are very general, flexible, andeasily adaptable.

Furthermore, inasmuch as real-time, or near real-time, queries is the raison-d’etre

of DSMS, a fast response is a key goal of DSMS execution strategies and continuous

query optimization. However, the temporal nature of the union and join operators used

by DSMSs can significantly delay the response for queries involving these operators.
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DSMS query operators are normally designed to continuouslyconsume input streams

ordered by their timestamps and produce output streams alsoordered by their times-

tamps. For instance, union is in fact a sort-merge operationthat combines its input

data streams into a single output stream where tuples are ordered by their timestamp

values. Thus, when tuples are present at each input the unionoperator moves a tuple

with the least timestamp to the output. However, when any of its inputs are empty

the union operator cannot proceed, since future tuples on the empty inputs could have

timestamps smaller than those of the current input tuples because of skews between

different streams. Therefore, the traditional approach isto have the union operator

enter anidle-waiting mode until tuples become available in all its input buffers.(In

this chapter, we use the term ‘idle-waiting’ instead of ‘blocking’ to prevent confu-

sion with non-monotonic blocking operators1 that pose quite different challenges for

data streams [BBD02, LWZ04].) The idle-waiting problem wasrecently studied in

[JMS05], where a punctuation-based approach was proposed to propagate heartbeats

that can reactivate idle-waiting operators. Thus, in [JMS05], heartbeats are generated

at regular time intervals and injected into the data streamsas punctuation tuples, which

are delivered to union and join operators down the path, independent of whether there

are idle-waiting or not. The rate at which punctuation tuples must be injected into the

data streams represents a difficult optimization decision that largely depends on the

load conditions of the various streams. For instance, say, that we want to compute the

union of two data streams A and B, where B is experiencing heavier traffic than A.

Then, the B tuples might have to wait for a while for the A tuples—unless frequent

punctuation tuples are injected into A. Too few punctuationtuples in A will result in

many tuples of B experiencing significant idle-waiting; however, too many punctuation

tuples in A will result in extra overhead to service punctuation tuples, which are un-

1This distinction is desirable, since operators, such as union and join, behave quite differently from
blocking aggregates, and other non-monotonic operators such as difference.
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likely to unblock any tuple in B. The best results can be expected when the frequency

of tuples in A matches those in B—a goal that is very hard to achieve when the traffic

is not stationary and if A or B are bursty.

Thus we propose an approach whereby timestamps are only generated and sent

to the idle-waiting operators on-demand, rather than periodically, to reactivate idle-

waiting operators. On-demand generation of punctuation tuples was considered but

discarded in [JMS05] because of the complexity it created—as any such mechanism

has to be integrated into the query execution model. However, timestamp generation

on demand is supported by our execution model, which is used in the Stream Mill

DSMS.

This chapter discusses the following contributions:

1. An execution model, where complex queries and different execution strategies

can be naturally represented. These include: Breadth-First-Strategy (BFS), Depth-

First-Strategy (DFS), Round-Robin (RR), etc.

2. Our model can be easily turned into a Deterministic FiniteAutomata (DFA),

using different macros for implementing different optimization goals. Changes

in queries and execution strategies can be achieved with minimum overhead.

3. The execution model can minimize response time for union and join operators,

and other idle-waiting-prone (IWP ) operators. This is achieved by the generation

of on-demand timestamps and their efficient propagation through an Enhanced

Query Graph (EQG).
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3.2 Basic Operators

The basic operators in the Stream Mill system include selection, projection, union,

window-join, and aggregates. Stream Mill also supports User Defined Aggregates

(UDAs) written in a procedural language or native SQL, whichgives the query lan-

guage strong expressive power. Most basic operators in Stream Mill follow the same

semantics as those used in relational databases; their execution is straightforward: we

compute the result(s) of the operator and add it to the output(production)—with times-

tamp equal to that of the input tuple—and remove the tuple from the input (consump-

tion).

However, for some operators the above simple execution steps are not sufficient.

For example, in Figure 3.2 we summarize the execution steps for union and window

join, which are multi-input operators that require timestamp information for the com-

pletion of the execution. (These are also the Idle-Waiting Prone, orIWP operators. The

IWP operators will be further discussed in Section 3.5).

The union operator performs a simple sort-merge operation on multiple input streams

based on timestamps (e.g., the query graph in Figure 3.1 has aunion operator). The

symmetric window-join maintains internal window buffers to convert unbounded data

streams to bounded sequences, for which we will use the widely accepted semantics

proposed in [KNV03]. In Figure 3.2 we specify this operator directly against the input

streams. For simplicity of discussion we omit here the discussion of multi-way joins

and asymmetric joins, whose treatment is however similar tothat of binary joins.

Source1 1

Source2 2

Sink U

Figure 3.1: Simple Union
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Union. When tuples are present at all inputs, select

one with minimal timestamp and

• (production) add this tuple to the output, and

• (consumption) remove it from the input.

Window Join of Stream A and Stream B.

When tuples are present at both inputs, and the times-

tamp of A is≤ than that of B then perform the follow-

ing operations (symmetric operations are performed

if timestamp of B is≤ than that of A):

• (production) compute the join of the tuple in A

with the tuples in W(B) and add the resulting

tuples to output buffer (these tuples take their

timestamps from the tuple in A)

• (consumption) the current tuple in A is re-

moved from the input and added to the win-

dow buffer W(A) (from which the expired tu-

ples are also removed)

Figure 3.2: Basic Execution of Query Operators

3.3 A Simple and Flexible Execution Model

As discussed in the last section, a query graph can have several strongly connected

components, where each component is a DAG. The execution of each component takes

place using the two-step cycle shown in Figure 3.3. Thus, we first execute the current

operator and then select the next operator according to the execution strategy being
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implemented. The choice made by the execution strategy is based on the boolean

values of two state variables:yield, andmore. The variableyield is set to true if

the output buffer of the current operator contains some tuples; more is true if there

are still tuples in the input buffer of the current operator.Various execution strategies

can be specified using this framework, which can also supportadvanced optimization

methods such as timestamp propagation, and special operators such as variations of

window-join operators for temporal pattern detection.

1. [Execution Step] Execute the current opera-

tor, and

2. [Continuation Step] Select thenext operator

for execution according to the conditionsyield

and more that denote the presence of output

and input tuples, respectively, for the current

operator.

Figure 3.3: TheBasic Execution Cycleforever iterates over these two steps

Different Execution Strategies The execution model described above is very gen-

eral and can be used to specify a wide range of execution strategies with minor modifi-

cations. As examples we discuss how to use the above framework to specify the follow-

ing strategies and optimization techniques: Depth-First Strategy (DFS), Breadth-First

Strategy (BFS), and Round-Robin (RR). We first present them for simple path queries,

then discuss how to extend them to query graphs with arbitrary topology.

The Depth-First Strategy (DFS) The depth-first strategy (DFS) is basically equiv-

alent to a first-in-first-out strategy, but with backtracking upon detection of empty

buffers (as we will see later, backtracking is essential foron-demand timestamp prop-
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agation). DFS expedites tuple progress toward output—the tuples are sent to the next

operator down the path as soon as they are produced.

Next Operator Selection (NOS) (Depth-First Rules)

Forward: if yield thennext := succ

Encore: else ifmore thennext := self

Backtrack: elsenext := pred

Repeat this NOS step onnext

Thus, after executing the first query operatorσ in Figure 2.1, the algorithm checks

if σ’s output buffer is empty. If that is not the case (yield is true), then we execute

theΣ1 operator. We repeat the same steps to reach theΣ2 operator, which is the last

operator in the path before the sink node: thus the tuples produced byΣ2 will actually

be consumed by an output wrapper—a separate process in Stream Mill. Therefore,

the algorithm continues with the consumption of all the input tuples ofΣ2—i.e., the

Forward condition is ignored when the current operator is the last before Sink, and

instead we directly execute theEncorecondition.

Once all the input tuples ofΣ2 are processed, themore variable becomes false

and the algorithm backtracks to its predecessor, i.e., theΣ1 operator, and executes

this operator and also the NOS rules on this operator. If the backtrack further reaches

operatorσ, and itsmorecondition becomes false, the algorithm should again backtrack

to its predecessor: however in this case, the predecessor istheSourcenode, denoting

that an external wrapper is responsible for filling the inputbuffer ofσ with new tuples.

Until these new tuples arrive, there is nothing left to do on this path. In this situation,

control could be returned to the query-scheduler to allow the DSMS to attend to other
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tasks, or timestamp information could be propagated from the source as discussed

later.

The Breadth-First Strategy (BFS) Breath-First Strategy (BFS) can be specified by

taking the DFS rules and switching the order of theForward and theEncorerules:

Next Operator Selection (Breadth-First Rules)

Encore: if more thennext := self

Forward: else ifyield thennext := succ

Backtrack: elsenext := pred

Repeat this NOS step onnext

Round Robin (RR) Round Robin behaves very similarly to BFS—we finish every

tuple on the input of one operator before visiting the next operator. However, when

input becomes empty and no result tuples are produced, we simply exit this component

and return control to the scheduler, instead of backtracking to look for more tuples as

BFS does2.

Next Operator Selection (Round-Robin Rules)

Encore: if more thennext := self

Forward: else ifyield thennext := succ

Exit: else exit
2We assume that under RR, the scheduling units are path-queries. Therefore when the query graph

is not a path we setup virtual break nodes, as discussed later, to break the query graph into a collection
of paths.
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Repeat this NOS step onnext

So far, we have studied simple path queries, we next extend our approach to query

graphs containing operators with multiple inputs, such as that of Figure 3.4.

Unions and Joins For operators such as unions and joins, themore condition evalu-

ates to true when tuples are present in all their inputs. Thus, when some of their input

buffers do not contain any tuples,more evaluates to false, and both DFS and BFS

backtrack to a predecessor operator. Naturally, the algorithm backtracks to a predeces-

sor feeding into a buffer that is currently empty. Therefore, if more is false because,

say, thejth input for the current operator is empty (if multiple inputs are empty, pick

randomly), andpredj is the operator feeding into that buffer, then thebacktrackrule

will be modified as follows:

Backtrack: next := predj

Except for these changes, the execution of operator graphs containing joins and

unions is the same as that of graphs consisting of only single-input operators.

Source1 

Source2 

Source3 

SinkU

U

Figure 3.4: Query with Nested Union Nodes

However, the execution strategy discussed above can lead toidle-waiting. Idle-

waiting is highly undesirable because it increases both thedelay with which tuples

are delivered to the output and the memory required. Later this chapter we will study

techniques for solving this problem.
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3.4 Reconfigurable Implementation

Our simple execution model discussed above can be implemented by the following

two components:

1. The maintenance of the current topology of the query graph. Topology changes

may include actual query graph changes (e.g., addition or removal of operators),

or virtual graph changes (e.g., break nodes for memory optimization).

2. The implementation of individualNOS rules into a macro-library. From the

library the rules are picked and matched with the operators based on the current

graph topology and the execution strategy being used.

Our implementation can be viewed as a Deterministic Finite Automata (DFA). In

the DFA, the states are the operators and the rules dictate how we transition from

state to state. The state-transition rules change when the graph topology and/or the

optimization goal changes. Therefore, in our implementation we maintain the states

of the DFA as a table, and map states to pre-defined transitionrules based on both

topology and the optimization goal. Table 3.1 shows such a mapping corresponding to

Figure 2.1.

state Pred Succ Transition

σ - Σ1 DFS-Source

Σ1 σ Σ2 DFS-NOS

Σ2 Σ1 - DFS-Sink

Table 3.1: State table for single path

The rules in the mapping table are basically the Next Operator Selection (NOS)

rules discussed in Section 3.3. For example, theDFS-NOSrule is what we presented
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for DFS in Section 3.3, and theDFS-SourceandDFS-Sinkrules are special cases when

the input is aSourcebuffer or the output is aSinkbuffer, respectively.

The mapping of [Σ1,σ,Σ2,DFS-NOS] leads to an invocation of a pre-defined macro:

dfs nos(Σ1, σ, Σ2);

This macro performs the NOS rule in Section 3.3, where the current operator in the

rule is nowΣ1, and thepred is σ and thesuccis Σ2. Since the macro-function bodies

are fixed given a graph topology and execution strategy, we maintain them as pre-

defined transition-rules in a library. Thus, modification onthe DFA simply becomes a

re-assembly of rules and states in the table—at run time we associate each state with a

function call to traverse the DFA. Such a dynamic DFA construction using a mapping

table gives us tremendous flexibility and allows us to i) easily change graph topology

ii) easily change optimization goals. In fact, the flexibility is so high that we can easily

allow different parts of the same graph to operate under different optimization goals.

Topology Changes and Virtual Break Nodes Our execution model allows query

graph to undergo constant changes, as queries/operators can be added/removed on-the-

fly. Also, virtual graph changes, such asbreak pointsused by memory optimization

techniques can be set/unset dynamically, as discussed next.

Memory optimization methods based onbreak pointshave been proposed in the

literature [CCZ03, BBD03]. Under this optimization, a pathis broken into multiple

fragments bybreak points, and the fragments are directly scheduled by the scheduler.

Thebreak pointsare chosen such that the fragments of a path always achieve the largest

possible memory size reduction.

Our execution model needs very little modification to support such memory opti-

mization. In fact, all we need to do is to treat some buffers asvirtual break points,
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which behave as the sink node for the previous fragment and the source node for the

next fragment. For example, suppose we need to break the pathof Figure 2.1 into two

segments based on memory reduction rate, with the break point set at the output of

operatorΣ1, the mapping of Table 3.1 changes into that of Table 3.2.

state Pred Succ Transition

σ - Σ1 DFS-Source

Σ1 σ - DFS-Sink

Σ2 - - DFS-Source-Sink

Table 3.2: State table for single path with a virtual break node

Note that, modifying the graph topology and changing the associated rules based

on the new topology can be done dynamically while the system is running. Similarly,

when there is an actual query graph change, i.e., when operators are added/deleted, we

also perform a similar two-step process of topology update and rule-mapping change.

The Tuple-sharingFork Structure When two or more operators read from the same

input, we need to extend our execution model to accommodate such fork structures.

For example in Figure 3.5 two different aggregates read fromthe same input buffer,

which constitute such afork structure. Memory overhead will be high if we create

duplicated tuples for each consuming operator. Therefore,we need to support such

tuple-sharing in our execution model.

Source 

1 Sink

2 Sink

Figure 3.5: Tuple-sharingFork structure
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Instead of significantly modifying the execution rules of existing operators to han-

dle thefork structure, we createdummybuffers in the query graph, and add a newFork

operator (Fk in Figure 3.6), which serve to select the next path to move forward on.

TheFork operator has the original buffer as its single input. Then one dummy buffer

is created for each branch—the buffer does not physically exist but serves as the log-

ical input buffer for the downstream operator, where input tuples can be conceptually

deletedindependent of other operators.

dummy

dummy

Source 

1 Sink

2 Sink

Fk

Figure 3.6:Fork Operator and Dummy buffers

Thus, the changes needed here are: i) Deletion on a dummy buffer does not phys-

ically remove the tuple, only serves to modify the tuple status stored in the dummy

buffer. The dummy buffers are responsible to present the correctcurrent input tuple to

its own consuming operator. (Basically, each dummy buffer maintains its own head-

of-queue pointer on the actual buffer.) ii) theFork operator performs a round-robin

execution of the downstream operators when invoked. iii) A tuple is physically re-

moved from the buffer by theFork only after all the consuming operators have deleted

it from its own dummy input buffer.

Table 3.3 reflects the addition of afork operator, which is done implicitly by the

scheduler, as shown in Figure 3.6.

As a summary, the flexible DFA-based implementation enablesthe dynamic recon-

figuration of the query graph and switching optimization goals at run time. To switch

to a different strategy, we re-map transition rules for eachstate by modifying the rule-

entry for each state inside a table. In fact, this flexible framework can allow us to run

different optimization goals in different parts of the samegraph, should there become
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state Pred Succ Transition

σ - fork DFS-Source

fork σ Σ1 DFS-Fork

fork σ Σ2 DFS-Fork

Σ fork - DFS-Sink

Table 3.3: State table for afork structure

such a need.

Next we discuss how our framework can be extended to support timestamp infor-

mation propagation on Enhanced Query Graphs (EQGs).

3.5 Activating IWP Operators

As discussed above, we propose an approach whereby timestamps are only generated

and sent to the idle-waiting operators on-demand, rather than periodically, to reactivate

idle-waiting operators. Throughout this chapter, we will use the term Enabling Time-

Stamps (ETSs ) to describe timestamps that are generated on-demand and sent to idle-

waiting operators to enable them to resume their activity; the termETS avoids the

connotation of periodicity that is associated with “Heartbeats”. Using the query-graph

based execution model introduced in the previous section, DFS can be extended to

support on-demand generation ofETS information. Indeed, once the backtracking

process takes us all the way back to the source node, we can generate a newETS value

and send it down along the path on which backtracking just occurred, to reactivate idle-

waiting IWP operators. The generation of theseETSs depends on the type of timestamp

involved and will be discussed in the Section 3.8. TheETSs can be propagated through

punctuation tuples. But before that, we must address the issue of simultaneous tuples,

which have not been discussed previously, in spite of their obvious importance in the
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idle-waiting problem.

Simultaneous Tuples Simultaneous tuples are tuples that have the same timestamp.

These are common in applications where coarse timestamp values are used. To illus-

trate the issues arising from simultaneous tuples, let us consider a union operator with

inputs A and B. If both A and B contain simultaneous tuples, these can all be processed

and added to the output. But the current rules in Figure 3.2 fail to do that since they

only move one tuple at a time: thus, either A or B will be emptied first and the other

will be left holding one or more simultaneous tuples. One possible fix is to change the

rules in Figure 3.2, whereby ALL the tuples having minimal timestamp are now added

to the union operator at once. However, this does not completely solve the problem,

since the simultaneous tuples that arrive in buffers A or B, after all their previously-

arrived simultaneous tuples have been processed, will incur idle-waiting. To deal with

simultaneous tuples, we instead make the following improvements toIWP operators:

• A Time-Stamp Memory (TSM ) register is introduced for each input of the

IWP operator. The value of theTSM register is automatically updated with the

timestamp value of the current input tuple and it remains in the register until the

next tuple updates it.

Then the execution rules for theIWP operators are replaced with those in Figure 3.8.

Themore condition must also be modified as in Figure 3.7.

TheTSM registers and the relaxedmore condition alleviate the simultaneous tu-

ples problem and reduce idle-waiting inIWP operators as discussed next.
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more holds true for the query operatorQ if there

is at least one input tuple with timestamp value

τ , where τ is the minimal value in the input

TSM registers ofQ.

Figure 3.7: A relaxed more condition

3.6 Propagation of Timestamp Information

To deliverETS information to activateIWP operators, one method is to use punctua-

tion tuples, which can either be generated periodically, asdiscussed in [JMS05], or

on-demand as discussed in Section 3.8. Independent of the way ETS are generated,

both theIWP operators and the non-IWP operators must be revised to assure their prop-

agation. (Another method, using the Enhanced Query Graph (EQG), can propagate

timestamp more efficiently, but with more complexity, as discussed later this section.)

Figure 3.8 shows the execution rules forIWP operators extended for both simul-

taneous tuples and punctuation tuples. These rules take advantage ofTSM registers,

and the relaxedmore condition of Figure 3.7. These rules consider the minimal value

τ in theTSM registers of the operator.

Comparing Figure 3.8 with Figure 3.2, we see that the only change for the union

operator is that, rather than checking that all inputs are present, we now use the relaxed

more condition of Figure 3.7. We also start the computation of window joins by

checking this condition and if the tuple is in fact a data tuple no other modification

is needed. However if this is instead a punctuation tuple, then we must remove it from

the input and add it to the output. Furthermore, when we cannot generate a data tuple,

we simply produce a punctuation tuple for the benefit of theIWP operators down the

path.
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Union. If more is true select an input tuple with

timestampτ and deliver it to the output (production);

then remove it from the input (consumption).

Window Join of Stream A with Stream B. If

more is true, then:

• If input A contains a data tuple with times-

tamp valueτ then perform the following oper-

ations (and the symmetric operations are per-

formed if B contained a data tuple with times-

tamp valueτ ):

– (production) join of the tuple in A with

the tuples in W(B) and send the result of

the join to the output

– (consumption) current input tuple in A

is removed from the input and added to

W(A).

• (production) If neither A nor B contain an in-

put data tuple with timestampτ , add to the

output a punctuation tuple with timestampτ .

Figure 3.8: Execution usingTSM Registers.
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Non-IWP operators must also be modified to deal with punctuation tuples, so that

they let the punctuation tuples go through unchanged exceptfor possible reformatting

required by the specific operator.

3.7 The Enhanced Query Graph (EQG)

AlthoughETS information can be propagated byETS carrying punctuation tuples from

operator to operator, one observation suggests that theETS propagation could be made

more efficient. In fact, all the non-IWP operators (e.g., selections, projections, ag-

gregates without slide) do not utilize or changeETS information. Therefore, these

operators can be completely skipped duringETS propagation3. Furthermore, since

timestamp propagation will only occur after back-trackinghas been performed from

the idle-waiting operator, we are sure that no data tuples will be left on intermediate

non-IWP operators (any such data tuples would have been consumed first before the

backtrack reaching theSource). Therefore, anIWP operator can deliverETS informa-

tion directly to otherIWP operators down the graph, without going through intermedi-

ate operators.

Thus, we enhance our query graphs with specialETS arcs, displayed as dotted

arrows in Figures 3.9 and 3.10. Observe that in Figure 3.9, the Q1 operator is not an

IWP operator and thus is bypassed completely by theETS arc. Therefore, to support

ETS propagation in EQG, only the execution ofIWP operators need to be modified

and the others are left unchanged. (A significant advantage compared to the approach

of using punctuation tuples, where every operator has to be modified to handle the

timestamp propagation.) A second important advantage is that the propagation of the

3An IWP operator could potentially modify theETS information before passing it on. For example, an
union operator has multiple inputs each with its ownETSvalue, and it will only propagate the minimum
value among them.
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ETSs is faster since non-IWP operators are bypassed.

Source SinkQ1 Σ
slide

Figure 3.9: EQG for Simple Path Query

Given the standard query graphQG(P ) for a query programP , theenhanced query

graph, EQG(P ) is obtained by adding the followingETSarcs: there is anETSarc from

Qi to Qj provided that (i)Qj is an IWP operator andQi is either anIWP operator or

a source node, and (ii) there is a directed path inQG(P ) that leads fromQi to Qj

without going through any intermediateIWP operators. Observe thatSourcenodes are

treated asIWP operators, while theSinknodes are not.

Figure 3.10: The Enhanced Query Graph

The solid arcs in ourEQG(P ) denote buffers containing an arbitrary number of

tuples generated by one operator and consumed by the next operator. However, dashed

arcs representTSM registersthat always contain a single timestamp value. These

TSM registers are updated in two ways:

1. automatically, they are set to the timestamp value of the current input tuple, i.e.,

the first tuple in the input buffer, or

2. explicitly by anIWP operator feeding into this register.
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An explicit update only occurs when the regular input bufferis empty. When the input

buffer contains a tuple, theTSM register is updated with the timestamp value of this

tuple, as in the case of punctuation tuples.

Using the EQG, themore condition also remains the same as that of Figure 3.7.

However, the NOS rules must be modified to take into account that there are two

different kinds of arcs and thus two different kinds of yields and successors forIWP

operators, as follows: thetuple-yield is true when actual tuples are produced and the

TSM-yield is true when no tuple is produced but theTSM register is updated. Thus

if tuple-succandTSM-succrespectively denote the successors along the data arc and

TSM arc, then the forward condition becomes:

Forward: if tuple-yield thennext := tuple-succ, else ifTSM-yield thennext :=TSM-

succ

Of course, for non-IWP operators, we can always setTSM-yield to false since

there is noTSM-succ. This is also true for the lastIWP operators in theEQG(P ):

these are theIWP operators from which noTSM arc emanates.

A final complication with theEQG approach is due to the fact that we need to

ensure that eachTSM value generated by the source nodes is only passed to lower

IWP nodes once. For that, we add a flag to eachTSM register, whereby the register

is set to active when it is set by its predecessorIWP operator, and reset to inactive

when this value is passed to the successorTSM register4. This assures thatTSM

registers operate likeTSM punctuation tuples (which can only be consumed once by

each operator) and avoid possible complications.

The IWP operators in theEQG approach will operate as shown in Figure 3.11: if

more fails and we are not able to deliver a data tuple to thetuple-succ, then we check

4Thesourceinput initiates thisTSM register activation, when an improvedETS value can be gen-
erated at the end of backtracking.
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if the TSM register is active, and, if so, we deliver its value to theTSM register of

the nextIWP operator. The cycle of i) back-tracking, and ii)ETS propagation, repeats

as long as more tuples are consumed in each cycle and the nextETS value keeps im-

proving. If ETS propagation fails to help consuming any tuple, or the nextETS value

no longer improves, then the current cycle stops and the control is given back to the

scheduler, which will then execute other query components.

3.8 Timestamp Generation

Flexible and robust mechanisms for timestamps and heartbeats are needed to achieve

power and versatility in DSMSs [BBD02, SW04, JMS05]. Thus, the Stream Mill

system supports three kinds of timestamps:external, internal, andlatent:

1. Tuples are timestamped by the application that generatedthem (External Times-

tamps)

2. Tuples are timestamped when entering the DSMS using system time (Internal

Timestamps)

3. Tuples without internal or external timestamps are timestamped on-the-fly by

individual query operators that require timestamps (latent timestamps).

There is no idle-waiting when tuples with latent timestampsgo throughIWP operators:

for instance for union, tuples can be added to the output as soon as they arrive, without

any check on their timestamps. Therefore, in our experiments, we will measure the

effectiveness ofETS-based strategies by comparing them against data streams having

latent timestamps. Thus,ETS will not be used on data streams with latent timestamps,

but they are critical for data streams with internal or external timestamps. The genera-

tion of on-demandETS is discussed next.
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Union:

If more is true, select a tuple with timestampτ and

deliver it to the output (production); then remove it

from the input (consumption).

If more is false and theTSM register is active, then

update the outputTSM register to its value. Also

activate the outputTSM register and deactivate the

input TSM register.

Window Join of Stream A with Stream B:

If more is true, and input A contains a tuple with

timestamp valueτ , then perform the following oper-

ations (and the symmetric operations are performed

if B contains a tuple with timestamp valueτ ):

• (production) join of the tuple in A with the tu-

ples in W(B) and send the resulting tuples to

the output, and

• (consumption) the current input tuple in A is

moved to W(A).

If more is false and theTSM register is active, set

the outputTSM register to its value. Also activate

the outputTSM register and deactivate the input

TSM register.

Figure 3.11: Execution of IWP Operators in EQG
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On-Demand Generation of ETS at Source Nodes: When execution backtracks to

a source node, whose input buffer is empty, then the node generates anETS as follows:

(i) for internally timestamped tuples theETS value generated is that of the current

system clock.

(ii) For externally timestamped tuples theETSvalue produced is application-dependent.

Several interesting techniques have been discussed in the literature [SW04, JMS05].

For instance, if the maximum skew between two arrivals isδ and timeτ has

passed since the last tuple arrived, which had timestampt, then we might want

to produce anETS of t+ τ - δ.

These tuples are then processed by the successor operators.

Furthermore, with the EQG approach, the source nodes write the ETS value into

the register at the end of theETS arc, and the operator at the end of that dashed arc

becomes next operator to be executed.

3.9 Experiments and Results

In the following experiments, we demonstrate:

• Our execution model can support different execution strategies. We use DFS and

BFS as examples, both combined withETS propagation. We study the behavior

of the two strategies under different burstiness of tuple arriving patterns.

• To test the effectiveness of different techniques for solving the idle-waiting prob-

lem, we compare the following four scenarios:

A Internally timestamped data streams (noETS )
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B Internally timestamped data streams (periodicETS )

C Internally timestamped streams (on-demandETS )

D Data streams with latent timestamps.

• We study the improved efficiency of EQG compared to punctuation tuple prop-

agation using the original query graph. We show that EQG reduces overhead of

ETS propagation, which could amount to significant savings in a complex query

graph.

• We also show that timestamp propagation can reduce output burstiness caused

by idle-waiting, thus not only reduce query response time but also smooth out

traffic peaks in the results.

Experiment SetupFor our experiments, the Stream Mill DSMS server was hosted on

a Linux machine with P4 2.8GHz processor and 1 GB of main memory. The input

data tuples were randomly generated under a Poisson arrivalprocess with the desired

average arrival rates.

Depth-First versus Breadth-First In our first experiment we demonstrate how our

execution framework supports the BFS and DFS strategies. Wecompare how BFS and

DFS work with on-demandETS propagation, and demonstrate the performance differ-

ences between BFS and DFS strategies when we consider very bursty data streams.

We use the simple query graph of Figure 3.1, where each of the input data streams is

filtered by a selection operator with low selectivity (95% tuples pass through), before

the streams are unioned together. The data rates average at 1000 tuples per second on

the first stream and 0.5 tuples per second for the second stream; this rate diversity can

cause significant idle-waiting for tuples on the faster stream.
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The graph of Figure 3.12 quantifies this effect. Figure 3.12(a) shows that BFS and

DFS have similar latencies withoutETS propagation, and the latencies reduce dramat-

ically with on-demandETS (the graph is log-scale). Figure 3.12(b) compares BFS and

DFS performance for various burstiness factors. We keep theaverage rate of 1000

tuple/sec, while introducing bursts of nearly simultaneous tuples and the size of these

bursts is shown on the horizontal axis. Both DFS and BFS show increasing average la-

tency with increasing input burstiness but BFS is affected by the input burstiness more

severely than DFS. This steeper increase of latency with burst size is intrinsic in the

BFS execution and has little do withETSpropagation policies—there are similar delay

difference even under latent timestamps. In fact, with latent timestamps, if we assume

that the cost of processing one tuple isc for both theσ and the union in Figure 3.1,

then it is easy to derive analytically that the average output latency for DFS is(n+1)c,

while for BFS it is(1.5n + 0.5)c, wheren is the size of bursts in the Source1 input.

(a) (b)

Figure 3.12: Latency for BFS and DFS

Latency Reduction. Minimization of response time is a key query-optimization

objective for most DSMSs. The results of our experiments areshown in Figure 3.13

(log-scale). The average output latency drops regularly (line B) as the frequency is

increased for theETS punctuation tuples periodically injected in the sparser ofthe two

data stream.
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(a)

C D

(b)

Figure 3.13: Average Output Latency

Independent of their frequency, periodicETS cannot match the performance of

ETS on-demand (line C), which reduces the latency by several orders of magnitude

with respect to A (noETS used). More remarkably, C comes very close the optimal

performance of streams with latent timestamps (line D). Line C is so close to D that

the two are indistinguishable in the scale of 3.13 (a), and wehave to use Figure 3.13

(b) to show their actual difference, which is about 0.1 milliseconds—four orders of

magnitude smaller than A.

To better understand these results and validate the dramatic improvements just ob-

tained, we verify that the latency is caused by idle-waiting, rather than implementation

problems or the system overhead. We measured the percentageof time the union oper-

ator spends in an idle-waiting state—i.e., time in which oneinput data stream is empty

while the other is non-empty.

Line A in Figure 3.14(a) shows that when no timestamp information is utilized,

the system spends close to 99% of its time idle-waiting and tuples have to wait a long

time before they are processed. (Tuple processing takes comparatively short time,

since we are well below the DSMS max processing capacity.) Line C, shows thatETS

on-demand reduces this waiting time to less than 0.1% of the total time.
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This indicates that the idle-waiting is always resolved very quickly, thus the system

spend most of its time in the state of all-buffers-empty (as total data load is very small).

Figure 3.14 shows that high heartbeat rates, such as≥ 100 tuples per second, are

needed to reduce this waiting percentage significantly, andeven then, we cannot match

the improvement obtained with on-demandETS propagation. Again, the results ob-

tained with on-demand ETS are very close to those of latent timestamps, that their

differences can only be seen in the scale of Figure 3.14(b). The latent case only spends

time in one-empty one-nonempty state, when there is a burst of arrival on one stream

and tuples are not all cleared yet, which is the best case. Theresult indicates thatETS

propagation reduces waiting time to that almost close to thelatent case.

Memory Usage.As discussed in [JMS05],ETScan deliver significant benefits in terms

of reducing memory usage. In Figure 4.6 we measure peak totalbuffer size, in terms of

total number of tuples in the buffers, under the 50/0.05 per second tuple rate on the two

input streams. WithoutETS line A in Figure in 4.6 has a peak queue size of thousands

tuples, although the average input rate is only 50/0.05 tuples per second. Line C shows

that on-demandETS propagation reduces the memory usage by more than two orders

of magnitude. For periodicETS (line B) peak memory usage reduces initially with

(a)

C D

(b)

Figure 3.14: Percent of Time in Waiting State
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higher punctuation rates (as expected since idle-waiting is reduced). However, high

punctuation rates eventually cause an increase in peak memory requirements. This is

because punctuation tuples produced at high rates tend to occupy memory, when bursts

of data tuples are being processed.

These results are consistent with those of [JMS05], where the maximum rate for

periodic ETS punctuation was about one per second. At that rate, the curveis still

descending uniformly and the reversal seen in Figure 4.6 is not present. Observe that

at that limited rate, periodicETS punctuation is quite effective at reducing the latency

time and the memory overhead by a significant factor. Thus periodic ETS punctuation

can provide a reasonable solution in many applications thatdo not require very low la-

tency. Moreover, it might be the only viable solution in DSMSs whose architecture is

not conductive to on-demandETS [JMS05]. (e.g., the two-level execution architecture

in Gigascope [JMS05]). However, the execution model introduced in previous sec-

tions is very conducive to on-demandETS , and provides significant improvements in

response time and memory usage. This conclusion basically holds for both depth-first

and breadth-first execution strategies, although there aredifferences between the two,

which are discussed next.

ETS Propagation on EQG In the next experiment we compare the effectiveness of

punctuation versus that of auxiliary arcs in propagating on-demandETS information.

Without EQG, punctuation tuples are generated on-demand and propagated through

the operator network as special tuples, without utilizing the specialETS arcs. The

performance differences between the two approaches, whichare minimal on simple

query graphs, start showing when we use more complex query graphs. Figure 3.15

shows the results obtained for the query graph of Figure 3.10.

Conclusion for Figure 3.15(a):BothETSpropagation through EQG or as special tuples
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.15: With EQG vs. Without EQG

through the network effectively resolves idle-waiting.

Conclusion for Figure 3.15(b):A closer look at the two methods reveal that on-demand

punctuation tuple propagation has a higher overhead than the EQG graph, which pro-

duces a higher average latency (a 14% higher latency withoutthe special arcs). This

is because punctuation tuples experience a small delay as they have to go through

non-IWP operators, which are bypassed byETS arcs. This delay becomes more signif-

icant when query graph becomes larger and more complex, and when the fraction of

non-IWP operators becomes larger.

Furthermore, since a window-aggregate with slide (see chapter 4 for an explana-

tion of this construct) is used in our query, the burstiness of the output also increases

significantly with the size of the slide, as shown in Figure 3.16, curve A. (The size of

the slide dictates that a result is returned once some numberof tuples are processed

[LMT05a]). To demonstrate this, we counted the number of tuples produced during

0.02 seconds and defined burstiness as the difference between the extremes (max and

min) divided by the average of those counts. Line B in Figure 3.16 clearly shows that,

the burstiness caused by the slide is eliminated by on-demand ETS propagation. Thus

the benefits ofIWP operators with on-demandETSgo beyond the ability of minimizing
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latency and memory in their executions in as much as these operators can equalize traf-

fic and smooth out traffic peaks caused by bursty arrivals or bursty behavior of certain

query operators. Reduction of burstiness and its undesirable side effects (as shown in

Figure 3.12) is highly desirable in DSMS.

Figure 3.16: Burstiness vs. SLIDE Size

Figure 3.17: Peak Total Queue Size

3.10 Related Work

The optimization of continuous queries has provided a majortopic of DSMS research.

Much of the efforts have been given to scheduling algorithms[JC04, CCZ03, SCL05]

and/or restructuring the query graph [BBD03] to minimize memory or latency. Other

efforts include the design of adaptive query processing engine [CF02, MSH02], or

methods for Quality of Service (QoS) control [ACC03]. In this chapter, we do not
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propose new optimization strategies, rather we devise a flexible execution model on

the query components that can be used to support different optimization strategies

with ease.

The idle-waiting problem was discussed in [SW04, JMS05]. The concept of punc-

tuation, originally proposed to deal with blocking operators [TMS03], has proven

useful in many different roles, including data stream joins[DR04], out-of order tu-

ples [SW04], and in particular in [JMS05] it was proposed to use regular timestamp-

carrying heartbeats to solve idle-waiting problems. We show that on-demand punctu-

ation tuple propagation, which is enabled by managing on-demandETS as part of the

backtrack mechanisms in our execution model, is a better approach in terms of giving

rise to faster query response time with less memory overhead. We also introduce extra

arcs on the query graph to further reduce the overhead.

3.11 Conclusions

In this chapter we present a flexible query graph execution model that is conducive

to a dynamically reconfigurable implementation. Our model can be used to support

various query optimization strategies, enabling the DSMS to change strategies at run

time with ease and minimum overhead. Furthermore, our modelcan support advanced

mechanisms for timestamp propagation and response time minimization, which is hard

to achieve with other models [JMS05].

Solving the idle-waiting problem, we propose integrated techniques for timestamp

management and query execution that can greatly reduce boththe memory usage and

the latency in queries with union and join operators. Our experiments show the im-

provements so obtained significantly surpass the periodic timestamp approach pro-

posed in [JMS05]. Moreover, on-demand timestamps can be delivered to theIWP
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operators either by punctuation tuples or by special arcs inthe execution graph, with

the later having the least overhead and well-supported by our execution model.
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CHAPTER 4

The Sliding-window Construct and Applications

4.1 Supporting Sliding Windows in the Expressive Stream Lan-

guage

The Expressive Stream Language (ESL) is a data stream query language that relies on

(i) window constructs, and (ii) user-defined aggregates (UDAs) for power and flexi-

bility. UDAs natively defined in SQL were shown in [WZ03] to beeffective at sup-

porting data mining functions and other complex queries notexpressible efficiently in

SQL:2003. Furthermore, in [LWZ04] it was shown that SQL withUDAs is Turing-

complete—and also complete for continuous queries, inasmuch as monotonic SQL

operators with monotonic UDAs can express all possible non-blocking queries. The

theoretical results of [LWZ04] underscored the importanceof UDAs, but did not ad-

dress the actual language design and implementation issues, such as: how to best define

UDAs on logical and physical windows (with or w/o slides), optimize their compu-

tation, and integrate native and imported UDAs. These issues are addressed in this

chapter, which makes the following contributions to the state of the art:

1. A fully integrated syntax and semantics for the various window constructs (i.e.

logical and physical windows combined with slides, tumbles, unlimited preced-

ing, and active expiration modifiers), applied to arbitraryUDAs that can be de-

fined in either native SQL or in an external procedure language. This integration
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makes our UDAs powerful to express data stream queries.

2. Several implementation and optimization techniques used in the Stream Mill

DSMS system to support the integration of the window constructs and arbitrary

UDAs. For example, the EXPIRE constructs are specially usedfor delta compu-

tations, and the pane-based optimization is used for the SLIDE construct[LMT05b].

3. The effectiveness of our window-UDA optimization techniques is validated via

several experiments. The experiments also show that UDAs defined in native

SQL only incur a small performance penalty compared to thoseimplemented in

a procedural language (typically a 10-20% slowdown), with significant advan-

tage in conciseness and convenience.

The UDAs and window constructs of ESL represent minimal extensions w.r.t.

SQL:2003 standards. Yet they have made possible a number of sophisticated appli-

cations. In particular:

• Data stream mining applications can be easily written usingwindow UDAs

[LTW05],

• Parallel Finite State Automata (FSA) for processing SAX streams can be imple-

mented efficiently using UDAs, thus enabling unification of relational and XML

streams [ZTZ06],

• Approximate computations, time series analysis, and RFID applications can also

be expressed using UDAs, as discussed in Section 4.1.8.

• Active expiration window semantics [HAF03, GO05] and concrete views can

also be supported as discussed in Section 4.1.5.
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Note that, while [LTW05], [ZTZ06] and [BLT04] each has applied the ESL lan-

guage on different application domains, in this chapter we instead present the con-

structs and techniques used to implement the ESL language itself, in particular the

integration of window constructs with arbitrary UDAs.

Short Overview In the next section, we cover the use of SQL constructs to express

basic continuous queries on data streams. ESL also supportsad hoc queries on stored

database tables and on virtual tables derived from data streams via concrete views and

table functions. We omit their discussion here to save spaceand to concentrate on

the treatment of UDAs and different types of windows over UDAs, which represent

the cornerstone of ESL’s query power. UDAs are introduced inSection 4.1.3, which

provides a simple syntactic characterization of non-blocking UDAs versus blocking

UDAs. Window UDAs are introduced in Section 4.1.4, along with constructs and

techniques for delta-maintenance that can be used on different kinds of windows and

aggregates. Section 4.1.5 discusses new types of windows based on slides and active

expiration, and implementation of unique features of ESL. In Section 4.1.7, we present

experiments to evaluate the performance of our new constructs. In Section 4.1.8, we

show that ESL’s expressive power enables it to express complex applications concisely

and efficiently. These applications are difficult or even impossible to express without

window UDAs.

4.1.1 Continuous Queries

ESL treats data streams as unbounded ordered sequences of tuples: this is consistent

with the ‘append only table’ model commonly used by data stream systems [Bar99,

BBD02, GO03, LWZ04]. In the Stream Mill system, data streamsare declared using a

CREATE STREAM clause. In addition to the data stream schema, the declaration also

specifies the type of timestamp associated with the stream. ESL supports the following
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three types of timestamps: (i)external timestamps, (ii) internal timestamps, and (iii)

latent timestamps.

External timestamp values are contained in the arriving tuples, and are specified

with anORDER BY clause. For instace, the data streamOpenAuction in Example 1

is declared as havingstart time as its external timestamp. Instead,ClosedAuction is

declared as having internal timestamp, which is denoted by using the reserved column

name,current time. In this case, the system generates a new timestamp upon arrival

of the tuple and inserts it in the arriving tuple. External and internal timestamps will

be calledexplicit: ESL operators treat all explicit timestamps in the same way. The

streamBid in Example 1 does not have an associated timestamp, denoted by absence

of theORDER BY clause. Timestamp values consistent with tuple order are dynami-

cally generated for these tuples, when they are used in operators that have timestamp

dependent semantics. Thus, these streams are referred to ashavinglatenttimestamps.

Externally timestamped streams may receive out-of-order tuples due to reasons

such as network latency. To ensure tuple timstamp order in external streams, these

out-of-order tuples are put in a separate stream. These tuples can either be discarded

or re-merged with the original stream in the correct order using a mechanism similar

to theslackmechanism proposed by Aurora system [ACC03].

The source clauses in Example 1 specify that the streams are going to be imported

from the specified ports. Further discussion of stream importation is omitted due to

space limitations.

Example 1 Declaring Streams in ESL

CREATE STREAM OpenAuction (itemID int,

sellerID char(10), price real, start time timestamp)

ORDER BY start time; /* external timestamps */
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SOURCE ’port4445’;

CREATE STREAM ClosedAuction(itemID int,

buyerID char(10), price real, current time timestamp)

ORDER BY current time; /* internal timestamp */

SOURCE ’port4446’;

CREATE STREAM Bid(itemID int,

price real, bidderID char(10), bid time timestamp)

SOURCE ’port4447’;

4.1.2 Single Stream Transducers

In ESL it is easy to write continuous queries that act as single stream transducers. For

instance, to continuously send to the user all auctions where the asking price is above

1000, we can write:

Example 2 Performing Selection Operations on Streams

SELECT itemID, sellerID, price, starttime

FROM OpenAuctionWHERE price> 1000

Semantics.The clause ‘ORDER BY start time’ can also be added to this query,

without changing its meaning, since the tuples are always produced in increasing order

of timestamp values. Therefore, consider the query in Example 2, after the addition

of ‘ORDER BY start time’, the semantics of this query in ESL is exactly the same as

in SQL. Indeed, the ordered list of tuples produced by ESL up to timet is exactly the

same as that produced by SQL on table containing the list ofOpenAuction tuples that

have arrived up to timet. Therefore, in ESL, the semantics of continuous queries on

data streams can be simply defined by reducing them to that of equivalent SQL:2003

queries on database tables.
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ESL also supports the derivation of one stream from another through aCREATE

STREAM mechanism that is similar to theCREATE VIEW mechanism in SQL. For

instance, Example 3, defines a data stream that is basically the same as the data stream

delivered to the user in Example 2. However, instead of beingdelivered to the user,

expensiveItems is now a data stream that can be used by other queries.

Example 3 Deriving a New Data Stream

CREATE STREAM expensiveItemsAS

SELECT itemID, sellerID, price, starttime

FROM OpenAuctionWHERE price> 1000

Aggregates: Aggregates are the final construct that can be applied to an individual

data stream. Example 4 shows the invocation of a UDA calleddecay online avg

that computes the exponential decay of the closing values ofauctions. Since blocking

aggregates are not allowed on data streams, the ESL compileralso checks thatde-

cay online avg is a non-blocking UDA—a property that is easily inferable from the

syntactic structure of the UDA definition, as discussed in Section 4.1.3.

Most aggregates, including the traditional SQL–2 aggregates, are blocking and can

be applied to data streams via windows only. ESL uses the standard SQL:2003 syntax

of OLAP functions for such window aggregates, whereby the window specification is

appended to the aggregate using theOVER clause [ZKW99]. For instance, Example 5,

below, shows the use of an unbounded window, whereby themin returns the lowest

start price seen so far.

Example 4 The Recent Average of the Closing Bids

SELECT decayonline avg(price)FROM ClosedAuction
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Example 5 The Smallest Asking Price, For Each Seller

SELECT itemID, sellerID, price, min(price) OVER(PARTITION BY

SellerIDRANGE UNBOUNDED PRECEDING)

AS PriceFROM OpenAuction

ESL supports both logical windows (i.e., time-based) and physical windows (i.e.,

count-based), and the optionalPARTITION BY clause whereby the incoming stream can

be partitioned into multiple streams. The only departure from SQL:2003 supported in

ESL, is the option of omitting theORDER BY clause, since the output data stream

is already known to be ordered by its timestamp. UDAs invokedwithout a window

modifier will be calledbase aggregatesas in Example 41, whereas UDAs invoked

with a window modifier will be calledwindow aggregatesas in Example 5.

All basic SQL:2 aggregates and their window versions are supported as builtins in

ESL. In addition, ESL supports efficiently window constructs on arbitrary UDAs—not

just builtin ones. This feature provides much greater powerand flexibility than those

provided by other DSMSs or commercial implementations, andwill be discussed in

Section 4.1.4.

4.1.3 Base Aggregates

ESL supports UDAs as proposed in [WZ03]. The idea of defining anew UDA by spec-

ifying the computation to be performed in the three different states calledINITIALIZE ,

ITERATE, andTERMINATE, is also advocated by [oraa, ACC03]. This approach is im-

plemented in several DBMSs and DSMSs, which normally require such computation

to be specified in an external PL; but in ESL they can also be specified natively using

ESL itself [WZ03]. In our examples, we will use UDAs of this second type, since they

1The standardGROUP BYconstruct is used in ESL to partition the input streams for base UDAs.
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represent a unique feature of ESL and they produce code that is clear, concise, easy to

write. Here, we briefly discuss definition of such UDAs to allow better understanding

of advanced concepts discussed in latter sections. Reader is referred to [WZ03] for

more detailed discussion on UDAs.

For instance, Example 6 defines a UDA equivalent to the standard AVG aggregate

in SQL. The second line in Example 6 declares a local table,state, where the sum

and count of the values processed so far are kept. Furthermore, while in this particular

examplestate contains only one tuple, it is in fact a table that can be queried and

updated using SQL statements and can contain any number of tuples. TheINITIALIZE

clause inserts the value taken from the input stream and setsthe count to1. The

ITERATE statement updates the tuple instate by adding the new input value to the sum

and1 to the count. TheTERMINATE statement returns the ratio between the sum and the

count as the final result of the computation by theINSERT INTO RETURN statement2.

Since theTERMINATE statements are processed just after all the input tuples have been

exhausted, the UDA in Example 6 below is blocking. Note that the ESL system has

built-in support for standard aggregates such as avg, max, min, sum, etc. Aggregate

avg is used here for illustration purposes only.

Example 6 Defining the Standard Aggregate Average

CREATE AGGREGATE avg(NextReal) : Real

{ TABLE state(tsumReal, cnt Int);

INITIALIZE : { INSERT INTO stateVALUES (Next, 1);}

ITERATE : { UPDATE stateSET tsum=tsum+Next, cnt=cnt+1;}

TERMINATE : { INSERT INTO RETURN

SELECT tsum/cntFROM state;}

2To conform to SQL syntax,RETURN is treated as a virtual table; however, it is not a stored table
and cannot be used in any other role.
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}

A continuous, non-blocking version ofavg can instead be defined as shown in

Example 7, below, where the new values are given a higher weight than the old values

to assure exponential decay of their importance.

Example 7 Continuous Average with Exponential Decay

CREATE AGGREGATE decayonline avg(NextReal) : Real

{ TABLE state(tsumReal, cnt Int);

INITIALIZE : {

INSERT INTO stateVALUES (Next, 1);

INSERT INTO RETURN VALUES (Next);}

ITERATE: {

UPDATE stateSET tsum= 0.9*tsum + 1.1*Next, cnt=cnt+1;

INSERT INTO RETURN SELECT tsum/cntFROM state;}

}

UDAs, such as those of Example 7 where theTERMINATE state is empty or missing

all together, are non-blocking and can be applied freely to data streams. ESL also uses

a (non-blocking) hash-based implementation for theGROUP-BY calls of the UDAs as

opposed to the common implementation for SQL aggregates, which first sorts the data

according to theGROUP-BY attributes and thus is a blocking operation. This default

operational semantics of ESL leads to a stream-oriented execution, whereby the input

stream is pipelined through the operations specified in theINITIALIZE and ITERATE

clauses.

The UDAs defined so far will be calledbaseaggregates. Base aggregates are called

using a group-by clause as in Example 8 below, or without a group-by clause as in

Example 4.
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Example 8 Find the Recent Average Price of the Items Offered by Each Seller.

CREATE STREAM AskdPriceAS

SELECT sellerID, decayonline avg(price)AS avg price

FROM OpenAuctionGROUP BY sellerID

From a theoretical standpoint, it was known that UDAs make SQL Turing complete

on databases, insofar as they can express every function on the database computable by

a Turing Machine [LWZ04]. Similarly, non-blocking UDAs make SQL complete for

data stream applications insofar as it can express every non-blocking query expressible

in any other possible language [LWZ04]. Our practical experience with ESL indicates

that UDAs can be used to implement efficiently mining functions, sequence queries,

and optimal graph algorithms that cannot be expressed well in SQL:2003.

The UDAs discussed in this section are base UDAs: base UDAs with an empty

or missingTERMINATE clause are non-blocking and can be applied freely to on data

streams; blocking UDAs, instead, can be used freely on database relations, but they can

only be applied on data streams through the window constructs, discussed in the next

section. In theory, window aggregates are not needed for completeness, since they

could be expressed via complex base UDAs. However, they provide major benefits

in terms of user-convenience and performance, as shown in the experiments. Thus,

window aggregates represent a critical (and highly optimized) construct in ESL.

For instance, Example 9 below shows the definition of an aggregate that behaves

as theunbounded preceding version of average.

Example 9 The Cumulative Average–i.e., its ’unbounded preceding’ version

CREATE AGGREGATE cum avg(NextReal) : Real

{ TABLE state(tsumReal, cnt Int);
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INITIALIZE : {

INSERT INTO stateVALUES (Next, 1);

INSERT INTO RETURN SELECT tsum/cntFROM state;}

ITERATE : {

UPDATE stateSET tsum=tsum+Next, cnt=cnt+1;

INSERT INTO RETURN SELECT tsum/cntFROM state;}

TERMINATE : { }

}

This cumulative version ofavg was obtained from its base definition in Exam-

ple 6, by taking the return clause fromTERMINATE and appending it toINITIALIZE

and ITERATE clauses. The UDA so obtained has an emptyTERMINATE clause and it

is thus non-blocking and also efficient (at least to the extent in which the base UDA

is). Therefore, the ESL compiler uses this rewriting technique to implement the ‘un-

bounded preceding’ versions of UDAs3. For other types of windows, however, the

UDA implementation that can be derived from its base definition tends to be ineffi-

cient. Better solutions are indeed available, as discussedin the next section.

4.1.4 Window Aggregates

ESL optimizes window aggregates both at the physical and logical level through:

• the inwindow construct whereby the system optimizes window management,

and

• theCREATE WINDOW AGGREGATE declarations, whereby the user can specify

an optimized window implementation for each user defined aggregate, using the

EXPIRE construct.
3In fact, instead of rewriting the UDA, ESL simply executes the TERMINATE statement afterINI -

TIALIZE or ITERATE execution for each incoming tuple
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The use of theCREATE WINDOW AGGREGATE declaration and theinwindow

construct are illustrated by Example 10 below, which definesa naive implementation

of avg over a finite-sized window.

Example 10 A Naive Version ofavg on a Finite Window

CREATE WINDOW AGGREGATE avg(NextReal) : Real

{ TABLE inwindow(wnextReal);

INITIALIZE: ITERATE: {

INSERT INTO RETURN

SELECT avg(wnext)FROM inwindow;}

}

Observe that, in Example 10, our window version ofAVG calls on the baseavg ag-

gregate for tables; but this is not a recursive call, since the two aggregates are internally

treated as two different procedures.

The declarationTABLE inwindow(wnext real) instructs the system to store the

input values in a special window buffer that will be calledinwindow4. Incoming tuples

(expiring tuples) are automatically added to (deleted from) inwindow by the system on

behalf of the user, with the same interface to both physical and logical windows. This

unification makes it easier to specify window UDAs. Moreover, it creates opportunities

for physical optimization by sharing windows between UDAs.

Although the use ofinwindow assures efficient memory management, the algo-

rithm shown in Example 10 is still inefficient since it recomputesavg on the current

window for each new incoming tuple. It takes timeO(K × n), wheren is the number

of tuples in the input andK is the number of tuples ininwindow.

4The names of the columns ofinwindow can be chosen by the user, but their data types must be
the same as the aggregate arguments.
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To further optimize such window aggregates ESL introduces theEXPIRE construct,

discussed next, which enables the above computation in timeO(n). Example 11 de-

fines a highly optimized implementation ofAVG, using theEXPIRE state in which the

values of tuples leaving the window are used to perform delta-maintenance on the win-

dow UDA. ForAVG, the delta maintenance consists in decreasing the sum by thevalue

of the expired tuple and the count by 1. The result is the same whether this delta com-

putation is performed as soon as a tuple expires, or later when the next tuple comes in,

or anywhere in between these two instants (See 4.1.6 for moredetails).

Example 11 The NewEXPIRE Construct

CREATE WINDOW AGGREGATE myavg(NextReal) : Real

{ TABLE state(tsumInt, cntReal);

TABLE inwindow(wnextReal);

INITIALIZE : {

INSERT INTO stateVALUES (Next, 1);

INSERT INTO RETURN VALUES (Next);

}

ITERATE : {

UPDATE stateSET tsum=tsum+Next, cnt=cnt+1;

INSERT INTO RETURN SELECT tsum/cntFROM state;

}

EXPIRE: { /* when there are expired tuples take the oldest */

UPDATE stateSET cnt= cnt-1, tsum = tsum - oldest().wnext;

}

}

In the definition of window aggregates,EXPIRE is treated as an event that occurs

once for each expired tuple—and the expired tuple is removedas soon as theEXPIRE
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statement completes execution. In ESL,oldest() is a built-in function that delivers

the oldest among the tuples ininwindow, andoldest().wnext delivers thewnext col-

umn in this tuple. If the tuple has only one column then the system allows using just

oldest(), i.e. without the column name.

The following examples show how specialized versions of window aggregates can

result in significant performance improvements, and ESL users are likely to take full

advantage of this option in their applications. However, users are not required to define

the window version of a UDA, since ESL falls back on the base version whenever the

window version is not provided. For instance, in the absenceof definition of Example

11, ESL uses the definition of Example 10 to support the application ofavg over finite

windows, and for ’unbounded preceding’ windows ESL insteaduses the definition

in Example 9. This policy is applied uniformly to all UDAs, not just to avg and

it is made possible by the fact that once a base definition exists for any UDA, the

’unbounded preceding’ and the ’finite window’ versions can be trivially derived by

simple syntactic rewriting.

The tableinwindow is managed by the system, which inserts new tuples and

deletes expiring tuples according to the window type (i.e.,logical or physical) and

the range of the window. Insertion of new tuples in the windowby ESL statements

is not allowed since it is incompatible with the window semantics. However, there is

no reason that tuples that are no longer needed must be kept inthe window until they

expire out of the window range: therefore besides unrestricted queries oninwindow,

ESL also allows the deletion of inwindow tuples as part of theUDA statements. This

feature allows us to write an improved version of themax aggregate, as shown in Ex-

ample 12, instead of keeping all tuples inside the window range, for each incoming

tuple we can eliminate older tuples of less or equal value, asthey cannot be the max

value in the current window or any future window. Thus the oldest tuple in the window
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has the max value, which is therefore returned as the result of the aggregate.

Example 12 MAX with Windows

CREATE WINDOW AGGREGATE max (NextReal) : Real

{ TABLE inwindow(wnextreal);

INITIALIZE : {

INSERT INTO RETURN VALUES (Next);

} /* new tuples are added to inwindow automatically */

ITERATE : {

DELETE FROM inwindow WHERE wnext≤ Next;

INSERT INTO RETURN VALUES (oldest());

}

EXPIRE: { } /*expired tuples are removed automatically*/

}

Themax aggregate, although simple, can be a very useful construct.For instance,

many applications require sampling from a moving window over streaming data. Bab-

cock et al [BDM02] proposed an algorithm known as “priority-sample”. As a new

element arrives, it is assigned a random priority between 0 and 1. An element is put

into the sample if it has the highest priority. To maintain a sample of sizek, we gener-

atek random priorities for each tuple.

Clearly, priority-sample of size 1 can be implemented by applying themax aggre-

gate on the random priorities. To implement priority-sample of sizek, we can modify

the max aggregate so that it handlesk priorities. As for the memory requirement, it

can be shown that for aggregatemax, the expected number of records that need to be

kept in inwindow is H(n), thenth harmonic number, wheren is the size of the win-

dow. Therefore, for a sample of sizek, both the expected and high-probability upper

bound ofinwindow size isO(k log n) [BDM02].
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Thus, the optimized treatment of window aggregates finds many natural applica-

tions and provides opportunities to support advanced constructs such as slide and tum-

ble, as we discuss next.

4.1.5 Beyond SQL:2003 Windows

The logical and physical windows discussed so far are already found in SQL:2003 for

built-in OLAP functions and are also supported in many commercial DBMSs. In this

section we extend that framework to deal with concepts, suchas slides and tumbles,

that have proven useful in many data stream applications, and are supported on built-in

aggregates by many DSMSs. Stream Mill extends this framework to allow slide and

tumble specification on arbitrary UDAs.

Slides and Tumbles SLIDE is an important construct supported by many DSMSs

on built-in aggregates, whereby aggregates return resultsevery so often, rather than

after each processed tuple, providing significant opportunities for query optimization

[LMT05b]. For instance, to find the sum of bids for each item, over the last 50 bids

with slide 10 bids, we can use the following ESL statement. Note 49 preceding stands

for the current tuple and the 49 previous tuples, thus total of 50 tuples.

Example 13 Use of the SLIDE Construct

SELECT itemID, sum(bidprice)

OVER(PARTITION BY itemID

ROWS 49 PRECEDING SLIDE 10)
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FROM Bid

When the specified slide size is smaller than the window size,we refer to this as

a pane window, as in Example 13. On the other hand, when the slide is larger than

or equal to the window size, it is called a TUMBLE [CCC02]. ESL provides efficient

support for both pane windows and tumbles. The semantics of windows with panes or

tumbles can be defined by subdividing the complete history ofthe stream into slots,

where slot size is dependent on both window size and pane size. A slot’s yield tuple

is defined as the last tuple of the slot. The semantics of window aggregates with slide

is that of window aggregates without slide, once all the tuples but those produced by

its yield tuples have been dropped from the output stream. This uniform definition of

abstract semantics leaves much room for optimization upon implementation, which is

very different for tumbles and pane windows. First, consider an example of a tumble

as below:

ROWS 9 PRECEDING SLIDE 28

For tumbles the size of the slot is always equal to the slide, i.e. 28 rows for the

above example. Here, we can bypass computation for the first 18 rows in each slot,

altogether. In fact, the ESL compiler implements this window call on an arbitrary

UDA, by repeating the following operations on each 28 row slot: (i) ignore the first

18 input tuples, (ii) apply the base UDA to the next 10 rows, and (iii) execute its

TERMINATE statements when its yield tuple arrives. Observe that when the slide and

window are equal, then the yield tuple that prompts the execution of theTERMINATE

statement, also causes the aggregate computation to be restarted for the next slot; thus

the next incoming tuple will be processed by theINITIALIZE statement of the restarted

UDA, i.e., the data stream is partitioned into exclusive slots each processed as a tumble.
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The optimization of pane windows for aggregates based on their algebraic prop-

erties was discussed in [LMT05b], along with their significant benefits in terms of

computation and memory savings. Although, compilation techniques for optimizing

arbitrary UDAs was not discussed in [LMT05b]. Here, we propose a simple frame-

work where this optimization can be applied to arbitrary “algebraic”5 UDAs [GBL97].

Stream Mill optimizes the computation of such aggregates by(i) computing the aggre-

gate on tumbles of size equal to the GCD of slide and window size [LMT05b], and (ii)

feeding the results into the window version of the same aggregate without any slide.

Thus, Example 13 is optimized by rewriting it as follows:

Example 14 Rewrite for Pane and Delta Computation

CREATE STREAM temp AS (

SELECT itemID, sum(bidprice) AS s

OVER(PARTITION BY itemID ROWS 9

PRECEDING SLIDE 10)

FROM Bid);

SELECT itemID, sum(s)

OVER(PARTITION BY itemID ROWS 4 PRECEDING)

FROM temp

Thus the implementation of a pane window aggregate is performed by cascading

its tumble version with its pane-less window version— this simple rewriting technique

achieves both the pane optimization and delta optimizationdescribed in [LMT05b]

for arbitrary UDAs, which are defined using the keywordALGEBRAIC (Example 15).

Similar optimization can also be applied in the case of logical windows. We have used

this approach in various applications to optimize varianceand other statistical aggre-

gates, string-concatenation aggregates, and basic aggregates on window samples. ESL

5This includes bothdistributedandalgebraicaggregates as defined in [GBL97]
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also provides simple constructs whereby, say, the aggregate myavg can be rewritten

to one returning both count and sum, thus making the rewritten aggregate amenable

to this composition-based optimization. Note that withoutthis rewriting, the above

cascading is not possible for theavgaggregate because of argument mismatch.

When an aggregate is not declared with the keywordALGEBRAIC, Stream Mill

falls back to the standard window aggregate, but ignores itsINSERT INTO RETURN

statements, for all input tuples but the yield tuples. Indeed holistic UDAs, such as

median, cannot be optimized using the composition-based preprocessing, although

their delta maintenance and tumble optimization is unaffected by this.

Active Window Expiration In SQL:2003, window aggregates produce results only

when a new tuple arrives. With theSLIDE construct, we have provided a mechanism

to shed some of those results. On the other hand, active expiration produces additional

tuples, which are generated when an old tuple expires out of atime-based window

6 [HAF03, GO05]. This semantics for logical windows has been recently advocated

by several researchers, and it is in fact uniquely apt to enabling certain kinds of new

applications, such as RFID-data processing— (see Example 17 later). ESL supports

this extension by allowing anACTIVE EXPIRATION clause to replace the slide clause

in the window aggregate invocation. Moreover, theEXPIRE clause of the window

aggregate must be expanded with anINSERT INTO RETURN statement that specifies

what needs to be returned when a tuple expires. For instance,the EXPIRE statement

for theavg aggregate would become:

EXPIRE: { /*when there are expired tuples take the oldest*/

UPDATE state

SET cnt= cnt-1, tsum = tsum - oldest().wnext;

6Only the case of logical windows is of interest since, for physical windows, tuples only expire when
a new tuple comes in
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INSERT INTO RETURN

SELECT tsum/cntFROM state;}

Example 12 can be expanded in similar fashion; we then obtainExample 15, be-

low, that also contains theALGEBRAIC declaration that will trigger its pane-based

optimization when it is called with the slide option rather than the active-expiration

option:

Example 15 MAX Extended for Slides and Active Expiration

CREATE ALGEBRAIC WINDOW AGGREGATE

max (NextReal): Real

{ TABLE inwindow(wnextreal);

INITIALIZE : {

INSERT INTO RETURN VALUES (Next);

} /* new tuples added to inwindow automatically */

ITERATE : {

DELETE FROM inwindow WHERE wnext≤ Next;

}

EXPIRE: { /*expired tuples removed automatically*/

INSERT INTO RETURN VALUES (oldest())

}

}

4.1.6 Syntax and Semantics

As discussed previously, window aggregates are defined using theCREATE WINDOW

AGGREGATE clause. The BNF grammar for window aggregate invocation is given in
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Figure 4.1: Window Aggregate Invocation BNF Grammar

Figure 4.2: Evaluation of Window Aggregates
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Figure 4.1. The grammar conforms to the SQL:2003 standards and adds theSLIDE

construct discussed above.

Figure 4.2 summarizes how the powerful assortment of windowtypes made avail-

able by ESL are reduced to the base and the (optional) window versions of each aggre-

gate, using the techniques discussed in the previous section. Thus, Box (1) of Figure

4.2 represents the case of unbounded-preceding window, where we use the base ag-

gregate and execute theTERMINATE state after processing each tuple. Box (2) shows

the case where the simple window aggregate is called. Boxes (3) and (4) use the base

aggregate to support tumbles, by restarting the computation after each new tumble,

as discussed in Section 4.1.6. In addition, box (4) uses pane-based optimizations for

an algebraic window aggregate (by cascading its tumble version with its window ver-

sion), whereas box (5) describes the case when the aggregateis not algebraic, thus only

delta-maintenance is applied. Furthermore, by writing an explicit window version of

the aggregate the user can achieve better performance and/or modify the basic behav-

ior of the aggregate. However, if the user has not provided a window version of the

aggregate then the system uses the default version as discussed in Section 4.1.4.

Evaluation of UDAs Stream Mill translates ESL UDAs to C/C++ routines – one

routine for each state, INITIALIZE, ITERATE, and so on. Uponarrival of a new input

tuple, a base aggregate is executed as follows:

• Determine the group that the tuple belongs to.

• If this is the first tuple of the group then allocate an aggregate structure for the

group and call the INITIALIZE routine of the aggregate. Store the newly allo-

cated aggregate structure in a hash table with the group value as the key.

• If this is not the first tuple of the group, retrieve the aggregate structure from the

hash table and call the ITERATE routine of the aggregate on the new tuple.
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The above execution model is only slightly modified in the case of window aggre-

gates invoked without theACTIVE EXPIRATION clause. Upon arrival of a new tuple,

the system first determines if there are any outstanding expired tuples. If outstanding

expired tuples are found, their respectiveEXPIRE routines are invoked first. These

expired tuples are subsequently removed from theinwindow buffer. Next, the newly

arrived tuple is inserted into theinwindow buffer. Then, the system executes theIT-

ERATE routine on the new tuple.

The execution of a window UDA invoked with theACTIVE EXPIRATION clause

takes place as follows: (i) the expiration of a tuple causes its EXPIRE statement to be

executed, and (ii) the arrival of a new tuple only causes theITERATE statement to be

executed. Stream Mill employs a unique approach to enable the execution of the expire

state exactly when the tuple expires. For each tuple in the original stream, a negative

tuple with timestamp corresponding to the expiration timestamp of the original tuple

is created. These negative tuples are then unioned with the original stream. The sort-

merge semantics of the union statement delivers these tuples at exact times. When a

negative tuple is seen in the resulting stream only the expire routine is invoked and

the respective original tuple is removed from theinwindow table. A special delaying

mechanism is used when the original stream has latent timestamps, since the union

operator does not behave as a sort-merge in case of latent streams. More details of the

union operator and different kind of timestamps can be foundin chapter 3.

The fact that theEXPIRE statements are written to support their active invocation

when a tuple expires, allows us to ‘garbage collect’ expiredtuples eagerly without

waiting for new input tuples to arrive. This is particularlyuseful for time-based win-

dows where all tuples are listed in their arrival order, and when a new tuple arrives all

the expired tuples are processed, independent of theirGROUP BYvalues.
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This active expiration of windows is a source of great power and flexibility. For

instance, it allows writing UDAs that detect that no tuple has arrived in the last 5 min-

utes (i.e., the expiring tuple was the last left in a window of5 minutes) and send a

warning message to the user. Moreover, they make it possibleto support the update-

pattern-aware processing of data stream via the “negative tuples” approach [GO05].

Remarkably, these advanced window types only require extensions to ESL UDA eval-

uation, and therefore do not affect the basic window types ofSQL:2003.

Note that the execution model and the optimization strategies discussed here are

also applicable to UDAs written in external language. The system calls external rou-

tines as opposed to the once generated by the ESL compiler. Pointers to theinwin-

dow buffer, the return table, and any other user defined tables are passed to the ex-

ternal function. The external functions can access/manipulate these tables using the

BerkeleyDB API [Sle]. Furthermore, external functions canalso call special system

functions such as theoldest(). The system implementer can take advantage of this

flexibility to implement efficient aggregates in an externallanguage.

Stream Mill Architecture Stream Mill is implemented as a client-server architec-

ture where several clients communicate with a single server. The client is used to

manage streams, queries, aggregates, etc., and to view results of the user queries. The

main components of the server are shown in Figure 4.3.

I/O scheduler is responsible for communicating with the clients and thedata man-

ager, which enables static data storage in Stream Mill.

Compiler/Optimizer is responsible for parsing and compiling of ESL queries.

These queries are translated to C/C++ functions that employnumerous optimization

techniques. Similarly, user-defined aggregates are also compiled to C/C++ functions.

After careful optimizations, natively defined UDAs on the average execute nearly as
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Figure 4.3: Stream Mill System Architecture

well (typically a (10-20)% slowdown) as equivalent UDAs externally defined in a pro-

gramming language (as shown in Section 4.1.7).

Buffer Manager is responsible for managing the stream tuples as in-memory queues.

The Buffer Manager contains a special component calledWindow Manager, which is

responsible for managing theinwindow buffers, including processing and expiration

of tuples.

Execution Manager maintains a query graph containing all active queries in the

system and makes operator scheduling decisions. More discussions on execution man-

agement and timestamp management can be found in chapter 3.

4.1.7 Experiments and Performance

We next describe the results of experiments that focus on testing the performance

of new features of the Stream Mill System, such as window constructs for delta-

computation and the pane optimization for slides and tumbles. In all the experiments

the Stream Mill DSMS server was hosted on a Linux machine withP4 2.8GHz pro-

cessor and 1GB of main memory.
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New Constructs for Delta-Computation In order to quantify the performance gain

of the new window constructs for delta-computation and to study the performance of

UDAs coded in ESL compared to a procedural language, we compared a few alterna-

tive implementations for a number of UDAs. We show graphs fortwo of these UDAs

here, simple SQL-2average and approximate frequent-items [JQS03]. The frequent

items algorithm is a bloom filter based algorithm with two distinctions. First, there are

k different hash-tables used, one for each hash function. Second, instead of storing a

bit as an entry in the hash-table, it stores an integer to allow counting. For each in-

coming item, the algorithm looks up the hash entry in each of the k hash-tables and

increments the counts. Similarly, for each expiring item the algorithm decrements the

counts. Eventually, the approximate frequency of an item isgiven by the minimum

value in the k hash-tables for that item.

Figure 4.4 and 4.5 compare the performance of theaverage and the approximate

frequent-items aggregates, respectively, on different window sizes with the following

implementations:

A) UDA in ESL usingEXPIRE for delta computation

B) UDA in C using EXPIRE-like mechanism for delta computation (exactly the

same operations as in A except it is coded in a procedure language)

C) UDA in ESL, performing delta computation withoutEXPIRE

D) Naive UDA in ESL (i.e., recompute for each new input tuple)

There are two main conclusions that can be drawn from the above curves. First, the

performance of the window aggregate with delta-optimization remains nearly constant

independent of the size of the window. This is true whether the UDA is coded in

ESL or in the C language, although the former is about (10-20)% slower. Thus, the
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Figure 4.4: Average UDAs

Figure 4.5: Approximate Frequency Count UDAs
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overhead of UDAs coded in a high-level declarative languageis minor. Secondly, the

cost of the naive implementation, where the aggregate is recomputed on the whole

window, grows linearly with the size of the window. The UDA expressing the delta

computation without the support of theEXPIRE construct, (i.e. UDA version C above),

also executes slower due to the fact that it has to pay the penalty of maintaining its own

sliding window7, thus making a clear case for the need of the new window constructs in

terms of performance. The need in terms of user-convenienceis even stronger, since

without a language-supportedEXPIRE construct, users will have to write different

UDAs for logical and physical windows.

Slide and Tumble Based Optimization As discussed in Section 4.1.5, Stream Mill

takes the basic delta-based optimization for window UDAs and, for slides and tumbles,

further optimizes it by exploiting the base version of the same UDA. To test the benefits

so derived, we tested the processing speed and memory utilization of a sum UDA

defined in ESL, on a window of 40000 tuples, for slides sizes ranging from 1 to the

full window size.

SELECT sum(price)OVER (ROWS 40000 PRECEDING SLIDE N)

FROM Bid

We measure the memory usage and the tuple processing rate as shown in figures

4.6 and 4.7, respectively. The figures show two versions of the sum aggregate, one that

takes advantage of the pane optimization along with delta-computation and the other

that simply performs delta-computation. The optimizationlinearly reduces the mem-

ory utilization as the slide size increases. The non-optimized version requires memory

proportional to the window size, since tuples in the window are required to perform

7For simple aggregates, such as avg, window maintenance can be as expensive as complete recom-
putation, as shown in Figure 4.4. This is no longer the case for more complex aggregates, such as that
in Figure 4.5, where the cost of window maintenance does not dominate that of recomputation.
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Figure 4.6: Memory Utilization for the Sum UDA

Figure 4.7: Tuple Processing Rate for the Sum UDA
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the delta-computation regardless of the slide value. However, the optimized version

only keeps the aggregate value for each old pane in the window(plus the memory

used for the computation of the aggregate on the current pane). For instance, if the

window size is 40000 and the slide size is 10000, the system will partition the window

in 4 panes of 10000 tuples each: thus it only needs to remember4+1=5 values, in-

stead of 40000. As shown in Figure 4.7, processing overhead is also reduced since the

delta maintenance is performed every expiring pane as opposed to every tuple. Thus,

the optimized version has a higher tuple processing rate, and this gain increases with

increasing slide size—Figure 4.7. Thus, the slide and tumble optimization for alge-

braic UDAs improves both memory utilization and processingtime. To the best of our

knowledge StreamMill is the first DSMS that supports this optimization on arbitrary

algebraic UDAs such as variance, string concatenation, other statistical functions, and

some mining functions [LTW05].

4.1.8 Applications

UDAs have proven effective on a wide range of complex applications that include (i)

Sampling and load shedding [JMR05], (ii) Mining Data Streams [LTW05], and (iii)

Streaming XML queries [ZTZ06].

The processing of sequences and time-series represent an important application

area and there has been a significant amount of previous work trying to overcome

the limitations of SQL in this area [Pra96, SZZ01]. However,we need to support

continuous sequence queries on data streams since they can naturally be viewed as

time-series. The effectiveness of UDAs in this role has beenshown in [BLT04].

Another important application of UDAs is in supporting approximate computation

and synopses. For instance, the approximate evaluation of frequent items, using the

algorithm proposed in [JQS03], was recently discussed in [LTW05]. Recently ESL
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was also used to implement the approximate computation example by Datar et al.

[DGI02] for the following problem:

Given a stream of data elements consisting of 0’s and 1’s, maintain an approximate

count of the number of 1’s in the lastN elements using as little memory as possible.

Because of space limitations, we omit further discussions of these examples, and

concentrate on the new and exciting area of RFID Data Processing.

Processing of RFID Data.RFID (Radio Frequency IDentification) technology is be-

ing deployed in a wide range of applications, including supply chain management,

asset management, security, health care, etc. Frequently,raw RFID tag readings,

which form continuous data streams, have to be processed to detect interesting tempo-

ral events, before further actions can be taken. While this problem can be addressed

by ECA (Event Condition Action) rule systems, such as the deductive-rule based ap-

proach in [WLL06], ESL proves to be a powerful and concise language for such tem-

poral event detection.

Take as example a warehouse monitoring application, where RFID readers are used

to automatically detect the presence of products, packaging boxes, personnel, etc. First

consider a simple example of product-grouping detection.

Example 16 Suppose a group of products with RFIDs, which are being packed into

the same case, are detected immediately following each other – i.e. the gap of detection

time between consecutive products is below a certain time threshold t1 seconds (e.g.

2 seconds). We like to detect this grouping of products automatically, and separate

products into different groups if the gap of their arrival islonger than the threshold.

While this example would be difficult to express in SQL, it is quite simple to write

a UDA that compares the timestamp of newly arrived tuple withthat of the last tuple
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stored in a local table. When the difference between the two timestamps exceeds the

maximum allowed gap, then we increase the group number, otherwise we leave it

unchanged. Finally, the input tuple is returned with a new column denoting the group

number to which the item belongs.

For a more challenging ’real-time’ application, consider the situation where RFID

readers at the door detect products and personnel passing through. Say that only au-

thorized personnel may carry products out of the door, either pushing or pulling a cart.

We need to generate an alert when unauthorized people take out any product, which

can be done as follows:

Example 17 If a product is detected at the door and there is no authorizedpersonnel

detected within time t2 before or after the item exit, raise an alert of a potential theft.

We can use the active expiration semantics to express this query. A window with

time span equal to thresholdt2 is applied on the UDA. When an item expires from

the window, we check that there is an authorized person (withcode ‘ap’) event in the

window, and send a probable-larceny alarm if condition fails. Moreover when an ‘ap’

event arrives, we remove all waiting ‘item’ tuples from the window. Suppose that the

data stream schema is:

tag readings(tagid, tagtype, tagtime);theft(itemid, etime);

Then we can use the following invocation where the window size ist2 = 5 seconds

(enough time for carts to move through the door).

CREATE STREAM larceny-in-progressAS (

SELECT tagid, tagtime, itemalarm(tagid, tagtype, tagtime)OVER

(RANGE 5 SECONDS PRECEDING ACTIVE EXPIRATION)
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FROM tag readings);

The UDA can be expressed as follows:

AGGREGATE item alarm(tagid, tagtype, tagtime):char

{ TABLE inwindow(tid, ttype, ttime);

INITIALIZE: ITERATE: {

DELETE FROM inwindow

WHERE tagtype = ’ap’AND ttype = ’item’;

DELETE FROM inwindow

WHERE tagtype = ’item’AND ttype = ’item’ AND EXISTS

(SELECT tid FROM inwindow WHERE ttype = ’ap’);}

EXPIRE: {

INSERT INTO RETURN VALUES (‘larceny alarm’)

WHERE tagtype = ’item’AND NOT EXISTS

(SELECT tid FROM inwindow WHERE ttype=’ap’);}

}

4.1.9 Related Work

Because of space limitations and the availability of authoritative surveys [BBD02,

GO03] we will restrict our discussion to previous work on topics most significant

to this chapter, such as windows and UDAs. The importance of windows has been

universally recognized in DSMS projects. For instance, theTelegraphCQ [CCD03]

project proposes a SQL-like language with extended window constructs, including a

low-level C/C++-like for-loop, aiming at supporting more general windows such as

backward windows. The Aurora/Borealis projects provide extensive support for win-

dows, including the concepts of slides and tumbles which have been adopted in ESL.

The Gigascope project makes extensive use of windows to support network applica-
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tions in network servers [CGJ02, CJS03].

Besides proposing techniques for an efficient window management [AW04], the

STREAM project has used the notion of windows as a cornerstone for semantics of

their Continuous Query Language CQL [ABW03]. The view of window being an

essential components of data streams has more recently inspired the ‘update-pattern-

aware’ modeling of streams discussed in [GO05] and the temporal approach proposed

in [ZGT02]. Since the temporal and window-oriented semantics of streams is desir-

able in many applications [HAF03], ESL has endeavored to provide support for this

semantics using the ‘active expiration’ constructs discussed in Section 4.1.5. How-

ever, ESL retained the less specialized, and thus more general, ‘append only’ seman-

tics, which is adopted by DSMS such as Aurora and Gigascope that have used it to

support substantial real-life applications. These DSMSs make extensive use of UDAs

(with windows) in their applications and Gigascope introduces very interesting aggre-

gate constructs for sampling [JMR05], however they did not explore the best language

constructs for supporting all possible combinations of UDAs and windows, and the

optimization that goes with them. Also, compatibility withSQL:2003 standards is not

a stated objective for Aurora which instead relies on a “boxes and arrows” graphical

interface to apply continuous queries and externally defined aggregates on data streams

[ACC03, AAB05].

Optimization issues for aggregates with windows have received much attention in

the literature [AW04, LMT05b, CJK04]. Thus the optimization techniques proposed

for windows with panes in [LMT05b] have now been fully supported in Stream Mill

using SQL:2003-based constructs that apply uniformly to built-in and user-defined

aggregates, including very complex non-algebraic UDAs.
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4.1.10 Conclusion

A key contribution of ESL is showing that there is no ‘glass ceiling’ that keeps a

database-oriented approach from producing a general-purpose DSMS, while preserv-

ing SQL syntax and semantics. Indeed ESL has demonstrated its effectiveness on a

broad range of applications that range from XML streams, to data mining and RFID-

data processing, while minimizing extensions with currentSQL:2003 standards. Com-

patibility with SQL standards is highly desirable for database vendors and database

researchers alike, and will simplify applications that span both DB tables and data

streams.

The reason for such superior power and flexibility is ESL’s support of user-defined

aggregate functions, that can be written in an procedural language or natively in ESL.

In this section, we have shown how to harness the great expressive power of UDAs

[LWZ04] for data stream applications, by introducing a simple framework that inte-

grates the various window constructs, and related optimizations, that were previously

introduced in an ad-hoc fashion for built-in aggregates. The section also describes the

performance experiments that confirm the effectiveness of the proposed optimizations

and the low overhead required to support powerful window UDAs.

The section has also clarified the semantics of aggregates over different kinds of

windows. We have also provided a simple union-based implementation for active-

expiration semantics, which is important in real-time applications, and in achieving

the update-aware semantics for data streams, recently advocated by some researchers

[GO05].
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4.2 RFID Noise Removal Using Sliding Windows

In this section, we analyze an RFID noise-elimination problem, and present a solution

that require sliding-windows and incremental state-maintenance.

RFID (radio frequency identification) technology uses radio-frequency waves to

transfer data between readers and movable tagged objects. Thus it is possible to create

a physically linked world in which every object can be numbered, identified, cataloged,

and tracked. RFID is automatic and fast, and does not requireline of sight or contact

between readers and tagged objects. With such significant technology advantages,

RFID has been gradually adopted and deployed in a wide area ofapplications, such as

access control, library checkin and checkout, document tracking, smart box [LF04],

highway tolls, supply chain and logistics, security, and healthcare [sie04].

RFID Readers’ observations, however, are raw data and can contain a lot of du-

plicate and false readings. Thus the first step to integrate RFID data into pervasive

computing applications is to filter RFID observations.

RFID data are generated quickly and automatically, and can be used for real-time

monitoring, or accumulated for object tracking. To filter the high volume real-time

RFID data streams, efficient methods are essential, especially for real-time applica-

tions.

The filtered RFID data often need to preserve the original data order, i.e., the first

observed tagged object will be output first after filtering. Such order can be critical for

many RFID applications. For example, a nurse uses a wearablereader to access RFID-

tagged medical items according to medical procedures. The order the nurse accesses

these medical items is critical: wrong orders may cause a medical error or even lead to

fatal result. Thus, the correct ordering of RFID observations together with a workflow

monitoring system will minimize such errors.
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In this section, we propose effective and efficient algorithms for RFID data noise

removal.

4.2.1 Background

Due to the low-power and low-cost constraints of RFID tags, reliability of RFID read-

ings is of concern in many circumstances [BFH03, Vog02]. There are three typical

undesired scenarios:false negative readings, false positive readingsand duplicate

readings, discussed as follows.

• False negative readings. In this case, RFID tags, while present to a reader, might

not be read by the reader at all. This can be caused by i) When multiple tags

are to be simultaneously detected, RF collisions occur and signals interfere with

each other, preventing the reader from identifying any tags; ii) A tag is not de-

tected due to water or metal shielding or RF interference.

• False positive readings(or noise). In this case, besides RFID tags to be read,

additional unexpected readings are generated. This can be attributed to the fol-

lowing reasons. i) RFID tags outside the normal reading scope of a reader are

captured by the reader. For example, while reading items from one case, a reader

may read items from an adjacent case; ii) Unknown reasons from the reader or

environment, for example, one of our readers periodically sends wrong IDs.

• Duplicate Readings. This can be caused by the following reasons: i) Tags in the

scope of a reader for a long time (in multiple reading frames)are read by the

reader multiple times; ii) Multiple readers are installed to cover larger area or

distance, and tags in the overlapped areas are read by multiple readers; and iii)

To enhance reading accuracy, multiple tags with same EPCs are attached to the

same object, thus generate duplicate readings.
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In practice, readings are often performed in multiple cycles to achieve higher

recognition rate [Vog02]. In this way, false negative readings can be significantly

reduced. Meanwhile, noisy readings (or false positive readings) generally have a low

occurrence rate compared to normal true readings. Thus onlythose readings that have

significant repeats within certain interval are consideredto be true readings. This,

however, will further produce much more duplicate readings.

Based on above observations, we develop effective and efficient RFID data fil-

tering techniques to generate clean RFID data, which can be further interpreted and

integrated into RFID-based applications. In this section,we study noise removal from

RFID data (denoising or smoothing) We develop algorithms that, compared to baseline

implementations, work more efficiently while requiring less buffer space for history

storage for bothdenoisingFurthermore, we discuss the issue of output time ordering

for denoisingand show our method can address this issue efficiently.

4.2.2 Denoising in RFID Data Streams

Based on the discussion above, since multiple reading cycles are performed on tagged

objects and noise readings normally have a low occurrence rate, we proposesliding

windowbased approaches to solve the problem. A sliding window is a window with

certain size that moves with time. Suppose the window with sizewindow size has a

time coordinate of[t1, t1 + window size], afterτ , the coordinate will become

[t1 + τ, t1 + window size + τ].

RFID reading tuples will enter the window and get expired as time moves. There-

fore, the noise readings are readings with count of distincttag EPC values below a

noisethreshold. Denoising essentially performs the following operations: within

any time window with size ofwindow size surrounding an RFID reading, if the

count of the readings with same tag EPC values appears equal to or abovethreshold,
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then the observed EPC value is not noise and needs to be forwarded for further process-

ing; otherwise the reading is discarded. Two parameters used here arewindow size

of a sliding time window, and athreshold for noise detection.

An RFID observation (reading) is in the form of: (reader id, tag id, timestamp),

which refers to the EPC [epc04] of the RFID reader, the EPC of the tagged object, and

the timestamp of this observation respectively. In the algorithms presented below, the

key of a reading can be usually considered to be the pair of (reader id, tag id)

in the reading. For the case where multiple readers are used to observe same tags, the

key will betag id.

Baseline Denoising: A Base Approach We first show a baseline implementation of

denoising as shown in Algorithm 1, which we refer to asbaseline denoising.

In this algorithm, intuitively, for each incoming reading of valueR, we perform a

full scan of the preceding sliding time window of sizewindow size. If R appears

more thanthreshold times within the window, we know this is not a noise reading

thus we output everyR in the window. To ensure a particular reading is never output

more than once, we keep astate-of-output with each reading in the window

buffer and set it totrueonce it is output once.

Complexity. Assume on average there aren readings in the sliding window, with

k distinct keys. Since the operations are repeated for each incoming tag reading, we

analyze the time cost on a per-reading basis. The bulk of the time cost is from 4

operations: inserting the incoming reading into the window, removing expired read-

ings from the window, computing the count of the readings with the same key, setting

state-of-output and outputting readings of the same key if threshold condition

is satisfied. Since all readings are maintained in the same FIFO (First-In, First-Out)

queue, both insertion of new readings (appending to the end of queue) and removal of
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expired readings (removing from the head of queue) can be considered constant time

( O(1) ) operations. (Strictly speaking, expiration is amortized (O(1)) per incoming

reading here, since on average there is only one expiration per new arrival, although

individual incoming reading may trigger different number of expirations.) On the other

hand, both counting and settingstate-of-output is performed by linearly scan-

ning the full window. Counting is always performed for each incoming reading, thus

the cost isΘ(n). Settingstate-of-output and outputting only occur when thresh-

old condition is satisfied, thus the cost can be considered tobe bounded by O(n), which

leaves the total cost per incoming reading to be O(1)+O(1)+Θ(n)+O(n) =Θ(n).

Space Cost. The space cost for thebaselinedenoisealgorithm is basically the

storage for the sliding window itself, thusΘ(n).

It is natural to see that, with some additional space cost, wecan incrementally

maintain an extra counter for each distinct tag EPC value using a hashtable (which

takesΘ(k) space), thus reduce the counting cost for each incoming key value. That is,

for each incoming reading we increment the counter for the corresponding key in the

hashtable, and for each expired reading we decrement the counter for the correspond-

ing key. This reduces counting to an O(1) operation, although we still can not avoid

the O(n) operation of settingstates-of-output and outputting readings.

Lazy Denoising with Output Order Preserving Using Hashtable There is one

problem in thebaselinedenoisealgorithm: the output readings may be out of order

if we output immediately upon determining a reading is non-noise, i.e., a reading ob-

served earlier may be output later. This affects all furtherRFID data processing where

correct ordering of observations is critical, such as complex RFID event detections for

real-time RFID applications and RFID data aggregation [WL05]. For example, we

may need to detect a certain sequence of events, A followed byB, if the order is re-
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versed an alert has to be raised. In this scenario, not preserving output ordering of tags

will result in both false alerts and false acceptances.

The following example shows how this out-of-order problem might happen.

Example 1: out-of-order observations.Suppose two tags are being read at two

readers attached to the same host computer. Each tag is repeated 10 times with an

interval of 100msec, thus the window size here is 1000msec. Areading is considered

to be non-noise if it appears 6 times out of any 1000msec time-window around it.

Assume the two tag keys are 1 and 2, and the actual readings appear in sequences as

shown in Table 4.1, where tag 2 arrives 100msec later after tag 1 arrives. The readings

of 4, 5, 8, 9 are noise8.

Time(msec) Tag 1 Reading Tag 2 Reading

100 1

200 4 2

300 1 2

400 1 2

500 5 2

600 1 2

700 1 2*

800 1* 8

900 1 2

1000 1 9

1100 2

Table 4.1: Arrival Time of Readings for Tag 1 and Tag 2

8This example also illustrates how to set thewindow size parameter for the algorithm. In most
cases, this parameter is dictated by the repeat count of a tag, as well as the interval between repeats. The
other parameter,threshold, however, will need to be tuned based on error rates.
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In Table 4.1, * indicates the earliest time point that the reading can be determined as

non-noise. Although tag 1 and tag 2 both have 2 noise readingsin this example, due to

different positions of the noise, ID 2 is actually determined as a non-noise reading first

(at time 700msec), while ID 1 is determined as a non-noise later (at time 800msec),

although tag 1 arrives earlier than tag 2. Therefore, if we output readings immediately

after we detect them as non-noise, as is done in thebaselinedenoisealgorithm, we

will then output readings with their timestamps out of order. If we represent the output

as (id, time), then at time 700msec and 800msec the output for this example is:

Time 700: (2,200) (2,300) (2,400) (2,500) (2,600) (2,700) Time 800: (1,100) (1,300) (1,400)

(1,600) (1,700) (1,800)

Clearly, the reading of tag 1 at time 100msec will be output later than the reading of

tag 2 at time 700mec. This will present a problem for any algorithm that is dependent

on correct time-ordering of readings.

To solve the out-of-order problem, one solution is, when a reading is determined

as non-noise, we mark the reading as non-noise but do not output it yet. The output

happens only if a reading marked as non-noise gets expired from the window. With

the FIFO queue for the window, it is therefore very efficient to output readings in their

correct order.

Algorithm 2 –Lazydenoising– incorporates the above-mentioned improvements.

A hashtable of counters are maintained for each distinct keyvalueR that is still present

in the sliding window, and the corresponding counter is incrementally updated for each

incoming tuple and expiring tuple. At any point of time, if the count ofR in the window

is higher thanthreshold, we mark all readings ofR as non-noise. To ensure the

correct output order, we delay the output of all non-noise tuples till they expire from

the sliding window. At this point we know for sure all non-noise tuples will be in
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order, since the noise readings that have already expired will never turn to non-noise

to affect the order.

Complexity. With incremental counter maintenance using a hashtable, the cost

of counting operation for each incoming reading is reduced from Θ(n) to O(1), at the

expense of an extraΘ(k) space. With output-on-expire, it guarantees that the output is

in correct time order at no extra time or space cost. The cost of hashtable maintenance

(inserting and removing keys from the hashtable) is on-average upper-bounded by O(1)

for each incoming reading, and due to repeating, not every incoming reading will

introduce a new key.

Notice that, in general, if each key is repeated for a fair amount of time (say 10

times, which is common in practice), and the noise ratio is small (say 1%), thenk

can be considered to be an order of magnitude smaller thann. As the noise ratio gets

higher, the difference betweenk andn become smaller. If we assume each tag is

repeated forr times, and overall there is ap percent chance that a reading is noise,

then we have the relationship thatk = n ∗ (1
r

+ p).

Baseline (Ordered). In the experiments section, aBaseline (Ordered)algorithm

is used for comparison withBaselinedenoisingandLazydenoising. This algorithm

is exactly the same asBaselinedenoisingwhen searching for non-noise readings, as it

scans the full window each time. However, it also tries to output tuples in order by only

outputting a reading when it expires from the window. The details of this algorithm

are omitted here since it is a straightforward extension ofBaselinedenoisingand has

exactly the same complexity bounds.

Eager Denoising: Output Data Early with Order Preservation Although output-

on-expire is efficient and straightforward, it does have a negative consequence of in-

troducing more delay for outputting readings. Instead of being output on the fly at the
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time of determination to be non-noise, a reading will not be output until it is expired

from the sliding window. This could be a problem if the width of the window is quite

long. This indeed can be improved for situations where a reading can be output earlier

while correct time order can still be preserved.

In fact, the issue of order disturbance occurs only if a reading has been output

before the change of labeling on some earlier reading from noise to non-noise within

the window. Therefore, for a non-noise reading that we know no other earlier noise

reading is present in the sliding window, we can then safely output it without the risk

of order problems. This technique is incorporated in Algorithm 3 –Eagerdenoise.

Algorithm Eagerdenoise(Algorithm 3) improves over AlgorithmLazydenoise

(Algorithm 2) by outputting non-noise readings more eagerly: as soon as there is no

more noise before the non-noise reading within the sliding window, the non-noise

reading is output. To achieve this, the algorithm keeps track of the first noise reading

(FIRSTNOISE) inside the window at all times. Then an invariant is kept at the end of

processing each incoming reading, such that all the non-noise readings before FIRST-

NOISE are output, and all the non-noise readings after FIRSTNOISE are not. (In the

case of no presence of noise, everything is output at the end of the processing of the

incoming reading). To maintain this invariant, each time FIRSTNOISE changes – ei-

ther by expiring the reading out of the window, or due to setting of non-noise when its

key appearance is more frequent than the threshold – we output all non-noise readings

by time order until we find the next FIRSTNOISE in the window.

Therefore in this algorithm, in a nutshell, for each incoming reading and each ex-

piring reading we incrementally update the corresponding counter for each distinct tag

EPC value in the hashtable. Once the counter for valueR is higher thanthreshold,

we set all readings of R in the window to be non-noise. We immediately output the

non-noise reading of valueR once we can determine that there are no more noise read-
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ings before this reading in the sliding window.

Complexity. Compared toLazydenoise, Eager denoiseperforms one more op-

eration: the maintenance of FIRSTNOISE. An extra linear search on the window is

performed whenever FIRSTNOISE changes, and the search is obviously less frequent

than one time per incoming reading. Therefore the bound of O(n) processing time per

incoming reading still remains the same.

Duplicate Elimination (Merging) When noise in the readings is eliminated, du-

plicate readings for the same tag have to be recognized and only the first (or the

earliest) one among all duplicates should be retained. Our duplicate-elimination (or

merging) algorithms take one parameter –max distance. If a reading is within

max distance in time from the previous reading with the same key, then thisread-

ing is considered a duplicate. Otherwise, it is considered anew reading and is output.

It is simple to eliminate such duplicates: we can use a hashtable to keep the last appear-

ance timestamp for each distinct key value; for each incoming reading, its timestamp

is compared to the corresponding entry for this key in the hashtable, and the reading is

determined to be a new tag reading if the key does not appear inthe table, or the time

distance is larger thanthreshold. The details of such duplicate elimination is thus

omitted here.

4.2.3 Performance Study

For experiments, a random RFID reading generator was created, which generates

RFID tag reading according to a Poisson process. The Poissonprocess generates tag

readings with random arrival time, while the arrival time conforms to a Poisson distri-

bution with a chosen average tag arrival rate. Each generated tag reading repeats for

10 times, with some chosen noise level (a certain percentageof the reading are noise).
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Figure 4.8: Noise Elimination: Delay under Different Arrival Rates

Performance of Denoising under Different Arrival Rates In the first experiment,

we study the performance of the various algorithms under different tag rates. The

random generator is fixed with the following parameters: each tag reading repeats 10

times, with 200 milliseconds gap between the repeats, and a 5percent of tag readings

are noise. The average tag arrival rates tested include: 1 tag/sec, 5 tags/sec, 50 tags/sec

and 500 tags/sec. (With repeats set to 10/tag, the total reading arrival rates are 10/sec,

50/sec, 500/sec and 5000/sec, respectively.) Average filtering delay over all output

readings is used to measure the performance of the algorithms.

In Figure 4.8, four algorithms are used to filter the reading to perform denois-

ing. Baseline (Unordered)corresponds to theBaselinedenoisealgorithm presented

above, which performs denoising without any optimization,and output the readings

in incorrect timestamp order.Baseline (Ordered)is a modified version of theBase-

line denoisealgorithm, which also performs denoising without any optimization, but

outputs the readings in correct orders by outputting at the time of expiring from slid-

ing window.LazydenoiseandEagerdenoiseare exactly as described above, and both

output readings in correct time order.

All four algorithms function correctly to filter out the noise readings, and the three

ordered-output algorithms also proved to maintain the correct ordering. Figure 4.8
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Figure 4.9: Noise Elimination: Delay under Different NoisePercentage

shows the performance of the algorithms in terms of average delay of readings.Base-

line (Unordered)works well with low tag rates, because it completely ignoresthe

output time order issue and therefore has the advantage of output immediately on de-

tection. Its performance degrades under high tag rate situations due to large overhead

of linear scanning of the large sliding window under high rates.Baseline (Ordered)has

the worst performance of all, since it has no optimization, while it still tries to maintain

the timestamp ordering.Lazydenoiseperforms better thanBaseline (Ordered)under

high loads because it utilizes hashtables to reduce the overhead. Eagerdenoisehas

the best performance of all, since it not only utilizes the hashtable optimization, but

also outputs readings as soon as they are safe to output. Overall, Eagerdenoisehas

the best performance under all load conditions.

Performance of Denoising under Different Noise Ratio TheBaseline (Unordered),

LazydenoiseandEagerdenoisealgorithms are studied for the performance under dif-

ferent noise ratio. The random generator is fixed with the following parameters: each

tag reading repeat 10 times, with 200 milliseconds gap between the repeats, and over-

all tag arrival rate is 1/second. Then different noise ratios are tested, including 1%,

5%, 20% and 50%.
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Again, from Figure 4.9,Baseline (Unordered)works well in terms of performance

since it ignores the ordering issue and outputs immediatelyupon detection, but its out-

put readings are in incorrect time order.Lazydenoisehas to wait until the readings

get expired from the sliding window, therefore it has the largest delay. The interesting

observation is that, under low noise ratio,Eager denoiseworks almost as well asBase-

line (Unordered), although it maintains the correct output time order. That is because

when noise ratio is low, it is more likely for a non-noise reading to be output early

underEagerdenoise, when there is no more noise preceding it in the sliding window.

However, as noise ratio gets higher,Eagerdenoisegets closer toLazydenoisesince

there are more and more noise readings present to prevent early outputting. Nonethe-

less, overallEagerdenoisealways works better thanLazydenoise.

4.2.4 Related Work

RFID data filtering needs to remove noise and duplicate from continuous high volume

RFID data streams generated from RFID readers. Such filtering is essential to provide

accurate data used for RFID-enabled pervasive applications. While RFID data filtering

is supported in RFID Middleware systems such as [BLH04, orab, syb05], large volume

real-time RFID data streams demand more efficient approaches for filtering these data.

RFID data processing is a hybrid of event processing and stream processing. Past

work on event detection and processing – such as [CKA94, GJS92] – is not concerned

with processing speed and memory management issues, where events are normally

generated from databases and different from events from high-speed event streams. On

the other hand, past work on data stream processing and continuous query optimization

[MWA03, MSH02, ACC03] assumes accurate stream sources and is not concerned

with RFID application-specific issues, such as the existence of noisy and duplicate

readings.
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In [MAA05], a probability-based approach is provided to detect duplicate in web

click streams. This approach can not be applied to RFID data,since accuracy is among

the top priority for RFID data processing.

4.2.5 Conclusion

In this section, we identify the problem of RFID data filtering and develop efficient

methods to eliminate noise from RFID observations. Specially, for noise filtering (de-

noising or smoothing), we propose an approach for more efficiently maintaining the

original time order of observations in the output. We then perform experiments to val-

idate our approaches through simulated RFID data generatorand demonstrate that our

approaches are effective and efficient. Our approach of datafiltering is essential to pro-

vide clean and correct RFID data before they can be further processed, transformed,

and integrated for RFID-enabled pervasive applications.

The solution for RFID noise-elimination requires sliding-windows and incremen-

tal state-maintenance. Suppose we like to use Data Stream Management Systems

(DSMSs) to support the algorithm proposed, it is generally difficult to express the

algorithm in a data stream query language. However, the algorithm is very suitable

for the language ESL, presented in the last section, which contains a sliding-window

construct integrated with arbitrary User Defined Aggregates (UDAs), while providing

the desired incremental state-maintenance construct.
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Algorithm 1 Baselinedenoise (params:window size, threshold)
1: WINDOWBUFFER← empty queue{FIFO queue to hold sliding window of readings}

2: loop {loop forever for next incoming reading}

3: INCOMING← the next reading

4: append INCOMING to the end of WINDOWBUFFER

5: EXPIRETIME← INCOMING.timestamp -window size

6: while the head of WINDOWBUFFER is older than EXPIRETIMEdo

7: remove the head of WINDOWBUFFER

8: end while

9: COUNT← count of readings in WINDOWBUFFER whose key equals to INCOM-

ING.key

10: if COUNT≥ threshold then

11: for each of the reading R in WINDOWBUFFER with key equals to INCOMING.key

do

12: if R has not been output beforethen

13: output R

14: set STATE-OF-OUTPUT as true

15: end if

16: end for

17: end if

18: end loop
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Algorithm 2 Lazy denoising (params:window size, threshold)
1: WINDOWBUFFER← empty queue{FIFO queue to hold sliding window of readings}

2: TABLE← empty hashtable{hashtable to map each key to a counter}

3: loop {loop forever for next incoming reading}

4: INCOMING← the next reading

5: mark INCOMING asnoise

6: append INCOMING to the end of WINDOWBUFFER

7: if the counter at TABLE[INCOMING.key] does not existthen

8: store a counter at TABLE[INCOMING.key] with value 1

9: else

10: increment the counter at TABLE[INCOMING.key]

11: end if

12: EXPIRETIME← INCOMING.timestamp -window size

13: while the head of WINDOWBUFFER is older than EXPIRETIMEdo

14: if the head reading is marked asnon-noisethen

15: output the head of WINDOWBUFFER

16: end if

17: remove the head of WINDOWBUFFER

18: decrement the counter in TABLE for the corresponding key

19: remove the slot in TABLE if the counter for this key becomes 0

20: end while

21: COUNT← counter value at TABLE[INCOMING.key]

22: if COUNT≥ threshold then

23: for each of the reading R in WINDOWBUFFER with key equals to INCOMING.key,

by reverse time orderdo

24: if R is marked as noisethen

25: mark R asnon-noise

26: else

27: break the for loop

28: end if

29: end for

30: end if

31: end loop
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Algorithm 3 Eagerdenoise (params:window size, threshold)
1: WINDOWBUFFER← empty queue
2: TABLE← empty hashtable
3: FIRSTNOISE← null {keep earliest noise in window}
4: loop {loop forever for next incoming reading}
5: INCOMING← the next reading
6: mark INCOMING asnoise
7: if FIRSTNOISE = nullthen
8: FIRSTNOISE← INCOMING
9: end if

10: append INCOMING to end of WINDOWBUFFER
11: if the counter at TABLE[INCOMING.key] does not existthen
12: initiate TABLE[INCOMING.key] with counter 1
13: else
14: increment TABLE[INCOMING.key]
15: end if
16: EXPIRETIME← INCOMING.timestamp -window size
17: SEARCHFIRST← false
18: while the head of WINDOWBUFFER is older than EXPIRETIMEdo
19: if SEARCHFIRST =false∧ the head reading is marked asnoisethen
20: SEARCHFIRST← true
21: FIRSTNOISE← null
22: else ifSEARCHFIRST =true∧ the head reading is marked asnon-noisethen
23: output the head of WINDOWBUFFER{this is a non-noise reading after the pre-

vious expired FIRSTNOISE}
24: end if
25: remove the head of WINDOWBUFFER
26: decrement the counter in TABLE for the corresponding key
27: remove the slot in TABLE for 0-counts
28: end while
29: COUNT← counter value at TABLE[INCOMING.key]
30: if COUNT≥ threshold∨SEARCHFIRST =true then{If either the threshold condition

is met, or we need a new FIRSTNOISE, scan the window}
31: for each of the reading R still in WINDOWBUFFER according to timeorderdo
32: if COUNT≥ threshold∧ R.key = INCOMING.key∧ R is marked asnoisethen
33: if SEARCHFIRST =false∧ R = FIRSTNOISEthen
34: SEARCHFIRST← true
35: FIRSTNOISE← null
36: end if
37: mark R asnon-noise
38: if SEARCHFIRST =true∨ R.timestamp< FIRSTNOISE.timestampthen
39: output R{output the newly-determinednon-noisereading, if either the next

FIRSTNOISE is unknown, or it is earlier than the known FIRSTNOISE}
40: end if
41: else ifR isnon-noise∧ SEARCHFIRST =true then
42: output R{output the existingnon-noisereading, only if the next FIRSTNOISE

is not determined yet}
43: else ifSEARCHFIRST =true∧ R is marked asnoisethen
44: SEARCHFIRST← false
45: FIRSTNOISE← R
46: if COUNT< thresholdthen
47: break the while loop
48: end if
49: end if
50: end for
51: end if
52: end loop
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CHAPTER 5

A Load-shedding Mechanism for Multi-task,
Multi-source Stream Classification Problem

5.1 Overview

Mining high-speed, large volume data streams introduces new challenges for resource

management [GZK05, GO03]. In many applications, data from multiple sources (e.g.,

data collected by different types of sensors) arrive continuously at a central process-

ing site, which analyzes the data for knowledge-based decision making. Typically, the

central site handles a multitude of such tasks at the same time, which makes resource

management a major issue for many applications. In particular, under overloaded situ-

ations, policies ofload sheddingmust be developed for incoming data streams so that

the quality of decision making is least affected. In this chapter, we develop principles

of load shedding for multi-task, multi-source stream classification applications.

Multi-task, Multi-source Stream Classification. Consider a central sever that han-

dlesn independent classification tasks, where each task processes a multiple number

of input streams. Figure 5.1 shows a typical configuration ofthe system, where, for

presentation simplicity, we assume all tasks havek input streams.

Our problem is the following.Suppose at a given moment, the central classifier,

which monitorsn× k streams fromn tasks, only has capacity to process m out of the

n× k input streams. Then, which of the input streams should be inspected so that the

classification quality is least affected?
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Figure 5.1: Multi-task, multi-source stream classification

We use the following two examples to illustrate situations that give rise to the prob-

lem.

1. A security application monitors many locations with security cameras. At each

location, multiple cameras are set up at different viewing angles, since the speed

and direction of a moving object cannot be determined precisely if only one

viewing angle is used. As a result, each location generates multiple image or

video streams and sends them to the central server for classification. In this

case, data from different cameras are of the same type but they have different

semantics (different viewing angles).

2. In environment monitoring, a central classifier makes decisions based on a set

of factors, such as temperature, humidity, wind-speed, etc., each obtained by

sensors distributed in a wireless network over a wide geographical region. In this

case, multiple data sources for one task contains differenttypes of information.

An inherent challenge to the problem is that the central taskof decision making

cannot be easily offloaded to each data source, as classification depends on information

from all of thek sources. On the other hand, in most situations, it is safe to assume

that at any given time, there exist only a small number of events of potential interest,

which means, even ifm� n× k, it is still possible to monitor all the tasks and catch
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all events of interest if we know how to intelligently shed loads.

Upon receiving the data from multiple sources, the central server fuses them into a

single form that is processable by the classifier. For ease ofdiscussion, we assume the

combined data is a vector, and each source provides data as one featureof the vector1.

The goal of intelligent load shedding is to reduce the cost ofthe stream classifica-

tion process while maintaining the quality of classification. The following factors may

have significant implications on the overall cost.

• Cost of data preprocessing. Raw data from the sources may have to be prepro-

cessed before classification algorithms can be applied. Forexample, for video

streams, extracting frames from a video and extracting features from key frames

can be a very costly process.

• Cost of data transmission. Delivering large amount of data from remote sources

to the centralized server may incur considerable cost.

• Cost of data collection. Data may be costly to obtain to beginwith. This may

limit the sampling rate of a sensor, or its on-line time due toenergy conservation

concerns.

As a concrete example, the central server in the above security application may

have to perform a two-step procedure: a) the serverobservethe video stream, i.e.

receive the stream from the network, parse the video frame images to determine the

composition of objects and the location of objects in the image. This step has a very

high computation cost in terms of data transmission and video parsing. b) the server

runs a classification algorithm on the interpreted image to determine potential security

risk.
1Each input stream may in fact contain one or morefeaturesfor the classification algorithm.
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Cost is reduced if high quality decisions can be made with less amount of data. For

example, if we can predict the object locations in the video based previous data, then

we can avoid parsing incoming video frames. Granted, there might be extra overhead

associated with makingintelligentdecisions on load-shedding. However if the any of

the above costs are the dominant factors in the classification process, it becomes worth-

while to pay a reasonable cost forintelligenceto avoid the full costs of data acquiring

and observations. For example, the cost of simultaneously receiving and interpreting

streaming videos from many monitoring video-cameras can become prohibitively ex-

pensive. Therefore avoiding such data observations by prediction has the potential to

reduce the central CPU and network load tremendously. In this chapter, we study this

problem ofintelligent load-shedding in detail.

State-of-the-Art Approaches. Although stream classification has been a focus of

recent study, none of the existing solutions fully address the challenges associated

with our problem.

• Randomly shedding load

While dropping data indiscriminately and randomly from incoming data streams

is an obvious choice [TSZ03, BDM04, BDM03], such methods lead to degra-

dation of classification quality. In many cases, not all incoming data contribute

equally to the overall quality of classification. In overloaded situations, it is

much more desirable if we can somehow choose to drop data thatcontributes

the least to the quality.

• Relying on static QoS metric functions

Static QoS specifications [TSZ03] assumes that the user hasa priori knowledge

about how data contributes to the quality. In other words, a data source can apply

a QoS metricf on a data item~x = (x1, · · · , xn), and the value off(~x) indicates

to what extent dropping~x negatively impacts the quality. Unfortunately, stream
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applications operate in a dynamically changing environment, which meansf is

unlikely to stay static. For example, data classification applications must handle

concept drifts, where the decision model has to constantly evolve to adapt to the

changing data distribution [WFY03]. The multi-source setting introduces more

restrictions in using such static QoS – even if we have a metric for the collective

~x, we may not have metrics for each componentxi of ~x, which means sources

still cannot drop the data.

• Solving the special case ofk = 1

LoadStar [CYW05] focused on a special case of our problem. Itassumes each

classification task has only one data source (k = 1). At any time, it decides

which task to work on. Thus, the load shedding decisions are made on a task-by-

task basis and it does not take into consideration the fact that different features

of the data may contribute differently to the overall quality. In fact, fork = 1,

we can safely offload classification tasks from the centralized server to each

data source, which already has complete information to makeload shedding

decisions. However, for multi-source classification tasks, load shedding cannot

be offloaded to the source, as only the central server has complete information

about each task.

Observations.In this chapter, we introduce a quality-aware load sheddingmechanism

based on the following observations.

1. Streaming data often exhibit strong temporal-locality (e.g. videos showing ob-

jects’ movement over time). This property enables us to build a model to predict

the content of the next incoming data. It then enables us to predict the classifica-

tion result in the near future. If this can be done with high confidence, then we

can skip observing data sources that are computationally expensive to process
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(e.g. video streams).

2. It is important to recognize that, at a given time, multiple sources (features) of a

task (e.g. multiple cameras) may have different degree of impact on the classi-

fication result. For example, an approaching object may be caught by a camera

at one angle much earlier before being caught by another camera. Thus, it is

advantageous to perform feature-based load shedding, which is the focus of this

paper, instead of task-based load shedding (as LoadStar [CYW05] performs). In

other words, for a given task, we should only observe those features that con-

tribute the most to classification accuracy. Then, among a number of different

classification tasks, we pick to observe a combination of features across different

tasks to maximize the total classification quality.

3. In the Bayesian decision theory,Bayes Riskis used to measure the quality of

classification, and prevent the Bayesian classifier from certain types of errors

that are costly for a particular application [DHS00] (e.g. getting false alarms in

a security application is usually more acceptable than missing alarms). In this

paper, we argue that it is only natural that the same criteriashould be considered

on the data acquisition level as well, i.e. if the classifier tries to prevent a certain

error, then the load-shedder for the classifier must try to prevent the same error

when making load shedding decisions, instead of using another unrelated load-

shedding criteria.

To achieve this, a simplistic method would use Bayes Risk as the guideline for

load shedding, i.e., greedily observing those features that lead to the largest re-

duction of expected Bayes Risk. In this paper, we show that the optimal guide-

line is embodied by part of the expected Bayes Risk (which we term expected

Observational Risk) caused solely by the lack of data observation. With this new

optimization goal, we achieve good classification quality in the presence of ag-
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gressive feature-based load shedding. The adopted Expected Observational Risk

precisely captures the portion of total Bayes Risk that are caused by the lack of

data value observation, therefore is more effective as an optimization goal for

load shedding than the full Bayes Risk.

Contributions. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first report in the literature that

studies load shedding for the general multi-source stream classification problem. Our

report makes the following contributions. (a) We proposefeature-basedload shedding

for stream classification, using Observational Risk as the guideline for load shedding.

(b) We give a complete analysis of the Bayes risk and a novel algorithm BFF that

greedily minimizes the expected Observational Risk on a feature-by-feature basis. (c)

We present an alternative algorithm that approximates the BFF algorithm, which trades

some decision quality for reduced cost. (d) We present experiments on both synthetic

data and real-life data to show the advantage of our algorithm over random load shed-

ding andtask-basedload shedding methods.

5.2 Problem Analysis and the Markov Model

Problem Analysis Assume a classification task monitors two data sourcesX1 and

X2 for threats. Each of the sources sends a single feature stream. Thus, at any time

t, the state of a task can be modeled as a point in a two-dimensional feature space. In

Figure 5.2, we show states for three such tasks at timet, which we denote asA(t), B(t),

andC(t). Furthermore, we assume the feature space is divided into two areas such that

points in the shaded area represent threats, and points in unshaded area represent non-

threats.

Let p be the probability distribution of a point’s position at time t + 1 given its

position at timet. The example in Figure 5.2 illustratesp as a normal distribution and

it also assumes that the two featuresX1 andX2 are independent. It follows that the
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X1

X2

Figure 5.2: Task Movement in the Feature Space

position of a point at timet + 1 is within an elliptical boundary with high probability.

Knowing the distributionp enables us to form some load shedding strategies, which

can be used to guide our data observation (e.g. feature extraction, video analysis) at

time t + 1.

• First, different tasks should be given different priorities when we make data

observation. For example, according top, the next position ofB is far away

from the decision boundary, so without making data observation at timet + 1,

we can already classifyB with high confidence—no matter whereB moves to,

its classification result will stay the same with high confidence, thus we can

safely predict its class label without any observation. This is not true forA and

C, for which data observations are necessary for better classification accuracy.

• Second, different features (streams) should be given different priorities when we

make data observation. In Figure 5.3(a), we zoom in on taskA, where distri-

butionp at timet + 1 is represented by an elliptical confidence boundary. The

question is, if we can only afford to make one observation, either ofX1 or of X2,

which observation should we make? Suppose we chooseX1, and the observed

valuex1 happens to be the mean. Then the elliptical region degenerates into a

vertical line segment in Figure 5.3(b), representing the conditional distribution

p(X2|X1 = x1). However, this does not help us much – the conditional dis-
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tribution runs across the decision boundary, and we are still unable to classify

A with high confidence. If we instead make observation onX2, and again we

assume the observedx2 is the mean ofX2, the resulting conditional distribution

p(X1|X2 = x2) will not run across the decision boundary, which enables us to

make a classification with a much higher confidence— i.e., with high confidence

no matter what the value ofX2 happens to be, the classification will be the same.

A(t)

A(t+1)

p(x1, x2)

(a)

A(t)

A(t+1)

(x
1

= obs
1
)

p(x1, x2|x1=obs1 )

(b)

A(t)

A(t+1)

(x
2

= obs
2
)

p(x1, x2|x2=obs2 )

(c)

Figure 5.3: Joint and Conditional Distributions

In summary, fromp we derive the following guideline for load shedding: for task

A, it is more beneficial to observeX2 thanX1; for C, X1 thanX2; for B, neither

observation is critical for classification. These intuitions are explained analytically by

the risk analysis in Section 5.3.

Markov Model for Movement Prediction in the Feature Space It is clear from our

discussion in the previous section that, to make intelligent load shedding decisions at

time t, we need to knowp, the distribution of a point’s position at timet + 1. In other

words, we should capture the temporal-locality of the data,and model the movement

of a point in the feature space.

We make a simplifying assumption: a point’s location in the feature space at time

t + 1 is solely dependent on its location at timet. We then build a finite discrete-time
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Markov chain to model a point’s movement as a stochastic process.

We also assume that features are independent to each other with regard to points’

movement in the feature space. This assumption allows us to build a Markov model

on each feature2. More specifically, letX be a feature that hasM distinct values3. Our

goal is to learn a state transition matrixK of sizeM × M , where entryKij is the

probability that featureX will take valuej at timet + 1 givenX = i at timet.

We deriveK through MLE (maximum likelihood estimation). The MLE of the

transition matrixK is given by

K̂ij =
nij

∑

k nik

i.e., the fraction of transitions fromi to j among transitions fromi to k, for all possible

k. In other words, we only need to use the number of observed state transitions in the

history to estimate the transition matrixK. To adapt to potential concept shifts in the

streaming data, i.e., to allow for the change of behavior of apoint’s movement in the

feature space, we use a finite sliding window of recent history for maximum likelihood

estimation.

5.3 Bayes Risk Analysis

In this section, we present a best-effort solution to the load shedding problem described

in Section 5.1. We begin with a greedy algorithm, which is based on a naive analysis

of the expected Bayes Risk over all classification tasks. Then, we argue that a portion

of the expected Bayes Risk, which we call the expectedObservational Risk, should be

used as the metric for feature-based load shedding.

2Without the independence assumption, we need a multivariate Markov model, which may requires
us to estimate a very large transition matrix.

3We treat continuous values with the same model by discretizing them into a finite number of bins.
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The Expected Bayes Risk In Bayesian decision theory, we study the risk of mis-

classification by using a loss function. Letδ(ci|cj) denote the cost of predicting class

ci when the data is really of classcj. Then, at a given point~x in the feature space, the

risk of our decision to label~x as classci out of K classes is:

R(ci|~x) =

K∑

j=1

δ(ci|cj)P (cj|~x) (5.1)

whereP (cj|~x) is the posterior probability that~x belongs to classcj.

One particular loss function is the zero-one loss function,which is given by

δ(ci|cj) =







0 if i = j

1 if i 6= j

under which, the conditional risk in Eq 5.1 can be simplified as

R(ci|~x) = 1− P (ci|~x) (5.2)

Bayes risk is used to guide classifier training so that the learned classifier conforms

with applications’ error requirements. We can adjust the loss function to reflect our

different tolerance to different types of errors.

We argue that the same criterion must be adopted for load-shedding. In other

words, if the underlying classifier is tuned to minimize Bayes risk defined by a certain

loss function, then it only makes sense that our load-shedding mechanism is optimized

under the same guideline.

Expected Bayes Risk and Feature Observation Intuition

We use Figure 5.3 to explain what we try to achieve. We do not know the exact

position of~x at timet + 1, instead, we know the distribution of its position. In Figure

5.3(a), the expected risk of A(t + 1) is integrated over the entire elliptical area. If,

however, we choose to observe dimensionX1, the integration area is reduced to the
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dashed vertical line in Figure 5.3(b), as only dimensionX2 will have any remaining

uncertainty in terms of the exact location of A(t + 1).

In other words, observations may reduce risk. But not all observations are equal. In

Figure 5.3, if we choose to observeX1 first, the variance ofX2 is still very high, and

a large portion of the distribution is close to the decision boundary (high risk area).

Whereas if we observeX2 first, the remaining variance onX1 is much smaller, the

distribution is far away from and on the same side of the decision boundary. Therefore,

observingX2 gives a larger risk reduction.

In the rest of this section, we give a rigid analysis of the intuition we described

above.

Risk Before Feature ObservationWithout any data observation, our knowledge about

a point’s next location in the feature space is given by distributionp(~x). The expected

risk for classifying a point~x as classci, can be represented by

Rbefore(ci) = E~x[R(ci|~x)] =

∫

~x

R(ci|~x)p(~x)d~x (5.3)

which is an integration over the elliptical area in Figure 5.3(a). Notep(~x) is a short-

hand forpt+1(~x), which is derived from the current distribution and the state transition

matrixK of the Markov model.

pt+1(~x) = pt(~x)K

The optimal predictionck is the prediction that minimizes the expected risk:

k = argmin
i

Rbefore(ci) = argmin
i

E~x[R(ci|~x)] (5.4)

Therefore the expected risk before any observation is the risk of classifying the point

as classck, which isRbefore(ck).

Risk After Feature Observation
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Suppose we choose to inspect one data stream, which suppliesvalues forXj. After

observingxj = obsj , the total risk for labeling this partially observed data point as

classci comes to4:

Rafter(ci|obsj) = E(~x|xj=obsj)[R(ci|~x)]

=

∫

~x|xj=obsj

R(ci|~x)p(~x|obsj)d~x (5.5)

Clearly, Figure 5.3(b) and 5.3(c) correspond to Eq 5.5 with different j’s.

Risk Reduction due to ObservationThe benefit of making an observation ofxj is given

by the reduction in the expected Bayes Risk. Suppose after observation the predicted

class isc′k, then the expected risk after observation isRafter(c
′
k|obsj), and we have

Rdiff (obsj) = Rbefore(ck)− Rafter(c
′
k|obsj) (5.6)

Thus, a greedy method would pick the feature that leads to themaximal reduction of

risk for observation. In other words, we should choose the feature that maximizes

Eq 5.6 among all features from all classification tasks5. The best feature to observe is

given by Eq 5.7.

j∗ = argmax
j

Rdiff (obsj) (5.7)

Quality of Feature ObservationEq 5.6 provides a guideline for feature observation in

load shedding. However, in order to computeRdiff by Eq 5.6, we need to know the

observed valueobsj . This contradicts our purpose: we want a metric to tell us what

feature to observe.
4Sometimes we usep(~x|obsj) to stand forp(~x|Xj = obsj) for ease of presentation.
5Note that the predicted class before any observation,ck in equation 5.6, is task-dependent. I.e., the

Rbefore(ck) should really beRbefore(ck; taskobsj
), wheretaskobsj

is the task that observationobsj

belongs to. Therefore this value is shared by all observationsobsj for the same task, but different in
different tasks. Same applies to equation 5.8.
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To actually use Eq 5.6, we substituteobsj by the expected value of the feature,

E[Xj ], as our best guess for the observation. This leads to the following Quality of

Observation (QoO) metric definition. TheQBayes in Eq 5.8 measures the quality of

making an observation on featureXj , which is conditioned upon the expected value of

featureXj .

QBayes(Xj)=Rbefore(ck)− Rafter(c
′
k|E[xj ]) (5.8)

A generalized metric for making thek-th feature observation after already having ob-

servedk − 1 features can be derived in a similar manner.

A Pitfall The load shedding guideline developed in the previous section is quite

straightforward. However, as we demonstrate in this section, there is a pitfall in using

expected Bayes risk for load shedding.

Dissecting the riskLet p(C1|x) and p(C2|x) be the posterior distributions of two

classesC1 and C2. Without loss of generality, Figure 5.4(a) shows the two distri-

butions as two Bell curves. At pointx0, we havep(C1|x) = p(C2|x). In other words,

x0 is the classification boundary ofC1 andC2. We further assume feature valueX1 of

time t + 1 has a uniform distribution within range[a, b].

If we know X1 = x1 at timet + 1, we can make an optimal decision, which is

to predict the class that has higher posterior probability at x1. Assuming 0/1 loss, the

optimal risk atx1 is the value of the smaller posterior probability. Therefore, given

thatx1 distributes uniformly within[a, b], the expected optimal risk is the average of

the shaded area in Figure 5.4(a).

This expected optimal risk cannot be further reduced by improving the underlying

classifier, or by any other means. In fact, it is the unavoidable, lowest risk, as it is

dictated by the nature of the class posterior probabilities.
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Figure 5.4: Bayes Risk Composition
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Then, what will be the risk if we do not know the exact value ofX1 at timet + 1?

We still need to make a prediction, and suppose that we predict C2. Then the total

Bayes Risk is the shaded areas in Figure 5.4(b), and we can seethe risk is not optimal

at data points whereC1 should have been the optimal decision. Compared with the

optimal risk, the increased portion, which we call the Observational Risk, is shown as

the extra shaded areas in Figure 5.4(b).

The PitfallThe strategy we developed in the previous section may not be optimal in risk

reduction. To see this, we can compare the two featuresX1 andX2 shown in Figure

5.4(b) and Figure 5.4(c), where we want to decide which feature to observe. As shown

in the figure,X2 has a different distribution at timet+1 (uniform within[c, d]) fromX1,

and consequently different expected valueE(X2) and different Observational Risk.

By observing the value of a feature, we can eliminate the Observational Risk asso-

ciated with that feature. Clearly, we should choose to observe featureX1, because as

shown in Figure 5.4, its area that corresponds to the Observational Risk is larger.

However, based on the strategy developed in the last section, we would opt to

observe featureX2, because it has a much lower risk value at its expected location

E(X2), as shown in the figure. According to Eq 5.8, we should choose the featureX

such that the expected risks before observingX (in the figure, the average value of

the total shaded area) and after observingX (in the figure,R(E[X])) has the largest

difference. SinceR(E[X1]) is much larger thanR(E[X2]), the risk reduction may in

fact favor featureX2.

The Expected Observational Risk The naive risk analysis in Section 5.3 failed to

deliver an optimal load shedding strategy because it tries to minimize the entire Bayes

Risk when making data observation choices. It does not realize that Bayes risk consists

of two parts, and only one part, the Observational Risk, can be eliminated by making
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observations. The other part, the Optimal Risk, is unavoidable, and data observation

cannot lead to a risk lower than this lower bound.

As data observations can only reduce the Observational Riskportion of Bayes Risk,

it makes sense to use Observational Risk instead of the full Bayes Risk as our optimiza-

tion goal for load shedding.

In this section, we propose a new metric,QObs, to guide data observation. The

superiority ofQObs over QBayes is due to its focus on the reducible risks, and such

superiority is confirmed later in experiments in Section 5.5.

TheQObs Metric At each location~x in the feature space, there is an optimal decision

given by the underlying classifier, suppose it isc∗. Clearly,c∗ is given by6:

c∗ = argmin
i

R(ci|~x) (5.9)

Then, we can re-write the Expected Bayes Risk for un-observed tasks in Eq 5.3 into the

following form, where we assume the assigned class by the classifier isck according

to Eq 5.4.

Rbefore(ck) = E~x[R(ck|~x)] =

∫

~x

R(ck|~x)p(~x)d~x

=

Optimal Risk Lower-bound
︷ ︸︸ ︷∫

~x

R(c∗|~x)p(~x)d~x

+

∫

~x

[R(ck|~x)− R(c∗|~x)]p(~x)d~x

︸ ︷︷ ︸

Expected Observational Risk

(5.10)

It is clear from Eq 5.10 that the expected risk for an un-observed data point consists

of two parts.

• The first part,
∫

~x
R(c∗|~x)p(~x)d~x, is the expected Optimal Risk, which is the

lowest possible risk that the underlying classifier can achieve.

6c∗ is actually a function of~x. Herec∗ is used in place ofc∗(~x) for representation simplicity.
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• The second part,
∫

~x
[R(ck|~x)−R(c∗|~x)]p(~x)d~x, is the expected risk increase over

the lower bound, which is caused by a non-optimal predictiondue to classifier’s

lack of knowledge about the true data. This is the portion that observation of

data affects the most – it is completely eliminated after thefull observation of

all features.

Therefore, we should first observe features that lead to the largest reduction of the

second part of Bayes Risk, the Observational Risk, which only apply to un-observed

(or partially observed) data.

The expectation of the Observational Risk (which we will refer to asRobs) for

un-observed or partially-observed data is then:

Robs
before(ck) =

∫

~x

[R(ck|~x)−R(c∗|~x)]p(~x)d~x (5.11)

Intuitively, if the distribution has less overlap with the decision boundary, then the

Expected Observational Risk will have a lower value—this explains the guidelines

derived from intuitions in Section 5.2.

Similarly, the risk after the first observationRafter in Eq 5.6 can also be decom-

posed into two parts, in much the same way as the decomposition of Eq 5.10 goes.

Therefore the Observational Risk after observing featurexj is given by:

Robs
after(c

′
k|obsj) =

∫

(~x|xj=obsj)

[R(c′k|~x)− R(c∗|~x)]p(~x|obsj)d~x

Now, we can replaceobsj with its expectation, and modify the Quality of Observation

metricQBayes defined in Eq 5.8 intoQObs, which measures the gain of Observational

Risk after observing the featureXj. (Hereck is the predicted class before the observa-

tion, andc′k is the predicted class after the observation.)

QObs(Xj)=Robs
before(ck)−Robs

after(c
′
k|E[xj ]) (5.12)
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The above gives the guideline for picking the first feature for observation. We can use

similar procedures to maximize Expected Observational Risk reductions before and

after making thekth feature observation for a task. Eventually, with full observation the

risk is reduced to the optimal risk at the observed location~xobs, which solely depends

on the underlying classifier and the location itself, without any contribution from the

data observation error.

Therefore, the generalized metricQObs measures the quality of making thekth

observationxk, which is conditioned on the feature values we have already observed

so far (obs1, obs2, · · ·, obsk−1), and the expected value of the featurexk that we are

about to observe.

QObs(Xk) = Robs(ck|obs1,··· ,k−1)

−Robs(c′k|obs1,··· ,k−1, E[xk]) (5.13)

=

∫

~x|obs1,··· ,k−1

R′(ci|~x)p(~x|obs1,··· ,k−1)d~x

−

∫

~x|obs1,··· ,k−1,

xk=E[xk]

R′(ci|~x)p(~x|obs1,··· ,k−1, E[xk])d~x

HereR′(ci|~x) stands for[R(ci|~x) − R(c∗|~x)]: whereci is the best predicted class

based on currently-known data distribution (by Eq 5.4); andc∗ is the optimal class

label at the particular location~x, obtained based on the class posterior distributions.

Here the expectations ofR′ can be computed as in Eq 5.11. Obviously, Eq 5.12 is a

special case of Equation 5.13 where the set of already-observed features is empty.

5.4 The Best Feature First (BFF) Algorithm

The BFF Algorithm The Best Feature First (BFF) algorithm (shown in Algorithm

4) is derived based on Eq 5.13. BFF is invoked once in every time unit, which utilizes
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the metricQObs to repeatedly pick the nextbestfeature to observe until the capacity

for the time unit is consumed.

Intuitively, in Algorithm 4, at the beginning of each time unit we first compute

the predicted distributions for each feature using Markov chains, and then compute

an expected decision for each task based on the predictions.Then we repeatedly pick

to observe thebestunobserved feature over all tasks that leads to the largest reduc-

tion in Expected Observational Risk. By doing so, we greedily minimize Expected

Observational Risk over all tasks.

Algorithm 4 The Best Feature First (BFF) Algorithm
inputs: A total of n classification tasks, where each taskTi has k streaming data
sources(features). For the current time unit, some or all ofthe N = n × k streams may
have new data available.
outputs: Decisionsδi (i ∈ 1, · · · , n) for each of then tasks
static variables: One next feature distribution vectorp(x), and one Markov modelK built on
data in a sliding window, for each of theN streams
how to use: invoke once per load-shedding time unit
1: Compute the predicted feature distributionp(x) for each featurex, based on the previous

p(x) value and the Markov modelK.
2: Compute the predicted decisionδi (i ∈ 1, · · · , n) for each of then tasks, based on the

predicted feature distributionp(x) (Equation 5.4).
3: Apply heuristics to prune the set of all features, which results in candidate feature set

Fcand. (See discussion in Section 5.4.)
4: For all featuresxj ∈ Fcand, computeQObs(xj) by Eq 5.13
5: For all featuresxk /∈ Fcand, assignQObs(xk)← 0
6: observed count← 0
7: while still data andobserved count < Capacity do
8: Pick the unobserved streamxj with the highestQObs(xj) value across all features of all

tasks, and observe its actual data value. Break tie randomly.
9: If the highest QObs(xj) equals to 0, randomly pick the remaining (Capacity −

observed count) number of features to observe, and terminate the loop.
10: Update distributionp(xj) to a unit vector to reflect the observation made.
11: Update the decisionδi for the taskTi that streamxj belongs to, based on the new feature

distributionp(xj) (Equation 5.4).
12: Update theQObs values for the remaining unobserved streams belonging to task Ti

(Equation 5.13 ).
13: observed count← observed count + 1
14: end while
15: Update the Markov model for each stream based on observations made in this and previous

time unit (add counts for newly observed transitions, and remove those expired out of the
sliding window).
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Implementation Issues and Cost Analysis While conceptually clear, the BFF algo-

rithm has a few implementation and computation issues that require further elabora-

tion.

Computing the Expected Risks:The BFF algorithm requires computing the Expected

Observational Risk. For example, to computeRobs
before(ck) in Eq 5.11 for a task with

feature vector distributionp(~x), we need to know two sets of values.

• The risk valueR(ci|~x) for feature vector~x can be obtained from the underlying

Bayesian classifier, which computes an estimated posteriorP (ci|x) from likeli-

hoodP (x|ci) and priorP (ci) and estimates risk accordingly[DHS00].

• The movement distribution probabilityp(~x) for feature vector~x can be obtained

from the Markov models. Suppose~x hask features, then the probability for

the full feature vector isp(~x) =
∏k

i=1 p(xi), based on the assumption of feature

movement independence. Here eachp(xi) on an individual feature is computed

using the corresponding Markov model. Suppose for featurexi, the feature dis-

tribution at timet− 1 is pit−1, then

pit = pit−1K

whereK is the state transition matrix for the Markov model of featurexi.

We then compute the Expected Observational Risk by integrating over the domain

of feature vector~x, which is discussed next.

Numeric Integration Over Feature SpaceTo compute the Expected Observational Risk

we need to integrate over the entire feature space of a task. This is computationally

expensive if the task has a high dimension. To reduce the computational complexity

we useintegration by samplingas validated in [CYW05] and in our own experiments.

In short, based on the independence in movement assumption,we perform 1-

dimensional Monte Carlo sampling [Liu01] on each feature based on its predicted
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data distribution, and then assembled the results from all features to form samples for

the full feature vector, which can then be used to compute theexpected risk as an

un-weighted average. We will omit further details on this.

Markov Model MaintenanceWe separately maintain one Markov chain for each fea-

ture. If a feature hasM distinct values, a matrix ofM ×M counters is maintained

for the feature. Due to load shedding, we may not have consecutive observations on

a particular feature to fill up the counters. We adopt an an-hoc method to force some

consecutive observations in order to fill the counters, as used in [CYW05], which will

not be further discussed here. The dynamic nature of the streaming environment can

also be addressed by building the Markov model on a sliding window of data, which

we do not further discuss.

Feature Set Pruning to avoidQobs evaluationThe most expensive step in BFF is to

compute the metricQobs for each feature of each classification tasks, possibly repeat-

edly, as discussed below. To reduce the cost of the algorithm, we apply some heuristics

to avoid evaluating theQobs of some features. Primarily, two heuristics are applied: 1)

Avoid computingQobsj
metric (the gain of observational risk given the expectation of

featurej) for features from tasks that have very low observational risk values to begin

with. A threshold risk value is adaptively set, (e.g. the 20 percentile of the non-zero

Qobs values from the last window) and used to prune features from such low-risk tasks.

2) Further, we prune features whoseQobs in the last window was below the threshold,

and the overall risk value of the task has changed very littlecompared to last window.

That is, even if a task has a overall risk that makes the threshold, we avoid features in

the task whose observation is not likely to give rise to enough risk gains. Although the

worst case is not affected, these heuristics effectively reduces the amortized average

computational complexity in our experiments.

Algorithm Cost AnalysisThe most expensive step in BFF is to compute the metric
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Qobs for each feature of each classification tasks. Without usingthe feature set pruning

methods discussed above, suppose there aren tasks withk dimensions each (therefore

there are a total ofN = n × k streams), and out of them we have the capacity to

observemstreams. Before we make any observation, we will perform a total of O(N)

computation ofQobs metrics. Then after making each observation, we will only need

to update metric values forO(k) un-observed features for the affected task, which

makes the totalQobs update cost to beO(m × k). Therefore, each round we perform

[O(N) + O(m × k)] computations of theQobs metric. With feature set pruning, the

amortized average cost reduces a lot as confirmed by our experiments.

The sampling step ofQobs computation, as discussed above for integration, only

needs to be done once per time unit. Suppose we obtainh samples on each feature, the

total cost of sampling is thenO(h × N). h is usually a small number here, as 10-20

samples are usually enough to give a very good estimation in our experiments.

Maintaining the Markov models for each feature requireM×M space complexity,

andM×M time complexity for counter updates in each time unit. Therefore, we have

a total ofN ×M ×M updates for Markov model maintenance.

A Lower-cost Hybrid In this section we discuss an alternative approximation algo-

rithm that further reduces the cost of metric computations complexity to the same level

of task-based algorithms, while performing better than task-based algorithms.

Highest Variance of Worst Task (HVWT)Intuitively, instead of completely operate

on features, this algorithm is a hybrid of task-based and feature-based algorithms, in

which we pick a task first before picking a feature from the task. First, we pick the

worst task that has the highest overall Observational Risk, by using Eq 5.11 which is

computed on tasks. Then, instead of observing all the features in thisworst task (as

a task-based algorithm, such as LoadStar [CYW05], will do),we only pick onebest
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feature (in term of observation) from this task to observe. We then update the task’s

Observational Risk value after this observation, and startover again to pick theworst

task and abestfeature, and repeat this process until the capacity is reached.

To pick thebestfeature we utilize the following intuition. Frequently, a feature

with a high variance in terms of movement destination will contribute more to the

overall Observational Risk. For example in Figure 5.3, featureX2 for task A has a high

variance in movement, and observing which will result in a larger Observational Risk

reduction than observing featureX1. Intuitively, the higher the variance in movement,

the more likely the destination will run across decision boundary, and therefore the

larger its contribution to total Observational Risk. Of course a high variance does not

always lead to a larger Observational Risk, e.g. in Figure 5.2 it is the lower-variance

feature (X1) in task C that contributes more to the Observational Risk, therefore we

may not always be picking thebestfeature by this approximation.

Assuming feature movement patterns usually last for some period of time, the vari-

ance of movement for each feature can be computed once and reused in each time unit,

only to be re-evaluated periodically. Therefore here in each time unit we asymptoti-

cally avoid computing the[O(N)+O(m×k)] Qobs metrics, and instead only doO(n)

computations of Expected Observational Risk for each task.

5.5 Experiment Evaluation

We apply feature-based load shedding on both synthetic and real-life data sets. Results

indicate that the BFF algorithm out-performs both the random-shedding algorithm and

the task-based shedding algorithm LoadStar[CYW05] on multi-source classification

tasks. In addition, the lower-cost hybrid HVWT algorithm appears to have a good

trade-off between complexity and error performance.
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Experiment Setups We implement the load shedding and classification algorithms

in Java. The experiments are carried out on a Linux machine with a P4 2.8GHz proces-

sor and 1GB of main memory. We use the Naı̈ve Bayesian classifier, which has been

shown to be highly effective in practice, as our base classifier, and we use a 0/1 loss

function for risk computation. For ease of study we fix the number of input streams

for each time unit, and compare the classification errors under different amount of load

shedding. Because of the 0/1 loss function, classification error is simply computed as

the percentage of mis-labeled data points. For the Monte Carlo sampling we use 10

sample points for each task.

Experiments on Synthetic Datasets We generate data for 25 classification tasks

each withK features (i.e.K different streaming inputs), thus for a total of25∗K input

streams. For ease of study, the tasks share the same two-class classification model. Due

to thenäıveassumption, the class models on each feature are assigned independently.

Half of the K features for each task are assigned with the following classmodel:

p(x|+) ∼ N(0.3, 0.22), p(x|−) ∼ N(0.7, 0.22), whereN(µ, σ2) is Normal Distribu-

tion with meanµ and varianceσ2. The other half features in each task are assigned

with the following class model:p(x|+) ∼ N(0.7, 0.22), p(x|−) ∼ N(0.3, 0.22). Then

the real class of each generated point is assigned using the class with the higher joint

posterior probability.

For data point movements, we use a random walk model:

xt = xt−1 + ε, whereε ∼ N(0, σ2)

To have a mixture of different movement variances, half of theK features in each task

are assigned with aσ value of 0.3, and the other half are assigned with aσ value of

0.005. Therefore the features in the same task could have very different movement

variances.
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Data are generated for 10000 time units on all the streams, the first 5000 time units

are used for training the classifier and the Markov models, and the rest are used for

testing. We omit sliding window management for Markov models in our experiments,

since its effectiveness in adapting to changing movement patterns under this type of

load shedding settings has already been validated elsewhere [CYW05].

Quality of ClassificationFigure 5.5 shows the quality of classification under different

load shedding percentages for load-shedding algorithms with different quality metrics(K=4,

i.e. 4 features per task). Since random shedding does not useany intelligence in select-

ing features for observation, we use random shedding as thebaselinefor comparison.

The horizontal axis shows the percentage of load that is shedfrom observation, and the

vertical axis shows the relative error compared to the errorof random-shedding (i.e.
Erroralgorithm

Errorrandom
). We see that the feature-based greedy algorithm utilizingmetricQBayes

(line C) performs better than the task-based load shedding method LoadStar (line B),

while the BFF algorithm (line D), which is feature-based andspecifically targeting the

Observational Risk, outperforms all other methods. The BFFalgorithm achieves more

than 45% improvements over random load shedding when the amount of shedding is

about 40% to 50%. When the amount of shedding further increases, the improvement

drops as prediction becomes less accurate.

Figure 5.5: Comparison of Task-based and Feature-based Methods on Synthetic Data
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Figure 5.6 validates the hybrid algorithm HVWT (line E)7. This approximation

algorithm outperforms LoadStar while achieves classification error close to that of

BFF.

Figure 5.6: The Approximation Algorithm HVWT on Synthetic Data

CPU CostTo study the cost of different algorithms, we measure theeffective CPU

time savingunder different load shedding conditions. Because of computation over-

head, when we shed x% of data from observation, we actually achieve a total CPU cost

saving that is less than x%. Therefore, we measure the total CPU time required under

load shedding, and divide it by the total CPU time required without load-shedding.

This ratio is then theeffective CPU time savingachieved by load shedding. There-

fore, under a given load-shedding amount, the higher this ratio is, the less overhead is

commanded by the algorithm.

As discussed in Section 5.1, our algorithm applies to the case when data obser-

vation is associated with high cost (e.g. audio/video streams that have high feature

extraction cost, or sensor data that has a high communication cost). Therefore, to sim-

ulate a realistic situation and study the costs of the algorithms, in the experiments we

assign an observation costc to each data observation (i.e. It costsc as in CPU time

to observe a data source). In particular, in the experimentsin Figures 5.7,c is set to

7We try to keep the labeling of algorithms consistent across different figures, therefore here we have
kept the labels B and D, and added label E.
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5 milli-seconds per data source observation. This observation cost is reasonable in

many situations. For example, suppose our algorithm detects alert situations by first

tracking the movement of objects in video frames, and then classifying whether dan-

ger is present, depending on the object position in the frame. The object recognition

step for the video frames thus becomes a pre-processing stepfor the danger classifi-

cation. Such recognition process easily takes tens of milli-seconds in practice. As an

example, suppose the object we are tracking is a human face, in [VJ04] it is shown

that using state-of-the-art technology, it takes 67 milli-seconds to recognize face on

a 384x288 image. (In comparison, in our experiments, it takes about 1 milli-second

to randomly select a feature, and then predict its value and classify the corresponding

task. Therefore, the observation cost can be a much more significant cost compared to

classification.)

Figure 5.7(a) (K = 2, i.e., two-features per task) and 5.7(b) (K = 4, i.e., four-

features per task) shows the effective CPU time savings under different load shedding

conditions. The result shows that LoadStar and HVWT introduce an overhead that is

quite close to each other, with both costs a little higher than random shedding. Nev-

ertheless, both of these two algorithms result in quite small overheads. For example,

if the data tuple shedding is 10%, the effective CPU time saving of these algorithms

is in the range of (5-7)%. On the other hand, the BFF algorithmshows a higher over-

head, where CPU savings from the first 10% tuple shedding is basically consumed by

the algorithm overhead, i.e., a 20% tuple shedding roughly achieves a 10% CPU time

saving for the BFF algorithm.

Real Life Experiments: Traffic Jam Prediction For real-life data, we use datasets

exported from National Center for Data Mining database of Illinois IDOT Highway

Sensors [hig]. Aggregated traffic information of average speed, volume etc, are col-

lected by sensors located along highways (readings about 5 minutes apart). We devise
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(a) Two-features per Task (b) Four-features per Task

Figure 5.7: The CPU Cost of Algorithms

the following streaming application: based on the hour of day, the traffic condition on

a highway segment, as well as the traffic conditions on the adjacent segments, predict

whether there will be along traffic jamon this segment. We simplistically define a

long traffic jam as ”average speed< 15mph for a consecutive 30 minutes or longer

with no gaps”. Real traffic data are labeled either asin long traffic jamor not in long

traffic jamaccording to this criteria, and used to train a separate Naive Bayes classi-

fier for each highway segment. The idea is that, the traffic conditions (e.g. average

speed) on highways should follow some stochastic process that can be reasonably pre-

dicted by a Markov model, and therefore we can perform load shedding based on these

predictions.

For the experiments, we select 4 highway segments (4 tasks),each task with a total

of 64 features, including i) the traffic information at current time unit for this segment

and the 2 segments before and 2 segments after this segment. ii) the traffic condition

on the these same 5 segments during the last 3 time units.

Out of the 64 features per task, only the 16 for the current time unit needs to be

modeled and predicted. The other 48 features are historicaldata (for the last 3 time

units) that are simply copied over from the observations/predictions at the previous
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time units. Therefore, under this setting we have 16 streamsper task for load shed-

ding, with a total of 64 data streams overall for 4 tasks. We used 3-weeks worth of

aggregated traffic data (collected roughly once every 5 minutes) to train Naive Bayes

classifiers, and use one-week worth of data for testing. Thelong traffic jamprediction

is rather successful under this setting, with a base error rate of about 4%.

Figure 5.8 shows the experiment comparing 4 load shedding algorithms for the traf-

fic prediction task. Very similar to synthetic data, we see that the BFF algorithm with

metricQObs (line D) gives the best performance, while the approximation algorithm

HVWT outperforms LoadStar and approaches the performance of the BFF algorithm.

Figure 5.8: Comparison of Task-based and Feature-based Methods on Traffic Predic-
tion

5.6 Related Works

The task-based load shedding algorithm LoadStar [CYW05] studies a special case of

the stream classification problem, where every task only hasone input data stream. In

our paper, we focus on the more general case where each task may have multiple input

sources, and devise feature-based metric and algorithms accordingly.

Load shedding mechanisms for data stream queries has been studied for Data

Stream Management Systems (DSMS). These systems generallyeither employ a random-

dropping mechanism [BDM03, TSZ03, MWA03], rely on user-provided static QoS
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metric [TSZ03], or build an adaptive feedback loop for tuplelatency based on control

theory [THX05]. These methods do not address the quality requirements of classifica-

tion tasks, where the quality measures are non-static and task-dependent.

Adapting classifiers for streaming data is another related area [WFY03, GK02,

HSD01, JA03], which usually studies one-pass incremental algorithms, builds data

synopsis, or adapts classifiers to concept-shifts. Our workinstead focuses on intelli-

gently dropping, not approximating, input data under overloaded conditions.

Another related area is distributed data streams querying [OJW03, JCW04], which

focuses on cost savings across a distributed network. Here we focus on a multi-source

task setting, where only the server has the full knowledge todecide which data to drop.

5.7 Conclusions

In this chapter we adopt a Bayes Risk based approach toward the multi-source clas-

sification problem. We performed a full analysis of Bayes Risk and propose a risk

measure for load shedding - the Observational Risk. We devise the BFF algorithm for

feature-based load shedding and its lower-cost approximation algorithm HVWT, and

use both synthetic and real-life data to validate the performance of the algorithms.
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CHAPTER 6

Conclusions

Data stream applications require efficient and reliable continuous processing of mas-

sive data streams under changing load conditions— a goal that presents many research

challenges. Therefore, in this dissertation we have addressed a number of research

problems in the areas of DSMS system performance, data stream query language con-

structs, and application-specific data stream issues.

For DSMS system performance, we investigated operator scheduling algorithms.

Starting from simple query components, and gradually moving to more complex com-

ponents, we systematically discussed practical scheduling algorithms on different query

graph topologies. In particular, we extended previous algorithms to apply on query

components that contain tuple-sharing forks. Moreover, wecompared practical al-

gorithms, which are based on average-cost heuristics, against theoretically optimal

algorithms that make scheduling decisions based on true tuple costs, and demonstrated

that the practical algorithms closely approximate the performance of the unrealistic

optimal algorithms. We also proposed a flexible query graph execution model that is

conducive to a dynamically reconfigurable implementation.Our model can be used to

support various query optimization strategies, enabling the DSMS to change strategies

at run time with ease and minimum overhead. Furthermore, to solve the idle-waiting

problem, we proposed techniques for timestamp management and propagation that can

greatly reduce both the memory usage and the latency in queries with union and join

operators.

In terms of language design, we focused on one important stream-oriented con-
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struct, sliding-windows, which is critical in many data stream applications. We dis-

cussed the full integration of sliding windows with arbitrary User Defined Aggregates

(UDAs) in the Expressive Stream Language (ESL). We showed that integrating these

two constructs allows us to express solutions to real application problems, which are

otherwise difficult to express in a query language. Furthermore, we studied an RFID

noise-elimination problem, and proposed a solution that utilizes sliding-windows and

incremental state-maintenance mechanisms, which are constructs that we introduced

into the ESL language.

Finally, we studied one particular data stream mining problem—the multi-task,

multi-source classification problem. We adopted a Bayes Risk based approach and

performed a full analysis of Bayes risk for load shedding. Weproposed a risk measure,

the Observational Risk, which is most suited for measuring the effect of the lack of

observation. We then devised the Best Feature First (BFF) algorithm for feature-based

load shedding, and validated the performance of the algorithm on both synthetic and

real-life data.

Future Work One potential direction for future work on operator scheduling is to in-

tegrate the optimization of memory and response time. As thealgorithms for memory

and response time optimization have conflicting procedures, i.e., they have different

graph partitioning requirements, an interesting researchtopic is how we can control

the trade-off between the two objectives, and possibly optimize for a combination of

both objectives. Besides operator scheduling optimization, there are also other meth-

ods to improve the performance of a DSMS. For example, while many queries exist

in the system and they are generally scheduled one by one by the scheduling mecha-

nism, these queries may not be independent. In fact, knowingthe result of one query

may help us to decide whether another query can possibly produce any result for the

current input tuple. If the answer is no, then we may skip evaluating the other query.
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This intuition potentially allows us to buildquery indexes, where queries can be intel-

ligently skipped to improve the overall processing capacity of the system. Such query

indexing mechanism currently does not exist in the Stream Mill DSMS, and can be

a potential future research item. As another example, whilememory minimization is

an important optimization goal of scheduling, disk-swapping of memory buffers is in-

evitable in some applications that have to keep very large amount of streaming data.

Thus, buffer management and query optimization in the presence of disk-swapping

make very interesting future research topics.
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